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Gentlemen:

1977 is almost history.

We've made some progress this year:

l. Thanks to our Frontier missionary program, we have placed about 2,000
floor cases with dealers this year. With the continued education of
jobber salesmen and our new advertising program, next year should bea whopper.

2. Our volume in Collectables continues to grow with both the discounters
and the supermarkets playing vital roles. The department store void
will be filled next year by Mighty Oak. You'll hear more about thisexciting program.

3. With continued pressure on our Housewares Division you Gentlemen are
beginning to generate improved volume with both the housewares jobber
and the rack jobber. Your continuing emphasis on key accounts in
these two categories is starting to pay dividends. Progress we've made
but let's not kid ourselves, we've still got a long way to go. But I
must say it is rewarding to see some of those hard to get "keys" finallyfal1 in line.

We've done some restructuring this year, added some people. This has helped sales.
We plan more restructuring and more people in the future. Your company is in a
growth cycle, in an expanding economy.

Exciting new programs and products are planned for next year - you'll learn of
some of them as you go through your book. Our goals are ambitious but so areour people.

We'll meet the objectives set by our management through dedicated effort.

And now, as we wind up another year, let us be thankful for our families and ourfine Company.

From all of us here in New York and our factories, worldwide, go our best wishes
for your continued health, success and prosperity.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

JMJ:SC
November 1977
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Deer Imperial Sc lesman:

Our first salesman, Limey (Emil H.) Talmon, liked to call our representatives
"Our Misrepresentatives" but we ere addressing you cs "Deer Imperial Salesmen"
for we expect clot from you in 1978. We have quite a few things to talk to
you about.

New Facilities. In 1977, we added considerably to our manufacturing capacity.

A. We built a Lock Beck facility ct Ellenville with which you ere familiar,
end this should result inc major increase in your sales since this facility is almost
like en additional factory, end was erected not to interfere with the production of
Schrade merchandise. The success with which these knives have been received
hes caused us to build a new facility in Providence to make Lock Beck knives.
This hes just been started end when completed, Imperial will offer the greatest end
broadest assortment of qua lity Lock Becks in the world.

B. We purchased some factories. Richerds Holdings of Sheffield, England
(three plants).

l. Richards, on Moore Street, Sheffield - 180,000 sq. feet of manu
facturing space, making scissors (one of the largest in the world), pocket knives
similar to our Jackmaster knives, end kitchen knives.

2. Rodgers Wostenholm, on Guernsey Rood, Sheffield - making two
famous brands.

A. The Jos. Rodgers "star and cross" ( +) trademark, granted
in 1682. The "star end cross" originated because although Joseph
Rodgers could make fine pocket knives, he couldn't write his own name.

B. The IXL Wostenholm trademark, granted in 1745. This
factory actually made the original Jim Bowie knife, which is on display
in the Alamo right now (so I am told), and which is branded IXL
Wostenholm.

50 years ego, if you didn't carry Wostenholm, Rodgers, or the Twin
brands, you weren't in the business.
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3. Richards also own a small holloware factory in London, under the
trade name Satinsteel. If that isn't enough .

C. We also purchased a factory in Listowel, Ireland, making low priced
pocket knives.

Caution! Please do not talk about these acquisitions to your customers. We
write you this information so you are posted and know what is going on, but this
is not for general public knowledge. When we have some products from abroad
to sell, then we can "open up."

Personnel Changes. Some of these changes you may know about, some you do not.

If you haven't met Allan Pfeffer, he has been the buyer making trips to the
Orient for us since January, 1976.

We have appointed Joseph Fanchi, a CPA with a great deal of experience, as
our new Controller.

Bob Ernst, Product Manager of the Pocket Knife Division, all factories.

Charlie Arnold, Product Manager of Household Cutlery and Gadgets.

Fred LueckeI, whom most of you know has been the head of Imperial Inter
national GmbH, Germany {overseas sales), our new Vice President of Imperial
Knife Associated Companies, our parent company. His new responsibilities wi 11
encompass not only his former territories, but will also include English merchan
dise and sales on the Continent and Europe, as wel I as using his overall
experience to help our English factories expand their markets.

Peter Lekisch, our Vice President, has assumed the new responsibility of putting
Imperial in the forefront of the scissor business. He will not only develop and
create a line, but with Marty in charge of Marketing, will work out the merchan
dising of our scissors.

Henry Weber is in charge of the factory in Ireland, and Tony Gibbs assumes the
Managing Directorship of our factories in England.

Henry Fazzano has spent three months in England. He has brought over to help
him, Julian Raper and David Swinden, to Schrade-ize the Rodgers and Wostenholm
operations, and to Frontier-ize the Richards plant for the world markets.

Julian Raper is now tl in Providence, as well as manufacturing throughout the
world.
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We ore very happy that Mork Gardiner's brother, Wally, hos joined with us,
while Mark hos been upgraded to District Sales Manager. Tom Moyer's son too,
has joined the fold. We are very happy that our family is growing from within.
So much for personnel.

New Goals. We hove set new goals for Imperial in 1978 nd they require your
full cooperation, and we know we'll get it. By creating a complete program for
our Collectables and our new Mighty Oak lines, including sizeable amounts of
money for advertising, we need everyone's cooperation to sell these lines to as
many outlets in your territory as you can. With the consumer market testing,
plus the hundreds of thousands of dollars spent in advertising, if you cannot
plant Mighty Oak and Collectables in quantities in oil territories, it is only
because our soles force have not done their job.

Now a word about business in 1978. We haven't used the crystal ball for a long
time because incoming orders, particularly on the better grade merchandise,
have continued to exceed our expectations. Years ago, when we made 50¢
pocket knives, we paid less than 50¢ an hour. I om sure no one expects that we
are going to cut wages in 1978. In fact, we know we will hove to keep pace
with other industries. If someone works one hour to own a knife, then you con
see why better grade merchandise is selling. This holds true in kitchen knives,
as well as pocket knives. Our volume for 1977 was good, but our profits could
stand improving. If we sell more of our better grade kitchen cutlery, that will
help.

In wishing you and all your family a healthy and prosperous 1978, I would like
to odd,"l.et's beat 1977 in both profits and volume." What do you soy?
Let's go!

AMB:mr



MARKETING MESSAGE

It is a generally accepted fact that 800 out of every thousand new
product ideas are scrapped in the idea stage, and 135 more are
dropped because tests show little chance of success. Of the
remainder, a dozen or more perish in test marketing. It is evident
that when you get a good new product, you have a precious corporate
asset that justifies the hundreds of thousands of dollars spent on
product development, market research, tooling, packaging, catalog
pages, displays, and national consumer and trade advertising. Our
successful new product assets represent heavy investment for the
company, but we are glad to make an investment in saleable new
products, because we want our business to grow. As our business
grows, we all grow and benefit.

We do our marketing job and put together a product with consumer
acceptance and a merchandising program that will appeal to the
distribution system. We develop these programs or products,
utilizing input from consumers, as well as from our distributors,
retailers and sales force. We do not work in a vacuum. We are
giving you the very best marketing support.

After we do our job and put the merchandising package together, we
look to you, our selling professionals, to get the product through
the distribution system to point of sale, where that "Great Decision
Maker'', our consumer, tells us we were right by purchasing our
product.

The Game is won or lost on how well you target your sales objectives,
schedule your calls, sell the product, and follow through. Your
selling performance turns an investment in a new product into a
profitable return on that investment.

At this sales meeting, you are getting two brand new products to
maximize our return on investment - Mighty Oak and Frontier Double
Eagle. You are being asked to maximize our return on an almost new
product, The Collectables, which we know sells well at point of sale
in any type of retail outlet.

Let's take advantage of our scope in product offerings to improve
and expand our position at point of sale. Let's get more products
in more places 1n 1978.

My best wishes to all of you, and if I can help in any way, please
let me know.

t,p
Dat"J. Freiman
Director of Marketing



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY,_ INC.
REVISED SALES POLICY

EFFECTIVE 1/1/78

l. It is Imperial's aim to gain widest possible distribution and sales of its
consumer products through all channels of distribution in which merchandise
of this type reaches consunrs.

2. Although we would prefer to attain the aim primarily through sales by
Company salesmen to wholesaler distributors, because of market conditions
and trade practices, there are certain classes of trade to whom we must
sell direct:

a) Auto Supply Chains
b) Catalog Houses (Mail Order)
c) Catalog Showrooms
d) Club Plans
e) Department Stores
f) Direct Premium Users
g) Direct Selling Companies
h) Drug Chains
i) Hardware Chains
J) Jewelry Chains
k) Mass Merchandisers (incl. Leased Dept. Operatores)
1) Military Stores & Exchanges
m) Super Market Chains (Direct Buying)
n) Trading Stamp Companies
o) Variety Chains (National & Regional)
p) Cutlery and Other Manufacturers

3. Wholesale Distributors of all types are to be sold at current Jobber Prices,
which are generally 50% and 10% (or better) off Retail List Prices.

4. The Company's cash terms are 27 - 10, Net 30, to all classes of trade, with
the following exemptions:

Advertising Specialty Jobbers - 17- 10, Net 30 Days

Direct Premium Users
Cutlery Manufacturers
Other Manufacturers
Accommodation Accounts

- Net 30 Days
- Net 30 Days
- Net 30 Days
- Net 30 Days

5. All Shipments are F.O.B. our factories.

Full Freight will be allowed on all Household Cutlery and/or Gadgets in
150 lb. minimum shipments to all wholesale/retail classes of trade, except
Mighty Oak (See Section E for details).

For wholesale customers who buy both Cutlery (and/or Gadgets) and Stainless
Tableware, Full Freight will be allowed on Tableware also in 150 lb. minimum
shipments (alone or combined with Cutlery and/or Gadgets). The factory
should be advised as to those customers who qualify for FFA shipments of
Stainless Tableware on this basis.

Full Freight will also be allowed on all lines to certain classes of trade,
as noted below.



6. Our pricing and freight policies on sales to certain retail channels of trade
are as follows:

(NEW) A. Department Stores

To be sold at retail less 507 with an Advertising Allowance
of 10%, which must be accrued. Claims for such Advertising
Allowance must be accompanied by tear sheets of ads, or other
proof of performance, Full Fretght Allowed on 150 lb. minimum
shipments, except Mighty Oak (See Section E for details).

B. Variety & Drug Chains

To be sold on the basis of 507 off retail, with 8% Warehouse
Allowance, 2% Advertising Allowance available (by credit memo)
upon claim accompanied by proof of performance. Full Freight
Allowed on 150 lb. minimum shipments. (Terms: 27 - 10, Net 30
Days) .

C. Mass Merchandisers

To be sold on the basis of 50% off retail with an 8% Allowance
on Warehouse or Distribution Orders. Full Freight Allowed on
150 lb. minimum shipments. (Terms: 27 - 10, Net 30 Days).

D. Super Market Chains (Direct Buying), Auto Supply, Hardware,
and Jewelry Chains

To be sold on basis of regular distributor pricing ("J" Price
Lists), in Standard Factory Packs.

E. Catalog Show@rooms

(See Section K for details)

7. Our normal pricing policy (except for Department Stores and Drug and Variety
Chains) on all lines precludes additional discounts for cooperative adver
tising and/or catalog allowances. However, in some cases we do recognize
extenuating circumstances which make exceptions to this policy worthwhile.
When salesmen believe that special consideration is warranted, they should
contact the Sales Manager with full particulars.

8. No Advertising Allowance will be paid unless the Imperial name or logo appears
in the ad or catalog, along with the line logo where applicable (e.g. -
CONTEMPORARY). Proof of ad or catalog must accompany request for payment
of any advertising allowance.

9. RETURNS FOR CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE

A. No merchandise will be authorized or accepted for return
for credit unless it is in original standard factory pack
cartons.

B. No returned merchandise will be accepted unless
Mr. J.R. Fazzano's department has a record of the return
authorization approved by one of the following:

A.M. Baer

-2-



F.A. Mirando, Jr.
M.F. Zorn
J.M. Jenkins

C. Credits issued for all returns in accordance with (A) and
(B) above will be subject to a 10% rehandling charge pro
viding the merchandise in question is still in our regular
line (on currentprice lists).

Credits for any such merchandise which is obsolete (discontinued)
will be subject-to a 50% rehandling charge.

10. No orders for $100.00 or less will be accepted. Exceptions to this policy
are:

A. Advertising Specialty Orders for imprinted knives.

B. Drop Shipments to Variety and Discount Stores when
merchandise is priced at 507 off list.

C. Those Premium Programs where merchandise is priced high
enough to cover individual or small shipments.

D. Sample Orders.

E. Mighty Oak (See Section E for details).

-3-



SCHRADE CUTLERY CORPORATION
GENERAL POLICY

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,_ 1978

PRICING POLICY

l. Distributors List Price less a B I G- 50 & 25 to all Jobbers who
sell to dealers from warehouse stock.

2. A) Co-operatives, Dealer owned and Ace and Cotter type groups.
Drop shipments 50 & 107 off retail .. Minimum order 24 0pen Stock.
pieces, and also Frame Displays and Small Assortments.

B) Floor Cases - 8-110T and 7-110T Drop Ship at 50 & 257.

Co-operatives, Dealer owned and Ace and Cotter type groups,
shipment to warehouse - SO & 2S% off Retail .. Minimum order
72 assorted pieces. Net prices shown on 'J'' List.

SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS

l. Warehouse shipments - in standard factory pack .. Minimum quantity
72 pieces can be assorted patterns.

2. Floor Cases ordered by Schrade distributors, also the 8-110T and
7-110T drop-shipped to dealers, but invoiced to Jobbers at SO & 2S%.

3. Drop shipments for Picture Frame Displays, small assortments and
open stock of 24 pieces or more - SO & 10% off List.

TERMS

Terms - 2%Z 10, Net 30 Days, FOB Factory to all classes of trade.

RETURNS OR REPLACEMENTS

Due to Government controversial statements, we have discontinued our
"warranty". However, we will repair or replace any knives that show
defective workmanship or defective material, but this does not
cover knives that are either rusted or have been abused or worn out.

The "J" Price List will be labelled and refers to DISTRIBUTORS.

The "V" Price List will be labelled and refers to WHOLESALE.



CATEGORY NO.

01
02
03
04
05
06

08
11
13
14
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
37
39
40

PLEASE NOTE:

CURRENT IBM CUSTOMER CATEGORIES

DESCRIPTION

Hardware Jobbers (incl. Elec. Supply Jobbers)
Houseware Jobbers
Rack & Grocery Jobbers & Super Market Chains (Regular)
Tobacco & Candy Jobbers
Drug Jobbers & Chains
"Miscellaneous" Jobbers (includes Variety, Notion, Sundry,

Toy, Carnival, Drygoods, and
Souvenier Jobbers)

Sporting Goods Jobbers
Cutlery Jobbers
Mail Order Catalog Houses & Club Plans
Restaurant Supply Jobbers
Premium Jobbers & Incentive Houses
Advertising Specialty Jobbers
Variety Chains
Auto Supply Jobbers & Chains
Discount Chains & Leased Dept. Operations
Catalog Showrooms
Jewelry Jobbers & Chains
Misc. Chains & Retail
Trading Stamp Companies
Tea & Coffee Route Cos.
Direct Sellers (Door-to-Door)
Department Stores
Premium Users
Other Manufacturers (incl. Cutlery Mfgs).
Florist Supply Jobbers
Miscellaneous & "Accommodation" Accounts

When sending in an order for a new customer, please indicate the proper trade
category so Providence may process the order without delay.



1978 LARGE USER - VIP PROGRAM

We are again continuing our Large User - VIP Program.

This program is still basic, it is still uncomplicated. It is up to us to
maximize its effect. With the substantially improved Veri-Veri-Sharp Line
this program is the vehicle together with the product to sell accounts we
have not to date. You continue to have the margins to accomplish this to
gether with the product line. In fact, during the second half of 1977 we
have seen already several illustrations of new account purchasing of Veri
Veri-Sharp Cutlery. The best example is probably Paradies & Company -
Atlanta who up until now have been a hard line Ekco and nothing but Ekco
distributor.

The application of this program naturally does not apply only to the Veri
Veri-Sharp Line but to all other products included and it is up to each of
you to review our position on these products item by item with any prospect
that you have.

The procedure on setting up an account on a Large User - VIP basis remains
unchanged. Any new account must be cleared through the Sales Manager in
New York. Further, any written confirmation on the Large User - VIP Program
also should come from the Sales Manager in New York. This would be either
in letter or contract form. When you need such written confirmation, be
sure to contact the Sales Manager accordingly.

Details on Large User pricing, including a breakdown on discount by product
line, and VIP rebate requirements follow.

IMPERIAL'S 1978 LARGE USER VIP PROGRAM

The following are the details relative to Large User pricing and the Volume
Incentive Rebate now in effect. This applies to shipments during the calendar
year beginning January 1st and terminating December 31, 1978.

First, the details regarding "Large User" pricing:

A. Veri-Veri-Sharp Cutlery: All sets are retail less
507, 107 and 107.

All Veri-Veri-Sharp open stock is retail less
50%, 101, 10Z and 5z.

B. Kitchen Companion Gadget Items at retail less
507, 107, 107 and 5Z are: K-1O1, K-1O7, K-151,
K-157, K-158, K-16O, K-161, K-162, K-167, K-168,
K-169.

Kitchen Companion Gadget Items at retail less
507, 107 and 107 are: K-1O2, K-1O4, K-15O, K-154,
K-155, K-156/2, K-952, K-953, SK-148/2, 324.

Kitchen Companion Gadget Items at retail less
507Z, 10Z and 57 are: K-1O3, K-1O6, K-197.



C. A11 Granny Items are retail less
501, 10Z and 57.

D. Open Stock Tableware (all patterns) are retail less
507, 107 and 107.

E. Contemporary Collection Items at retail less
507, 10Z and 57 are: #4009, 4011, 4012, 5009, 5011,
5012.

F, Casual Tableware Sets are retail less
50% and 25%.

All Cutlery must be purchased in factory standard packs as shown on our price
list. Details with regard to Volume Incentive Rebate are as follows:

A. To qualify you must buy at least $10,000 total from
Imperial-Providence in all lines. This includes all
Kitchen Cutlery, all Stainless Tableware and all
Imperial Pocket and Hunting Knives. Based on total
shipments from Imperial-Providence, you will earn
rebate on shipments made January 1st through December
31, 1978 of Veri-Veri-Sharp Cutlery, all Kitchen
Companion Gadgets, Granny Cutlery, and Stainless Table
ware (Custom and Standard Open Stock), as follows:

1. From $10,000 to $19,999 - 17 Rebate

2. From $20,000 to $29,999 - 27Z Rebate

3. From $30,000 to $49,999 ·- 37. Rebate

4. From $50,000 and Over - 5% Rebate

Rebates will not be paid on shipments of:

a) Casual Tableware

b) Contemporary Collection Items i4006, 4007, 4008, 4009,
4011, 4012, 5009, 5011, 5012.

c) Collectables Kitchen Cutlery

d) Imperial Pocket and Hunting Knife Assortments,
Floor Displays and/or Open Stock

e) Mighty Oak

Rebates are paid in the form of a credit memo.
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WHERE DO I GO FOR WHAT? - DIRECTION BY TRADE CHANNEL

We recognize that some of you at times have been confused as to whom you should
write about a particular problem. I don't say that the following policy is the
whole answer, but I am sure we can agree that it will eliminate some unnecessary
duplication and expense.

Your Monthly Customer Year-To-Date Report, as you know, classifies accounts by
trade channel. Our interest centers on those where we are either most effective
or those that represent attractive potential sales possibilities.

For your guidance, please get in touch with New York Personnel as follows:

DEMPSEY

0l - Hardware Jobbers & Chains
08 - Sporting Goods Jobbers & Chains
11 - Cutlery Jobbers
20 - Auto Supply Jobbers & Chains

ARNOLD

12 - Military

CHAUNCY

l6 - Premium Jobbers
25 - Trading Stamp Companies
27 - Direct Sellers
30 - Premium Users

SICCHIO

02 - Housewares Jobbers
21 - Discount Chains
29 - Department Stores

JENKINS

03 - Rack & Grocery Jobbers
04 - Tobacco & Candy Jobbers
05 - Drug Jobbers & Chains
06 - Variety Not1ons & Sundries

Jobbers
18 - Variety Chains

LORENZEN

17 - Advertising Specialties

BECRAFI'

Advertising Aids - Mats & Glossies

LEVI

22 - Catalog Showrooms

SCHRADE

Please direct all inquiries directly
to Mr. Henry Baer

PLEASE NOTE: Salesmen in the field are not to call Providence for special pricing.
They are to call Mr. Jenkins in New York, and in the event they are not available,
speak to Mr. Zorn or Mr. Mirando. Any requests they make to the factory will be
referred back to New York.



IMPERIAL f'.NIFE ASSOC. COMPANIES.a. INC.

LARGE USER PRICING

2/2/78

ITEM NO. NET PRICE ITEM NO. NET PRICE

VERI-VERI-SBA.RP CUTLERY KITCHEN COMPANION GADGETS

214 .920 K-101 . 377220 .612 K-102 .482222 .920 K-103 . 98224 .458 K-104 .441226 .573 K-105 .428227 .920 K-106 .428228 .920 K-107 .612229 .689 K-150 . 40230 .612 K-151 .342232 .920 K-154 .482239 . 920 K-155 .482233 .496 K-156/2 .563234 .920 K-157 .377
K-158 .496VS-1 4.43 K-160 .496VS-2 6.86 K-161 .496VS-4 6.05 K-162 .496VS-5 6.86 K-167 . 42
K-168 .574GRANNY ClJTLERY K-169 .496
K-197 .551873 .941 K-952 . 32874 .637 K-953 .441875 1.061 SK-148/2 .603876 .551 324 .397877 .465 AB-25 Asst. 20.47878 1.100

879 .941 CUSTOM gUALITY TABLEWARE
K-5 .482CASUAL TABLEWARE F-2 .320
P-- . 320400 9.36 s-1 .239401 9.36 S-3 .320402 9.36 S-9 .482404 9.36 s-10 .320405 9.36
A-72 Assts. 24.50CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION ITEMS A-84C Assts. 29.79

4009 1.69 STANDARD QUALITY TABLEWARE5009 1.69 K-7 . 404011 2.54 F-2 . 2395011 2.54 F- .2394012 4.25 s-1 .1855012 4.25 s-3 .2394006 9.36 S-9 . 3604007 8.61 S-10 .2394008 5.61
VI-18 50.88 A-72 Assts. 18.84SP-18 50.88 A-84C Assts. 22.78



KITCHEN COMPANION GADGETS

There is one new member to the Kitchen Companion Family - the K-105 -
Pineapple/Melon Knife. Castle & Cooke (Dole Pineapple) developed this idea
because they felt that the biggest problem consumers have with fresh pine
apple is that it is hard to prepare. They specially designed the Pineapple
Knife to make fresh pineapple preparation easier than ever before. They
felt that once consumers determined that fresh pineapple preparation can be
easy they will buy more and more.

They also felt that they wanted to go to a quality knife maker and selected
Imperial as their source.

This knife is totally market tested.

Its use as a melon knife is only an additional plus but its application is
equally effective.

Details are:

ITEM NO. K-105

RETAIL $1.49

JOBBER COST $.67 each

LARGE USER COST $.61 (50/10/10)

PACKED 1 Dz/12 Dz.

WEIGHT 14.0 Lbs.



FRONTIER

We are making some spectacular improvements in the selling procedure for the
Frontier line. This is outlined in the Frontier story section of this Sales
Book,

To further enhance the Frontier line - make the line more flexible - to make
the complete line more saleable - and to make it difficult for any wholesaler
to say "No" to a Frontier Program, there are some additions in some of the panel
arrangements, plus you now have a new member in the Frontier family. Details
are spelled out in the following paragraphs:

FRONTIER "DOUBLE EAGLE" LINE

This new member to the Frontier family is the mcst exciting line of high quality
pocket knives, lock blade folding hunters, and sheath knives ever produced under
the Frontier label.

Here are just some of the quality features of this new "DOUBLE EAGLE" line:

* All "Fibron" indestructible handles.

* Solid brass bolsters.

Special analysis high carbon rust resistant steel blades.

* Every blade is buffed edged for friction-free cutting.

* Uniform hardness of 56-58 on the Rockwell "C" scale.

* The tang is stamped and the blade etched.

* Solid brass linings and steel springs in these knives are
ground and fully finished inside and out.

* The:~435 Jtlle.~.t.lLkni.ve&--are-groun-d -the same as
the S B-7, They are first hollow ground, then
saber ground along the cutting edge, set edged, then razo
edged or buffed edged for friction-free cutting.

"DOUBLE EAGLE" EXCLUSIVES

We not only have an exclusive drop-point blade in the #4625 - 2-Blade Folding
Hunter with lock, but this is the only 2-Blade Folding Hunter with lock on the
market today,

The #4615 Single Blade Folding Hunter with lock has a custom designed skinning
blade which no other single blade Folding Hunter has.

We are leaders not followers.

- 1 -



The information on the 8 knives in the Frontier "DOUBLE EAGLE" line is listed below:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SUGGESTED DEALER JOBBER
PACK/EIGHT LIST PRICE COST COST

4515 7 Square Bolster Lock-Back
w/Sheath

4135C11 3-Blade Square Bolster
Medium Size Premium Stock

4435 fo-3> 3-Blade Square Bolster
Large Size Premium Stock

461525' Single Blade Round Bolster
Lock-Blade Folding Hunter

4625 'P s-')., Round Bolster 2-Blade Lock
Blade Folding Hunter

415 H-1% Utility Hunter w/Sheath

42S -M Caping Knife w/Sheath

435 h t: Skinning Knife w/Sheath

4700 Leather Sheath for #4615
and #4625 Folding Hunters

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1.7#

0.8#

1.211

2.3

2.9i

2.1

2.2#

2.3i

0.7#¥

$19.95

12.95

14.95

19.95

24.95

16.95

17.95

17.95

4.50

$ 8.71

5.65

6.53

8.71

10.89

7.40

7.84

$ 7 .84

5.09

5.87/

7.84

9.80/

6.66

7.05

There are two panels available in the "DOUBLE EAGLE" line as follows:

7.84 7 .05

1.96 1.77
1Ct 1,1
1-6?

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SUGGESTED DEALER JOBBER
PACK/WE_IGHT LIST PRICE COS_T COST

Panel "G" 13-Pc. Folding Knife Asst. 1 4.1 $233.35 $101.87 $91.67
Panel "g" Assortment Consists Of:

3 each - #4515 - Lock-Back w/Sheath
3 each - /4135 - Middle Size Premium Stock
·3 each - /4435 - Large Size Premium Stock
2 each - #4615 - Single Blade Lock Blade Folding Hunter
2 each - #4625 - 2-Blade Lock Blade Folding Hunter

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
Panel "H" 10-P. Sheath Knife Asst.

PACK/WEIGHT
1 4.5

SUGGESTED
LIST PRICE
$195.50

DEALER
COST
5G5.56

JOBBER
COST

$76.80 V

Panel "" Assortment Consists of:

2 each - # 415 - Utility Hunter w/Sheath
2 each - # 425 - Drop-Point Caping Knife w/Sheath
2 each - # 435 - Skinning Knife w/Sheath
2 each - #4615 - Single Lock Blade Folding Hunter
2 each - 114625 - 2-Blade Lock Blade Folding Hunter

This gives you complete flexibility in selling the "DOUBLE EAGLE" line. A sheath
knife panel and a folding knife panel.
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In addition to the 'tOUBLE EAGLE" line, the best sellers from Panels "C" and "D"
have now been combined in an All Stag Handle Panel.

The All Stag Panel was created because you, our salesmen, asked for it. The mix
is good - the price is right - and the timing for it is perfect,

The information on this assortment is as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
SUGGESTED DEALER JOBBER

PACK/WEIGHT LIST PRICE PRICE COST

Panel "F" All Stag Handle Asst. 1 3.4i¥ $150.00 $65.45 $58.92

Panel "p" Assortment Consists Of:

4 each - 431 - 3-Blade Square Bolster Premium Stock ?o-,
3 each - #4021 - 2-Blade Square Bolster Slim Serpentine Jack 3
3 each - #4321 - 2-Blade Square Bolster Dog Leg Jack 213
3 each - /4131 - 3-Blade Square Bolster Serpentine 77
2 each - 4621 - 2-Blade Round Bolster Folding Hunter 12S

FrlA - FTlB PANELS

The "A" and "B" Panels have been changed by adding the 114512 Lock-Back lCnife to the
"A" Panel and the 04514 Lock-Back Knife to the "B" Panel.

For those wholesalers who want to change panels that are in their warehouse or in
the field, we will ship the "A" and "p" Panels with either no back-up stock or with
5 each of the 4512 Lock-Back Knives for the "A" panel, or 5 each of the #4514
Lock-Back Knives for the "B" Panel.

Ordering information is as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION JOBBER COST
• I

PTlANBS

)1%0».-/ FT1ALB

Frontier "A" Panel w/One Each Knife $27.25
-«7

Frontier "A" Panel /Five #4512 IV'k{ 29.35> ?"ie
-- Lock-Back Knives Only ~ ,-; '

rot". i

FrlBNBS
'r..' FT1BLB
I
«

Frontier "B" Panel w/No Back-Up Stock

Frontier "B" Panel /Five #4514 B3LA
Lock-Back Knives Only

26.76

27.40 •Y&
S
37¥°

Here again you have complete flxibility with these two panels to take care of
your customers' requirements.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

FTC FRONTIER COUNTER MERCHANDISER

PACK/WEIGHT JOBBER COST

FTC Frontier Counter Merchandiser 1 8.0#¥ $20.00

This item rounds out the flexibility of selling the Frontier line and the
suggested selling program is contained in the Frontier story.

In essence, this unit gives your wholesaler the opportunity of selling the
Frontier "DOUBLE EAGLE" line to those dealers who already have a Frontier floor
case. It also gives him the opportunity of customizing an assortment of
Frontier knives for those dealers who cannot handle a Frontier floor case or
who feel that a Frontier counter merchandiser does not give him a large enough
spread of Frontier knives for his particular area.

This unit can be a definite asset in helping your wholesaler sell more Frontier
open stock.

FTJSK

We now have a new wholesaler salesmen's Sales Kit for the Frontier line. The
information on this item is as follows:

ITEM NO.

Fl'JSK

DESCRIPTION

Frontier Sales Kit

JOBBER COST

$19.89 (50% from regular
jobber price)

This Kit Contains One Each Of The Following Knives:

#4135 - Double Eagle Premium Stock 7
##4233 - 3-Blade Serpentine - Yellow Handle 7y,
14321 - Dog Leg Jack Stag Handle 212,,
4512 - 01'Ivory Lock-Back },+.
4624 - Folding Hunter Black isl
4021 -$-B1ad Jack Stag Handle -3
ii 425 - Drop-Point Double Eagle Hunter }-)7
11442$ - Ol 'Ivory Fillet Knife Lfll'J..

s
+

These Kits are available for wholesalers up to the number of salesmen they hsve.
Do not abuse this privilege •

- b



MOD ASSORTMENTS

In 1970 we introduced our Mod Assortments and they took the country by storm.
In the past 8 years we have promoted the Mod program through Dealer Shows, Road
Shows, Mailing Programs, and Jobber Salesmen Incentive Programs and have
established ourselves as the leader in low priced quality pocket knives.

The Mod-l Jackmaster Assortment and Mod-3 Diamond Edge Assortment have been
consistent "Bread and Butter" pocket knife sales at the wholesaler, dealer and
retail level.

We have worn the old ''Mod Shirt" long enough and have greatly improved these two
units as follows:

l. The Mod-l and the Mod-3 will now be in a Frontier type counter
merchandiser.

2. The knives will be displayed in a vacuum form panel eliminating
the locked in no sale look.

Pricing information on both of these items is as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
SUGGESTED

PACK/WEIGHT LIST PRICE

60-Pc. Jackmaster Asst. 1 17.9# $150.60

JOBBER
COST

$64.50 .S

155.20
g%+2%

The jobber price on the Mod-l represents a 50/10/5 discount from
jobber price represents a 50/10/10 discount from list.

44-Pc. Diamond Edge Asst.
/#., («syepc

1 16.911

list.

The Mod-l Assortment stays as is which is six each of the knives in the assortment,
one on and five back-up stock.-The Mod-3 Assortment is no 44 pieces, one each of the 11 knives including the
new Hunting Knife, 883 on the display and three each back-up stock.

You know who your Mod customers are in your territory. Every jobber who has
purchased Mod displays in the past 8 years is a prospect for the "Ne" Mod-1 and
Mod-3.

Your company has invested a lot of money, time and effort in making these changes.
The only justification we will have for our investment is sales. Go get them.

- 5 -



RJ-48 - JACKMASTER CARDED ASSORTTIENT

Here is a tailor-made assortment of blister packed carded pocket knives. It is
a natural for candy and tobacco jobbers, drug jobbers and chains, housewares
jobbers, rack and grocery jobbers, variety chains, mass merchandisers, and all
other miscellaneous jobbers, in addition to the hardware trade.

We have completely redesigned the existing RJ cards and the display merchandiser.
Our new card is larger, more descriptive and has more eye appeal than any
competitive line of carded pocket knives. The RJ Program is now completely mer
chandised for impulse sales.

The information on this assortment is as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
SUGGESTED

PACK/EIGHT RETAIL PRICE
JOBBER
COST

R.J-48 48--Pc. Jackmaster Carded Asst. 1 13.5# $133.12 $57.28

Jobber cost on all knives in the assortment are 50/10/5 from list, except RJ-615
which is 50/10 from list.

The assortment contains 86each of the following items:

SUGGESTED JOBBER
ITEMJ!Q.:.. DESCRIPTION PACK/WEIGHT RETAIL PRICE COST

RJ-278 2-Blade Barlow 1 12 2.1# $ 2.49 $1.06

2 RJ-615 4-Blade Camp King 12 2.511 2.69 1.21

+RJ-653 3-Blade Jumbo Knife 12 2.3 3.49 1.49

V RJ-685 2-Blade Jack Knife 12 1.811 2.49 1.06

RJ-836 2-Blade Workmaster 12 3.0 2.99 1.28/

{ RJ-943 2-Blade Fish Knife 12 2.14 2.49 1.06

The RJ--653 1s the 3-Blade Jumbo Knife that has been added to this line.

'We have made it easier for you to sell this assortment by merchandising it as a
complete program rather than having the wholesaler make up his own RJ-48 deal
as he did in the past.

•

This is a three-way selling program - as a counter merchandiser - as a pegboard
organizer - as an open stock program.

* Cole National has just introduced a new line of carded pocket knives that makes
our line look like something from "Tiffanys". Their cards are totally drab and
colorless.

- 6 -



BPS-1

The WS-1 Pro Hunter is now available carded and bubble packed to create additional
impulse sales. The information on this item ia as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION fACK/WEIGHT
SUGGESTED

RETAIL
JOBBER
COST

BPWS-1 Pro Hunter Bubble Packed -
Carded w/Sheath

6 3.8# $ 15.00 $

Jobber cost repre~~nts a 50/10/5 discount from list.

YOU ASKED FOR IT - YOU GOT IT - SELL IT.

883 - HUNTING KNIFE

This is the new sheath knife added to the Diamond Edge Mod-3 Assortment. 8-3/8"
overall length with 4" drop-point Egh carbon full tang steel blade. Simulated
hand checkered gun stock wood tone design handle. New style formed leather
looking vinyl sheath.

Pricing information is as folbws:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTIOU PACK/WEIGHT
SUGGESTED JOBBER

RETAIL CCST

883 Drop-Point Hunter w/Sheath 12 4.311 $ 4.49 $ 1.82

Jobber cost represents a 50/10/10 discount from list.

H83 - HUNTING KNIFE

This is the same knife as the 883 Hunting Knife in the Mod-3 Assortment. Pricing
information on this item is as follows:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PACK/WEIGHT
SUGGESTED

RETAIL
JOBBER
COST

H83 Hnnting Knife w/Sheath 12 4.3# $ 4.49 $ 1.82

Jobber cost represents a 50/10/10 discount from list.

HK3583 - 2-PC. HUNTING KNIFE & CAMP KING COMBO SET

A new combination set that should be a welcome addition to our line. It contains
the new H83 Sheath Knife in addition to the 615 Camp King Knife. Pricing information
on this item is as follows:

SUGGESTED JOBBER
/ ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PAC/WEIGHT RETAIL COST

,,, HR3583 2-P. Ranting Knife 6 i2 G.7 $9.0o $ 3.a5
4·' < Camp King Combo Set ·3.."i4 <.s?

-~#r;~--r(,!obber cost r~presents a 50/10/5 discount from list. /1-J.C,-_1,, f.,-·t/.\.. .f.tt...0- --.'.I
+;41« H4-93 Vt_kd3. z, « ·,j;

1ll", $++ 7A,#'
4¢A



MIGHTY OAK - A MIGHTY OAK PRODUCT

THAT IS GOING TO MAKE US AU. SOME MIGHTY FINE DOLLARS

High end kitchen cutlery ($8.00 to $21.00 average retail selling price) is a
big business. We estimate volume in this category to be $44 million 1n 1976,
going to $74 mill1on by 1930. There is a tremendous growth potential in this
category of cutlery.

We have decided to cut out a slice of this market for ourselves. The major
brand names found in higher priced kitchen cutlery are Henckel, usthof,
Sabatier, Chicago and Case Early American. This type of cutlery is sold in
department stores, hardware stores, cutlery shops and specialty stores.

We realized that the retailer was not waiting for Imperial to come out with
just another line of cutlery, and that to gain position in the marketplace, we
would have to have a major advantage in both unique product and merchandising.

We did our marketing homework and developed a product and a merchandising
program that is what the department store, hardware store, specialty store and
cutlery shop retailer has been waiting for. We have been told by some of
America's largest retailers that Mighty Oak has one of the most complete
marketing programs they have ever seen.

The product and merchandising has been thoroughly sales tested in stores
throughout the country. In department stores, hardware stores, cutlery stores
and J.C. Penney Stores. Some of you have assisted in the sales tests, and
for this we want to say Thank You.

Let's start by looking at the product and its position statement:

Mighty Oak is professionally-styled cutlery with an exciting new interpretation
of the natural look, cutlery made for the rapid growing market of consumers who
are "into" cooking and who want housewares that not only look, feel and function
professionally, but that are also fashioned for today's lifestyle.

Mighty Oak is the first truly great American knife surpassing in excellence the
gourmet knives of Europe. Made by skilled New England craftsmen whose heritage
traces back to the Old World. These knives combine the best of both worlds -
native American Oak handles (solid and sturdy and specially finished to preserve
their unique lustre) and blades of the finest quality American steel to make
Mighty Oak the ultimate in American cutlery. The American Oak handles are a
very important product benefit to use with a customer since no other natural
wood handled cutlery (Chicago, Case Early American, Ekco Forge) maintains its
lustre. through years of use.

Who is the Mighty Oak customer? Well, he or she is someone who appreciates
more sophisticated design, who likes traditional materials, recognizes superb
craftsmanship and above all is involved in gourmet cooking and professionally
styled cookware. These are people who want the natural beauty of American Oak
in the handle plus the superb qualities of American steel in the blade. And,
they will pay a little more to get it.



THE PRODUCT HI

The complete line includes the Parer, Boning Knife, Utility/Steak Knife,
Butcher Knife, French Chef Knife, Roast Slicer, Bread Slicer and special
ceramic coated steel sharpening stick. These are the basic volume pro-
ducing cutlery items, carefully selected to minimize SKU's and maximize turs.

FEATURES

* Blades are made of heavy duty, high quality, high carbon, stain
resistant American steel.

* Blades are tempered, double-ground and hand-honed to provide longer
lasting, super-sharp edges.

* Blade shapes are designed for maximum cutting convenience.

Specially processed easy-to-care-for American Oak safety-grip handles
will keep their lustre through years of use.

* Full length tang. Three nickle-silver rivets.

Backed by the full 10-Year Imperial Cutlery Warranty.

PRODUCT TESTING

You and I, we're not Mrs. and Mr. Consumer. The first thing we did was to
purchase-intent test our Mighty Oak design against the competition.

Three different times, in November 1976, January and February 1977, and we
talked to hundreds of consumers, in blind product tests (tests with no brand
name on the knives tested) and Highty Oak outdistanced Chicago, Case Early
American, Sabatier, Henckel, Ekco Forge in answer to the question: "IF YOU
WERE BUYING HIGH PRICED CUTLERY, WHICH OF THESE KNIVES WOULD YOU BUY?"

Result: Mighty Oak has almost six times the sales appeal and purchase intent
of Sabatier and three times more than Case. Three times more than Henckel and
more than three times more than Chicago and Ekco Forge.

Pretty impressive, isn't it? Skeptical? Look at the attached test report.

PRICING

Mighty Oak has been positioned in the high end of the market, competing against
all cutlery in this market segment. Its average retail selling price will be
$12. (See detailed Price Comparison Matrix attached).

PACKAGING

How will Mighty Oak be packaged? There's no other packaging like it anywhere.
A see-through, safe, feel-through package, specially designed to protect the
blade, and to bring each knife to the consumer with the absolute minimum of
handling. This factory-sealed merchandiser module contains use and care in
structions and the assurance that nothing has touched the blade since the
product left the factory.

This seal on each Mighty Oak package provides that assurance. It also carries
the statement of the full 10-Year Imperial Cutlery Warranty.

- 2 -



DISPLAY CASE

The case has a clear acrylic front and holds the entire suggested basic assort
ment. It shows, it stocks, it sells the full Mighty Oak line. Pilfer-proof,
yet provides easy access for the salesperson to fill cust.J111er's requests
immediately from back-up stock or permits self-servicing merchandising. (Case
can be locked). Adaptable for counter display or wall hanging.

(Size 29% wide x 7 deep x 18-7/8 high) (eight 55 Lbs). Each unit also comes
with a booklet dispenser on the side with a stack of 50 four-page booklets
describing and cross-merchandising the entire Mighty Oak line.

SALES TEST

How do we know Mighty Oak will sell? Because we not only opinion-tested the
line, we've been out sales testing it in the marketplace. In Macy's California;
in May D & F in Denver; in the Hecht Company in Washington and Baltimore; in
Meier & Frank in Portland, Oregon; in Jordan Marsh in Boston and at selected
quality hardware stores. Now, what have we found out? Given the basic assort
ment that worked in test markets, we project a movement of approximately 700
units per year worth approximately $8,000. per typical retail outlet. This
assortment, in conjunction with our planned program of two 207 off sales per
year, for the stores we sell direct, will mean a range of six to twelve turns
per year, per store on basic assortments. Stores that do not utilize the two
207 off promotions probably will average between 300 and 360 pieces per year.

THE LINE AND THE SUGGESTED BASIC MO-58 ASSORTMENT

Paring Knife

Utility/Steak Knife

Boning Knife

Butcher Knife

Bread Slicer

Roast Slicer

French Chef Knife

Ceramic Coated Steel
Sharpening Stick

TOTAL RETAIL SELLING PRICE

$ 6.00 retail 12 each

7.00 retail 10 each

9.00 retail 6 each

14.00 retail 4 each

14.00 retail 4 each

14.00 retail 8 each

17.00 retail 8 each

15.00 retail 6 each
.--.-=-"
9le

$646.00 (SEE FACT SHEET)
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The product mix estimate as projected from the sales test is:

Parer 19

Utility/Steak Knife 17% /

Boning Knife 127

Butcher Knife 9%

Bread Slicer 7z

Roast Slicer 13z

French Chef Knife 15%

Sharpening Stick 87

FREIGHT

Free freight on all orders over $150. so a store can make their full mark-up.

The MO-58 basic assortment is available with the Mighty Oak display case. For
those stores that display their cutlery on the wall, we will substitute the
display case for one each of the Mighty Oak line that can be mounted in the
wall display.

How will Mighty Oak be promoted? Just with the largest, most compelling in
troductory advertising campaign in cutlery history. Big ads in beautiful color
to dramatize the handsome oak handles and glistening steel blades announcing
the Mighty Oak line (see sample ad). This campaign, beginning this Spring, will
run all through the year in "The New Yorker","Gourmet", "Bride's", "House &
Garden" and "House Beautiful". It will also appear on NBC-TV, CBS-TV and ABC-TV,
It's a mighty powerful statement that we'll be making. Your customers will be
seeing Mighty Oak everywhere.

For a limited amount of key department stores, we offer then a listing on our
national consumer ads if they desire on a first-come, first-serve basis.

We have something for everyone. The consumer - the department store and other
major retailers that we sell direct - and the hardware jobber.

Let's first look at department stores which are a major seller of high end
cutlery and a prime target for our new product.

To maximize sales and achieve 5% housewares department sales in the cutlery
category, a department store must have three things:

1. A balanced product mix that must include a line of natural wood
handled quality cutlery.

2. Planned 20% off promotions since 607 of all high end cutlery in
department stores is sold during these promotions.

3. A minimum 507 discount with an advertising allowance.

- 4 -



For those retailers we sell direct, besides having a fantastic product and a
graat price-value relationship, we have five other things that no natural look
cutlery line has:

1. Full 50% discount.

2. 107 advertising allowance.

3. To planned 207 off promotions (the key to achieving volume
cutlery sales).

4. One of the largest consumer advertising campaigns in cutlery history.

5. Service if required (minimizes inventory).

Make the product presentation as covered in your Mighty Oak flip chart emphasizing
these five points to the retailers that you are going to sell direct, and you
probably will make the sale. These five factors, besides a great product, to
date have gotten us retail position in Macy's California (all stores); The Hecht
Company, Washington and Baltimore (all stores); and caused Meier & Frank in
Portland, Oregon to drop Chicago and replace with Mighty Oak. Since the Mighty
Oak treatment of the natural look is quite different than Chicago or Case Early
American a store might want to carry both lines. Chicago Cutlery, one of the
leading natural look products, does not sell as well as Mighty Oak in the de
partment stores where both products were being sold during the test and where
their 40-45% margin is not very acceptable.

The lack of Chicago Cutlery to have an advertising allowance and a 20% off sale
program have tipped the scales in our favor.

Let's talk about the 20% off price promotion. Since approximately 607 of high
end cutlery is sold during 207 off promotions, this prcmotional device is an
important vehicle in achieving our 700 unit projection per retail outlet. Here
is how it works. The promotion is limited to two per year, per store since to
maintain the price-value relationship of the product and to accrue ad allowances,
it is important to sell at normal suggested prices throughout most of the year.
Twice a year, upon request, we will accept an order for sale merchandise. It
will be billed at 45% discount on the sale priced merchandise. There is no
advertising allowance. As an example, a $6.00 R.S.P. parer will be listed at a
retail selling price of $4.80 - the 457 discount will be on that retail or a
$2.64 cost rather than $3.00.

Our experience has shown that the retailer accepts the reduced discount 457, versus
50Z because they run their sale for only two weeks and usually buy in with 4-6
weeks stocks so they average out between 50% to 55%.

The 20% off price promotions are usually promoted through newspaper ads, bill
enclosures or special promotional booklets. The cost of the promotional vehicle
used can be paid for by the stores advertising accrued monies.

- 5 --



It is important for you to remember that key department stores should be sold
direct since it would be doubtful that a jobber could make available to the
stores sufficient advertising monies and margins that would permit two 20% off
promotions.

Without the promotions, it is doubtful that sufficient volume would be generated
to make the product viable in that type of retail outlet.

We're planning to sell Mighty Oak in sets, too. Since they make Mighty nice
gifts. The professional chef roll is available alone for $15.95. A 6-pc. set
with the roll (including Parer, Boning Knife, Utility, Roast Slicer, French
Chef and Sharpening Stick) will sell for $80. Other sets which are planning
include a solid oak knife rack. It's unique since it can be used vertically
or at an angle. Slots are identified as to the knife contained. We expect to
sell this set with six Mighty Oak knives for $90. or for $25. for the rack
itself. This set includes the Parer, Boning Knife, Utility, Roast Slicer,
French Chef and Sharpener.

Cutlery shops, hardware stores and certain housewares stores will be sold
through Jobbers. Our discount will be 50/10. We have a great hardware program
that should make it easy for you to take advantage of this excellent source of
sales for Mighty Oak.

We will be ready to ship open stock February 1, 1978 vith sets available
March 1, 1978.

As we all know, Imperial is not only the best manufacturer of quality cutlery,
Imperial is also the best marketeer of quality cutlery, and we provided it by
developing Mighty Oak - Great American Cutlery.

Mighty Qal_is the right product th_the right discount and_ the right year 'round
promotional and merchandising support.

Let's go out and sell it!!!

- 6 -
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PARER

I .,

7i

SEPTEMBER 197
,7e

UTILITY BONER SLICER FRENCH CHEF

I
Henckel(P) 32.00 S

I
Henckel (FW) 31.00 I Henckel (F\.i) 31.00 o

l
[kusthof 29.50 lC

Henckel(P) 29.00
Wusthof 25.50 (o
Kershaw 25.00 C.

I Wusthof
.Gerber 25.00 10

Henckel (FW) 21. 00
20.00 !GerberHenckel(P) 20.00 20.00 ('

v

· Kershaw 19 .so I ;;

[saaier() 18.75 1
Gerber 18.50
Sabatier(B) 17.SO

' I ·I , Chicago 17.50 /Chicago 17.50 1
MIGHTY OAK 17.00 l.

Zanger 17 .00 1
[ I I Chicago 16.60 8

S,abatier(M) 16.00 Henckel(BW) 16.00 9
Sabatier(B) 15.50 t,

Hencke1() 15.00 Sabatier(A) 15.00 €
Zanger 15.00 €

ckel(FW) 12.50

I
I

,i-ienckel(P)
I

usthof
'
I
'sabatier(M)
Sabatier)

Sabatier(B) 12.00
Sabatier(M) 12.00 Sabatier(B)
Henckel() .12.00 Hencke1(P)

Wusthof
11.501 Wusthof

10.50

9.50
9.40

Gerber 14.50

Zanger

Chicago
Kershaw

Henckel(BW) 13.00

Henckel(F) 12.50

12.00
12 .00
12.00

Kershaw 14.50
MIGHTY OAK 14. 00,
Saba tier (M) 13. 00 ~-, Case E .A.

.• Case XX

Zanger

11.50
Case XX

. 10. 00 I Chicago 9.60 ·1

Sabatier (M) 9 .so Case E .A.

Zanger. 9.00
MIGHTY 0MK 9.00
Case XX 7.75

7 .50 I
7.50 Case E.A. 7.SO

12.00

11.25

9.50

13. 00
13 .00

enckel(B)
i'llGtiTX UAK 7 .00 I I \

,Kershaw 6.SOICase E.A. 6 .so
Gerber 6.50
Zanger 6.oolcase xx 6. 00 I Sabatier (M) 6.00
1~F";;:. OAK 6.00
re 5.2S,- age

~
tier(A) 4.50ISabatier(A) 4.SO

. E.A. 4.50
'case XX 3.50

_..,__ _
CASE EARLY AMERICAN (EA)
CASE XX -
CHICAGO CUTLERY

5eEE.

--- --~_L _.L ,!__ _

.HENCKEL PROPYLENE (P)
HENCKEL_ FORGED WOOD HANDLE (FW')
HENCKEL BLANKED WOOD HANDLE (BW)
WUSTHOF

SABATIER BLOOMINGDALES (B)
SABATIER MACY'S (M)
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SALES & MARKETING PLAN
MIGHTY OAK CUTLERY

HARDWARE TRADE

The hardware jobber should be a major distributor of Mighty Oak Cutlery and we have
two programs you can offer:

I. The first program covers the complete MO-58 Mighty Oak Assortment with
a list price of $646.00 and a jobber cost 0f $290.70 - a 50/10 discount
from list.

Here is why we feel the hardware distributor is a natural for the t«>-58 Mighty
Oak Assortment:

1. Mighty Oak has been sales tested with larger hardware retailers.

2. Sales tests now indicate that this line can turn six times per
year - a very acceptable rate of turn.

3. THis can only result in large dollar volume with a substantial
profit.

4. The hardware dealer is geared for "personalized" selling of high
quality profitable cutlery in the Mighty Oak price range. This
has been proven with our sales tests and with the success we have
enjoyed with larger hardware retailers selling our medium priced
Collectable Cutlery line.

5. The hardware retailer will "NOT" make the same effort to sell
"LOW END" cutlery.

With your help, your distributor, and his salesmen, should select his "KEY" cutlery
accounts who will buy the complete MO-58 Assortment.

The approach is exactly the same as selling any other retailer.

II. The second program is patterned after the extremely successful Frontier
Floor Case Program which enabled us to place over 2,000 Frontier floor
cases in dealer stores this past year.

It is not as large an assortment and is aimed at the smaller hardware retailer who
prefers a smaller investment.

The following is the information on this item:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PACK/WEIGHT LIST PRICE JOBBER COST
MO-16 16-Pc. Mighty Oak Asst. 1 40i $192.00 $116.40

The assortment consists of one each Mighty Oak Knife and Sharpening stick for the
display and one each knife and sharpening stick for the back-up stock, plus one each
M-33 Boning Knife, M-39 Butcher Knife and M-I4 Roast Slicer no charge.

The jobber price for this assortment represents a 50 and 10 discount from list for
the knives in the assortment, plus $30.00 for the Mighty Oak merchandiser.
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HERE IS HO YOU SHOULD SELL_ THE M-16 MIGHTY OAK
ASSORTMENT TO THE WHOLESALER

Your approach to the jobber is, not that we are selling him this merchandiser,
but we are giving him an opportunity to make his normal mark-up on a beautiful
display vehicle that will produce dollar volume and open stock sales for him.

The dealer in tum is not actually paying for the Mighty Oak display vehicle
as we are including in the assortment an additional M-33 Boning Knife, an
M-39 Butcher and an M-l4 Roast Slicer no charge.

These three knives have a total list price of $37.00 which offsets his cost for
the display

This program will enable your wholesaler to place the Mighty Oak merchandisers
with his smaller cutlery accounts and will allow the dealer to write refill
orders for open stock based on his own turnover. This avoids capital tie-up and
excess inventory.

A Sales Kit for the jobber salesmen consisting of a catalog page, a sales letter,
a brochure outlining the Mighty Oak story, and an M-33 Boning Knife is available
for both programs as per sample enclosed.

Ordering number for these Sales Kits 1s MOSK.

Three complete sales kits have been forwarded to you under separate cover.

We will not ship any Sales Kits without an order for merchandise for a minimum
of one-half the number of assortments for each Sales Kit ordered.

For example; if you send us an order for 24 Sales Kits, then this order must be
accompanied by an order for 12 Assortments, either complete MO-58 or the smaller
Assortment MO-16,

Mighty Oak is the most important program we have ever had to develop cutlery sales
for the hardware trade.

Chicago, Case, etc., all sell direct with no jobber participation or, if any, not
profitable. Ours is the only complete jobber oriented quality kitchen cutlery
program available.

This program should not be offered to any jobber unless a Sales Meeting can be
scheduled for a presentation of the program and distribution of the Sales Kits.

You must remember that the jobber salesmen will be competing with professional
direct cutlery salesmen and we must train and equip the jobber salesmen to meet
this challenge.

All you have to do to have a successful "MIGHTY OAK" year is sell these programs
as we have them outlined.

Let's make "MIGHTY OAK", "MIGHTY BIG" in the hardware trade.
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-lperalHaile Associated (Companies.Inc.
PROVIDENCE,RHODE ISLAND

/Manufacturers ofCutlery

ADDRESS RE.PLY TO

EXECUTIVE & SALES OFFICE

1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. IOOl9

AREA CODE 2n2-757-1814

January 1, 1978

Dear Wholesaler Salesman:

The knife you have just taken out of your Sales Kit is our M-33 Mighty Oak
Boning Knife and is one of the knives contained in the Mighty Oak Great
American Cutlery line by Imperial. This is the highest quality, finest
cutlery line you can offer to your dealers.

We have taken the best features from every fine quality cutlery line on
the market and put them into one product "Mighty Oak".

Feel the comfort of the safety grip handle made from native American Oak -
solid - sturdy - and specially processed to preserve its unique lustre.

Notice the tang construction with the blade triple riveted solidly to the
handle.

Look at the blade - frigid tempered - double ground - and hand honed to
give a long lasting super sharp edge.

Look at the package - each knife sealed in a unique modular package to
protect the blade and to provide a safe merchandising vehicle.

Look now at the catalog page which outlines in graphic detail how this
beautiful line is merchandised.

Read the enclosed brochure which gives the consumer complete details on
the use of each knife in the Mighty Oak line.

All you have to do to sell this quality line to your dealer is show him the
sample of the Boning Knife and follow the program given to you by your
buyer. It's that simple.

Good luck. Good selling.

JAD:SC
Enc.

IMPERIAL KNIFE CO., INC.
PROVIDENCE, IIHODE ISLAND

r\

..£,r
araSari«eeins Manager

ULSTER KNIFE CO.. INC,
ELLENVILLE, NEW YOIIK

SCHRADE WALDEN CUTLERY CORP',
ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK



The Collectables were introduced into the marketplace in 1976. We have
supported this product line with close to $200,000 worth of consumer and
trade advertising since introduction.

The hundreds of thousands of dollars we spent on market research, product
development, packaging and tooling were justified. The Collectables deliver
the turns, the projected product mix, sales in both black and brown handles
in the housewares section of drug stores, mass merchandisers, department
stores, chain stores, hardware stores, catalog showrooms and at the meat
counters of supermarkets. Collectables sell well in all types of retail
outlets. Collectables will outsell any popular priced cutlery in these
outlets.

Successful new products like Collectables do not come along every day. When
we get a successful new product like Collectables, it becomes an important
corporate asset.

We have a large investment in this product, and we expect to maximize our
return on this investment. We cannot expect this return if we do not get
product placement in all types of retail outlets. To date, we have not
maximized our retail placement anywhere.

What have we done?

I. COLLECTABLES MEAT DEPARTMENT PROGRAM

This program is a proven success. To date there are 20 participating direct
buying chains as well as leading grocery wholesalers and rack jobbers. In
many cases the distribution so far represents only a portion of the potential
due to the fact that after initial "testing" major distribution from these
people is yet to come.

There are many figures available and if you have any specific requests we will
be pleased to make such data available for use atyour discretion. Those of
you having Safeway Divisions have already received a summary which will be
updated the end of the year.

Although there is some variance the average minimum expected annual volume per
store will be in round figures $3,000. There are some stores well over $4,000,

\but the minimum average you can talk of is at least $3,000 per store. This
means that for each 100 stores participating you are talking about $300,000
annual volume at retail. Translated into cost this 1s $121,500 or $1,215 per
year, per store. There are few programs capable of achieving this volume.

Further, remember this program employs unused space and all of this is plus
volume and profit to the user.

We have developed a slide presentation which you will see during the meeting
which is available on loan for "key account" use if needed. We will discuss
this in our individual meetings.

We firmly believe that it is totally realistic for each of you to achieve
distribution to at least 100 additional stores during 1978. Many of you have
much larger potentials and we are sure will achieve placement accordingly.



Collectables in the moat department are a l2 month program, There is slight
acceleration in the Fall, but this product does sell even during the dog days
of the Summer. Food stores regardless of their affiliation to a chain,
grocery wholesaler, or service merchandiser are looking for items and programs
to give them a better Retum On Inventory Investment. ROII is in fact a term
that is on everyone's mind in the industry because they have to improve their
profit picture. All food stores today are losing a vast portion of the
customers' food dollar to the "fast food" operator. It is anticipated in
fact that by 1980, 507 of the consumers' food dollar will be spent in the
"fast food" franchise. McDonald's, Wendy's, Kentucky Fried Chicken, etc,, are
the super market operators major nemesis today.

Collectables generate a figure calculated on the ROII table of $19.02 for each
dollar invested. $5.00 to $5.25 1s par for the supermarket industry. Talk
to your customers in terms of ROI! as it relates to the Collectables and what
this program can do for them.

We look for much grater supermarket penetration 1n 1978, Remember 100 stores
represent $121,500 volume at cost. le have only touched the ttp of the iceberg.

II. J.C.PEEy go1ER_DsrRrrrro

Thanks to the cooperation of J.C. Penney, many new distributors went into
business with us. To get instant national distribution, we made initial ship
ment to most of their good housewares stores on Collectables open stock, sets
and the Bread Knife. All refills come through the local housewares jobber.
Each of you know who the Penney supplier is. A few have done an excellent
job - Bacar, Halmar, Domestic and Plastics. Host have done a poor job and the
Collectables racks, if they're still there, are frequently in shoddy condition.

Next year Penney plans to embark on a permanent store fixturing program (both
brown and black handles) on Collectables. They plan to give 1t 1007 support.
To insure its success, it is essential that you make certain their local
supplier is servicing the stores properly.

This represents an even bigger opportunity in view of their 1978 £ixturing
program to substantially build your distributor volume. Once they see
attractive retail movement through Penney, it will be easier for you at their
Sales Meetings to encourage distribution to their other customers.

Penney has put us in the business nationally with a network of the most import
ant distributors in the country.

Now is your chance to push the door open wider with additional merchandise.
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In order to maximize our Collectables sales in 1973, we expect you, our
selling professionals, to increase your efforts to effect new placement
of product in all types of retail outlets.

We know you can do it since With Collectables, we have

1. A product that we know sells in all types of retail outlets,

2. Excellent packaging and display.

3. Pricing that gives a good consumer product value, and that,
incidentally, is lower than Flint (see new Collectables vs.
Flint pricing), your major competitor in most retail
outlets.

4. A strong consumer national advertising campaign that will
build demand for the product.

5. A strong Collectables set offering.

We expect each of you to develop and implement a plan to maximize Collectables
sales in all retail outlets in your territory.

We in New York will be happy to help you formulate your plan.

Er'soLLECTON_THE COLLECTABLES IN "73",
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THE FRONTIER STORY

Before a program can be 100% successful, it must go through five separate
phases.

NESTING:

This is the beginning of the program. The idea. Is it a good one? Vi1l it
work?

TESTING:

Field test. Questions and answers, Trial and error.

INVESTING:

Tools and dies. Catalog pages. Line drawings. Sales Kits. Boxes and cartons.
Time and money.

ARRESTING:

Stop and think - is it working? What are the bugs? What has to be changed to
make this program 1007 successful?

CRESTING:

This is it. The ultimate. The climax. The last piece in the jigsaw puzzle.
Utopia. A 100% successful program.

Frontier ia now two years old and has produced over $9,000,000,00 volume since
its inception. Not bad, but only the beginning.

In 1976, when the Frontier line was introduced, we went through the first three
phases of our program, namely, nesting, testing and investing.

This year, 1977, we went through the fourth phase of our program - arresting -
and took a good look at what had to be done to reach phase five.

Now we are ready for it - the eresting - the ultimate - the dimax -» Utopia e

the 1007 successful program.
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LET'S FIRST LOOK AT WHAT YOU HAVE TO SELL!

With 8 FI-1 panels including the new "DOUBLE EAGLE" panels, plus the FTX panel
to sell, this enables you to give every one of your customers a tailor-made
program for their individual requirements whether you are selling a floor case
program or individual merchandiser or double units.

HERE IS HOA TO SELL TAILOR-MADE FRONTIER PROGRAM TO YOUR WHOLESALERS:

The factory will ship all Fl'-1 and FT-2 Frontier counter merchandisers and FT-4
Frontier floor cases to your customers no charge.

For every FT-1 Frontier counter merchandiser shipped we must also have an order
for an equal quantity of Frontier panel assortments.

For every FT--2 Frontier counter merchandiser shipped we must have an order for
an equal quantity of two Frontier panel assortments.

For every FT-- Frontier floor case shipped we must have an order for an equal
quantity of four different Frontier panel assortments.

Refer to the sample order form which you should use as a guide for writing orders
as outlined above.

THIS IS SELLING MADE EASY:

Now let's take a look at the selling tools Frontier is giving you so that you can
reach your sales objectives in 1978:

l. An advertising program aimed at the consumer as well as the trade.
Yes, we're going into the leading consumer sports magazines such as
"Field & Stream", "Outdoor Life", "Sports Afield", etc., in addition
to an intensified advertising program in all of the leading trade
publications. See the advertising schedule in this book for
complete details.

2. 'The new "DOUBLE EAGLE" 1ine. Panels "G" and "H",

3. The new "All Stag Handle" Panel "F".

4. The new panels "A! and "B" vith the lock-back knives added.

5. The FTC Frontier counter merchandiser to help you write more open stock
orders and to give your wholesaler the opportunity to give some of his
key dealers a custom-made program.

6. A new Frontier sample roll which includes the "DOUBLE EAGLE" samples
so that you can present the complete line to your wholesaler.

7. A new sample carrying case with all 8 Frontier panels included so that
you can present your tailor-made program to your customers.

8. A new FTJSK Frontier wholesaler salesmen's Sles Kit so that he can
present the line intelligently to his dealers.

9. A floor case missionary sales program.
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It is not necessary to go into a detailed story on any of the above points
except for the Frontier Missionary Sales Program, so let's talk about that now.

Irv Trachtenberg and Dan Maldet, Factory Knife Specialist, with your help, have
done a fantastic job of selling Frontier floor cases through missionary work and
Dealer Shows since we started this program in September of 1976.

In 1976, through your efforts, a total of 1,214 floor cases were shipped to your
dealers and through October 19th of this year a total of 2,114 floor cases were
shipped making a grand total 0f 3,328. This has certainly helped account for the
48. 8% increase in Frontier sales for the first nine months of this year over the
entire l2 months of last year.

In September of 1976, we issued our Bulletin No. 76-43 outlining the sales plan
for Frontier floor cases and all of you are now familiar with this program either
by exposure to it or a discussion of same.

Very simply put, the more floor cases you sell, the more open stock business
you get.

We are only interested in doing this missionary work for key accounts who can
produce dollar volume for you. These key accounts will be discussed with you
before you leave the Sales Meeting.

As soon as your wholesaler shows an interest in a missionary program, you should
call or write Joe Dempsey in the New York office for approval, so that a date for
the missionary work can be scheduled that would be in agreement to the wholesaler
and to us,

To insure a successful Frontier Floor Case Missionary Work Program, here is what
Imperial will do for your wholesalers:

1. Outline to your wholesaler the fact that the factory specialty
salesmen are available to sell this program to his dealers with his
salesmen working with the different salesmen each day and high
spotting potential floor case accounts only.

2. Advise the wholesaler that you will kick off this program with a
Sales Meeting.

3. The floor cases will be sold to his dealers with one each knife on
the panel, plus a tailor-made back-up stock order.

4. We will give your wholesaler 90 day dating terms on all orders be
enters for this program.
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To participate in this missionary program here is what ycur wholesalers have
to do:

l. From the 8 Frontier panels available, have your wholesaler select
the 4 panels he wants in an FT--4 floor case that he feels will
sell best in his area. Your suggestions of course should be
necessary and helpful.

2. We must have an order for the floor cases and the back-up stock prior
to doing the missionary work so that the floor cases and back-up
stock orders can be shipped immediately on receipt of orders from
their dealers.

3. The floor cases will be shipped to your jobber with one each knife
on the panel in one carton and the back-up stock will be shipped
in standard factory pack cartons.

4. If your wholesaler gives you an order for 24 floor case assortments
containing Panels "A", "D", "E", and "F", this means that his
back-up stock order should total approximately $4,500 and should
cover the back-up stock for the 4 panels in the assortment times
24 broken down to the nearest factory pack for each item.

5. Your wholesaler must give you a schedule of his salesmen that our
men will work with, plus their home address and the working date
with each man.

6. A plus to this program if properly set-up and executed by your
jobber is that his salesmen becomes a trained knife salesman.
They will continue selling Frontier floor cases after the
missionary work program is completed which means more displays and
open stock business for you than ever before.

For your guidance, we have listed below the jobber cost of each panel with one
each knife on the panel and the jobber cost of the back-up stock order for
each panel.

PANEL COST W/ONE EACH KNIFE ON
JOBBER COST

BACK-UP STOCK FOR EACH PANEL

Panel "A"
Panel "B"
Panel "@"
Panel "D"
Panel "E"
Panel "F"
Panel "G"
Panel "H"
Panel ""

$27.95
26.76
28.55
27.61
25.49
20. 33
36.44
38.40
25.49

$46.37
45.99
57.10
52.57
50.98
38.59
55.24
38.40
25.49

This program is fantastic. We have not had a failure yet and we don't intend
to have one 1n 1978. It can produce nothing but big ticket dollar volume for
you and for us. The sooner you let us know what wholesalers you want us to
work with the IIOol'lAI' we can work you in the schedule. Don't drag your tail on
this one.
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FTC FRONTIER COUNTER MERCHANDISER

We save this part of the program for last because it is:

1. A display vehicle which will enable your wholesalers to sell the
complete Frontier "DOUBLE EAGLE" line to those dealers who have
already purchased a Frontier floor case.

2. It gives your wholesaler the opportunity to "CUSTOM-MAKE" a
Frontier Program for some of his key accounts.

3. It f!J,ves your wholesaler an opportunity to sell more Frontier open
stock items than he has been selling before.

HERE IS HOW YOU SHOULD SELL THE FTC OOUNTER MERCHANDISER

We have a jobber cost on this item of $20.00. Your approach to the jobber is,
not that we are selling him this merchandiser, but we are giving him an opportunity
to make his normal mark-up on a counter merchandiser that will produce dollar
volume and open stock sales for him.

The dealer, in turn, is not actually paying for the counter merchandiser as he
is getting, no charge, a No. 4625, 2-Blade Folding Hunterw/Lockwith a list price
of_$24,95 which offsets his cost for the merchandiser.

Now that you have explained these two simple points to the jobber he is now ready
to present this unit to his dealers and you should recommend that it be presented
to his dealers on the following basis:

1. He should make up a suggested assortment of the Frontier "DOUBLE EAGLE"
knife line. The assortment should be kept to a minimum dollar figure
based on what he feels his dealers can absorb.

2. For those dealers who want a custom-made Frontier Program he should
suggest an assortment of approximately two each of 8 different Frontier
knives and with an average cost to the jobber of $5.00 per knife or
$80.00 _for the lg,,2N'Peg/ this assortment would go to the dealer for
under $100.00. -Tb' s mix could include some of the Frontier "DOUBLE
EAGLE" Knives and an assortment of the Black, Ivory and Stag Handle
Knives.

This program is a MUST for every Dealer Show you attend and you should have an
agreement with the wholesaler as to how you will sell this merchandiser at his
Dealer Show with a "DOUBLE EAGLE" assortment and with a mix of two each of 8
knives in the Frontier line which the dealer can select when he places his order.

Now that you have the complete Frontier story we think that, because of its
flexibility, there is absolutely no way you can miss a Frontier sale in your
territory.

If you have any questions at all concerning any portion of the Frontier Program,
be sure to discuss it thoroughly in your individual meetings or call Joe Dempsey
in the New York office.
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SCHRADE NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD

The new "Schrade +" Division where the Ultimate Lock Back LB-7
breaks the ice with the largest advertising program for
Lock Back Knives.

AND

I

The 0 N L Y Lock Back Knife "Guaranteed Against Loss".

The exciting "Knife Collectors Treasure Hunt". The first thousand
pre-production samples of each new knife, serialized and distributed
at random in each territory. This will really stimulate sales for
you as knife collectors start searching and talking about Schrade.

NEW Scrimshaw series with themes from the Great Outdoors.

NEW OC-2 to up-date any present floor display with all our new
numbers.

New Compact Floor Case.

Ne 8-110T Counter Case.

HK523 all New Hunting Knife Display.

Improved deliveries due to the increased number of craftsmen in
Ellenville, and the addition of the Schrade + Division.

NEW contemporary rigid blade hunting knives are on the drawing board
for '78 and more Schrade Plus to come.

You can write orders for shipment at present prices through
September 1978.

We add to this the two best names in the Pocket and Hunting Knife
industry, "Old Timer" and ''Uncle Henry". Plus the largest discount
for any nationally advertised cutlery, and like Ex-Lax, Schrade works
for you while you sleep.



KITCHEN COMPANION GROCERY TIE-IN PROMOTIONS

To further maximize sales of this basic gadget line we have developed a program
using a unique display/shipper (with or without J-Hooks). When we say with or
without J-Hooks we emphasize this for the following reasons:

A. We do not intend to ship J-Hooks to a customer who has no use for
them.

B. Where they can be used as intended to make the display/shipper a
shelf extender they will be provided.

Because of the special nature of the merchandising of this program we therefore
have two catalog pages No. GT-78-1 on the "Grocery Tie-In" program as a display/
shipper only. Catalog page No. GT-78-2 covers the program where it has a
duplicate use both as a display shipper only and also as an extender using the
J-Hooks provided. In the second program the J-Hooks also provide a means to
display carryover if any, but this is not really anticipated with only one dozen
packs involved.

A further feature of the display/shipper 1s that the pop-up top is also semi
perforated and can be removed if desired when the vehicle is used as a shelf
extender. The semi-perforation, however, assures safe shipment and also will
not deteriorate when used in a pop-up display position.

All items have natural "cross merchandising" display. Recommended "Grocery
Tie-In" display locations for each item are shown below the item on the catalog
pages, More than one item can be placed on the same in-store product display.
Ideally general merchandise people should coordinate display efforts on the basis
of the grocery display calendar and make their purchases accordingly. All of
the items in our selection can be used more than once a year. The possibilities
are endless.

Competitive offers of a similar nature are not as flexible and many involve
substantially greater quantities of merchandise. We recommend separate orders
specifying the "G" suffix on this program to avoid processing errors. Our
display vehicle and its dual application when used as a display in the store, is
a new exposure and one that does not interfere with any traffic, in-store service,
or customer purchasing of the food product. It is basically an untapped area
and therefore this program is most timely.

Additionally the application of this display vehicle in other channels of dist
ribution should also be obvious to you. It is:

A. A counter display.

B. A check-out display.

C. A display to tie in our product with housewares feature items.
For example; appliances, cookware, etc. The same application
as the No. AB-25 with the Corning Pyrex Bake-A-Round applies.



It is suitable for hardware, drug, variety, department store, specialty stores,
and mass merchandiser use. There is in fact as much potential for the use of
this vehicle in these channels as the food trade. It is an ideal low cost quick
!"_and out promotional offering of selected gadgets for ay part±4,
"ell-through is assured, investment 1s 1ow, profit 4s ii{

Be sure to review this Program with distributors as well as retailers. I willenable you to sell more of our Kitchen Companion Gadgets.

- 2 -
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ANOTHER PLUS PROFIT OPPORTUNITY FROM IMPERIAL:

Ideal Grocery Tie-Ins ...
Handy Helpers Profit Toppers
help sell more kitchen gadgets.
Cash in with the proven merchandising tool of selling kitchen gadgets right alongside your
other related use tie-in products. Help your customers to easily choose the correct kitchen
gadget to fit her needs. Kitchen gadgets are great for selling with foods (solids and liquids) in
jars, cans and cartons, when shown with end cap, aisle or other mass displays.

- ±tuck±tbs»
Americana Made "wimperial

helpsyouprepare& serve

WHEREVER YOU DISPLAY
THESE PROFIT TOPPERS
THEY'LL SHOW RESULTS.
NOWYOU CAN SELL
MORE THAN ONE ITEM~
ONTHE SAME MASS
GROCERY DISPLAY

See Back Page for recommended Profit Topper Items and suggested cross merchandising.

■



HANDY HELPERS PROFIT TOPPERS ... THE IDEAL GROCERY TIE-INS.

■

No. K-101G
Pickle Fork
. . . with relish
and olives

No. K-154G
SlottedServing Spoon
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

No. K-102G
Grapefruit Spoons
... with grapefruit

No. K-155G
Serving Spoon
... with canned fruits
and vegetables,
cranberry sauce
(Thanksgiving)

No. K-104G
Relish Server
... with sliced pickles,
olives, relish

No. K-157G
Tall Jar Fork
... with pickles,
relish, olives

No. K-150G
Fruit &
Vegetable Slicer
... with canned
fruits and vegetables

No. K-158G
Super Server
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

No. K-151G
Scooper Scraper
... with peanut butter,
jellies, jams,
mayonnaise, beans

No. K-16oG
Slotted Super Server
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

No. K-161G
Cold Cut Server
... with mustard,
mayonnaise, catsup,
canned meats

No. K-162G
Salad Serving Fork
... with salad dressing,
produce

No.K-167G No.K-168G
Dressing Ladle Gravy Ladle
... with mayonnaise, ... with canned gravy,
salad dressing gravy mixes,

pumpkin (Thanksgiving)

No. K-953G
Grapefruit Knife
... with grapefruit

No. VVS 226G
Veri-veri Sharp
Spreader/Trimmer
... with jam, jellies,
peanut butter,
cake icings, bread

@IKCO 1977

@Imperial Knife Company, Inc..z1.%.. roe
A Division of Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc. In Europe: Imperial International, 5014 Kerpen/Rheinland, West Germany.



ANOTHER PLUS PROFIT OPPORTUNITY FROM IMPERIAL:

IdealGroceryTie-Ins
Handy Helpers Profit Toppers
help sell more kitchen gadgets.
Cash in with the proven merchandising tool of selling kitchen gadgets right alongside your
other related use tie-in products. Help your customers to easily choose the correct kitchen
gadget to fit her needs. Kitchen gadgets are great for selling with foods (solids and liquids) in
jars, cans and cartons, when shown with end cap, aisle or other mass displays.

.tbbw±talus»AnerieanMade . "imperial

helpsyouprepare&serve

WHEREVER YOU DISPLAY
THESE PROFIT TOPPERS
THEY'LL SHOW RESULTS.
NOW YOU CAN SELL
MORE THAN ONE ITEM
ON THE SAME MASS
GROCERY DISPLAY

Profit Toppers
make ideal shelf r.
extenders with - 11

•

~ ~two special
J-Hooks,
provided free,
which slip into
price channels.

Top Header
Sign is per-~- T :r:x forated for easy
removal.

<

See Back Page for recommended Profit Topper Items and suqqested cross merchandisinq.
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HANDY HELPERS PROFIT TOPPERS ... THE IDEAL GROCERY TIE-INS.

■
■

No. K.101G
Pickle Fork
... with relish
and olives

I

No. K-102G
Grapefruit Spoons
... with grapefruit

No. K.104G
.._

Relish Server
... with sliced pickles,
olives, relish

No. K-150G
Fruit &
Vegetable Slicer
... with canned
fruits and vegetables

No. K-151G
Scooper Scraper
... with peanut butter,
jellies, jams,
mayonnaise, beans

-
I

■
■

I

r

- No. K.154G
SlottedServing Spoon
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

No. K-155G
Serving Spoon
... with canned fruits
and vegetables,
cranberry sauce
(Thanksgiving)

No. K.157G
Tall Jar Fork
... with pickles,
relish, olives

No. K.158G
Super Server
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

I

■

No. K-160G
Slotted Super Server
... with canned fruits
and vegetables

k

-
a

d

No. K-161G
Cold Cut Server
... with mustard,
mayonnaise, catsup,
canned meats

No. K-162G
Salad Serving Fork
... with salad dressing,
produce

No. K-167G No.K-168G
Dressing Ladle Gravy Ladle
... with mayonnaise, ... with canned gravy,
salad dressing gravy mixes,

pumpkin (Thanksgiving)

No. K-953G
Grapefruit Knife
... with grapefruit

No. VVs 226G
Veri-veri Sharp
Spreader/Trimmer
... with jam, jellies,
peanut butter,
cake icings, bread

@imperial Knife Company. Inc.zzz£.%...e. so-
A Division of Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc. In Europe: Imperial International, 5014 Kerpen/Rheinland, West Germany.

@IKCO 1977



CATALOG SHOROOM_ (CSM)_- CATEGORY 22

The fastest-growing retail channel in America! That's the catalog showrooms;
According to DISCOUNT STORE NEWS their sales have jumped ONE BILLION DOLLARS
in just the past year to a staggering total of $4,500,000,000. Showrooms
ranging up to over 100,000 sq. ft. in area now number over two thousand units.

But whatever way you measure it, CMS growth is phenomenal, due in large part
to their extremely competitive pricing. How do they do it?

SPECIALIZATION

LOW LABOR COST

IN-STOCK POSITION

GROUP PURCHASING

- lines usually restricted to jewelry,
housewares, giftware and sporting
goods, with a tight merchandise mix.

- fewer sales persons mean 10-25% savings
over competitors.

- new, larger CSM companies are fully
computerized for maximum stock control.

- better buys and lower selling prices.

While cataloged items remain the mainstay of CSM's lines and act as the
"advertising" to draw prospective customers into the showrooms, NIC (Not-In
Catalog) items are becoming more and more numerous for several reasons.

l. They usually afford a higher mark-up than in-catalog items.

2. They allow individual showroom-companies to broaden their
offerings to take advantage of regional or even local
preferences not in-catalog.

3. NIC items often lend themselves to special promotion.

So, don't let a remark like "we don't buy it unless it's in the book" stop you.
It's usually the buyer's attempt to push you aside. But this lucrative extra
business is there for the salesman who knows his showroom companies and those
who use it.

1977 was a pivotal year for Imperial with the catalog showroom customers.
For the first time we took "dead aim" at this dynamic market with our domestic
lines. Initial results have been most heartening.

As the attached chart indicates, we are represented in 12 catalogs for 1978,
including the three big ones - CREATIVE, MAI and JEWELCOR.

t
Schrade/Imperial sales are up over 3007 this year and should total $750,000,
through December. We will do well over ONE and a HALF MILLION dollars with
both domestic and imported (stainless tableware) lines in 1977. These figures
are for your use only, please do not mention them to customers, etc.



So, we're off to a good start, but it's only a start. Ralph Levi and
Dick Lorenzen are already making presentations to catalog publishers and their
largest individual members for the 1979 catalogs. As details become available,
they will fill you in so that, with your invaluable help, we can coordinate our
efforts to increase the number of items to be illustrated in the '79 catalogs.

But it is of prime importance that you call on CSM companies NOW. Concentrate
on placing NIC items, especially Imperial pocket and sheath knife floor dis
plays and Collectables open stock. In addition, don't hesitate to show buyers
our complete lines (except Schrade pocket knives!) and make them realize the
size of Imperial and the breath of our lines. Make them want to buy our goods.
Make them want to suggest Imperial's line when they attend selection committee
meetings. Get to know the buyers and merchandise managers. Develop a rapport
with each company that will mean plus business for you in the years to come.
YOU must do your part from your end. We cannot do it from the "home office"alone!

We are gearing up a program to DOUBLE our CSM business for 1978. We'll develop
the items and program to meet this ambitious aim but it can never be attained
without your FULL COOPERATION. We know we can count on you.

Ralph and Dick have spent a lot of time in the field with most of you, realizing
full well that this trade channel takes some getting used to. If you still
have questions or doubts as to your exact role in selling CSMs, contact Ralph
or Dick immediately. This business has become too important to neglect for
lack of knowledge or confidence on your part.

All the help you may need is there for the asking, if you need it.

Good luck.

PLEASE NOTE:

The attached price lists show the merchandise which we will push to the catalog
showrooms for 1978,

Please keep in mind that the grcups who are presently using our products will not
be invoiced at the new prices for merchandise that they have in their present
books until June 1978. Attached is a list showing these items.

- 2-
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IMPERIAL

"FRONTIER SERIES"

POCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES

PRICE LIST
CSM-4
January 1, 1978

WGT. PER
SHELF PK. SUGG. COST

NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF 3 LIST EACH

FRONTIER "DOUBLE EAGLE" RUST-RESISTANT BLADES
·4435 4' 3-Bl. Prem. Stock (wood) . 71! $14.95 $ 6.73
4515 4" 1-Bl. Lock-Back(wood)w/sheath . 711 19 .95 8. 98
4625 4'''2-BL._Folding_ Hunter_ (wood) 1.5 24.9 5 11.23

FRONTIER SERIES
40P2 2-7/8" 2-BL. Pen (Ivory) . 2/1 7.95 3.584021 2-7/8" 2-B1. Jack (Stag) . 311 7.25 3.264031 2-7/8" 3-Bl. (Sta . 30 • 8. 50 3.8341P4 3" 2-B1. Pen (Black) .4i 8.95 4.034121 3" 2-B1. Jack (Stag) . 4i¥ 7 .95 3.584131 3" 3-1. Sq. Bolster(Stag) . 4/1 9.50 4.284132 3" 3-Bl. Sq. Bolster(Ivory) • 4/1 9.75 4.394133 3" 3-B1. Sq. Bolster(Yellow) . 4/1 9.75 4.394134 3" 3-Bl. Sa. Bolster(Black) . 4ii 9.75 4.394231 3!' 3-Bl._Rnd.Bolster(Stag) . 411 9.00 4.054321 3-7/8" 2-B1. Jack (Stag) . 611 8.75 3.944322 3-7/8" 2-Bl. Jack (Ivory) . 6i 9.50 4.284324 3-7/8" 2-BL_. Jack (Black) . 611 8.75 3.944421 4" 2-Bl. Jack (Stag) . 611 9.00 4.054431 4" 3-Bl. Prem.Stock (Stag) . 711 10.50 4.734432 4" 3-Bl. Prem.Stock (Ivory) . 711 10.75 4.844433 4" 3-Bl. Prem.Stock (Yellow) . 711 10. 75 4.84
4434 4" 3-Bl. Prem.Stock (Black) . 711 10. 75 4.84
4512 4" 1-Bl. Lock-Back S/S (Ivory) . 6# 14.95 6.734514 4" 1-Bl. Lock-Back S/S (Black) . 61! 13.95 6.28
4621 5%!' 2-B1.Folding Hunter(Stag) 1.4it 15.75 7.094622 5}' 2-BL_.Folding _Hunter(Ivory) 1.4/1 16.50 7.43WS-1 5%" Lock_Back_(o@) /sheath l.511 15.00 6.75

MINIMUM ORDERS: Shelf pack of 3 knives of a pattern - $150.00 at cost.

CSM-4 Floor display furnished free with order for a minimum of 3 each of all
26 patterns shown above. One knife of each pattern will be pre-mounted
on display panel. (Minimum order totals: $409.38 at cost).

TERMS: 27 10 Days, Net 30. SHIPMENTS: F.O.B. Providence, R. I.

NOTE: Display No. CSM- 5, available from SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. division,
containing assorted fixed-blade sheath knives, is designed to be
displayed atop the IMPERIAL CSM-4 floor display. See separate
price list for details.

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Imperial Knlfe Company, inc. orc. mo anon»war. wow eons. .s. nooefnacrorcmoo«cRu. c2so:



FRONTIER 11DOUBLE EAGLE11

stain\ess

No. 4515
handle,

I
411 closed. Wood

brass bolsters.

No.4435 4 closed. Wood
handle, brass bolsters.

No. 4625 St" closed. Wood
handle, brass bolsters.

FRONTIER ~ SER I ES

. No. 40P2 - 2¼1' closed. 01' Ivory handle.

No. 4021 - 2¼" closed. Powderhorn Stag
handle.

No. 4031 - 21/a" closed. Powderhorn Stag
handle.

No. 41P4 - .'3¼" closed. r.unpowder black
handle.

:f. No. 4121 - 3Y•" closed. Powderhorn Stag
handle.

No. 4131 - 3¼" closed. Powderhorn Stag
handle,

11-- •• - - ··----~~...

<ab
lNo. 4132 - :W~" ~loscd. 01' Ivory handle.

IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY, INC.

- FULL 25 YEAR WARRANTY

- GIFT BOXED

No. 4133 -- :W4" closccl. Sunclown Yellow ,
', handle ...._...... . . _::.~....::::- - ..--=-

5
No. 4134 -- J¼" dosed. (;unpowder black

handle.

-~~

No. 4231 -- ~\¼" close,!. Powclcrhorn Stag
handle.

No. 4321 - 3¼" closecl. Powderhorn Stag
handle.

~

No. 4322 -~• J,o,y hao,dle.

No. 4324 - 3½" closed. Gunpowder black:
handle. •

No. 4421 -- 4" do~1•il. l'owderhorn Stag
ha11<1le.

No. 4431 - 4" dosed. l'owderhorn Stag
hanclk

#
No. 4432 - 4" closed. 01' Ivory handle.

No. 4433 - 4" closed. Sundown Yell ow
handle.

-A
No. 4434 - 4" closed. Gunpowder black

handle.------------ -

stai~

No. 4512 -4" closed. Ol Ivory
handle, stainless lock • back hladc.i"--- -----·· ---

sc»
No, 4514 • 4" closed. Gunpowder black
handle, stainless lock - back blade;

No. 4621 - 5/" closed. F'owderhorn tag
handle.

----w_ " a+ « -

No~I,~ han.Jle.

,._ - ----
INo.WS-1 S¼"closed.·
! Wood handle.

'



INDIVIDUALLY BLISTER-CARDED KNIVES

FOR SELF-SERVICE

@Imperial
POCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES

PRICE LIST
RJ-78CSM

February 2, 1978

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
SHELF
PK/WGT.

SUGG.
LIST

COST
EACH

STAINLESS FISH FILLET KNIVES

FF222 I 11" overall w/6" blade. Yellow I 6/2.liJ I $ 4.50 I $ 2.03
inorganic sheath.

FF541 I 1111 overall w/6½" blade.Leather I 6/2.41/ I 7.95 I 3.58
swivel sheath.

BP442F1 10;' overall /6,' flexible I 6/3.0i I 13.95 I 6.28
blade.Frontier Series Ol'Ivory
handle. Leather swivel sheath

FF222-aFU PLLETNIT
7.·..
-n"
.-. -. -

POCKET KNIVES

FF541 BP442F

uauo
t.4pot

z7=

R.J-278
R.J-615
R.J-685
RJ-836
RJ-943
RJ-653

2-Blade Workmatetm (Brown}
2-Blade ~" Fish(Pearl/Yellow
3-Blade 4" Prem.Stock(Staglon

12/2.1/J
12/2.511
12/1.81/
12/3.0fl
12/2.1/J
12/2.10

2.49
2.69
2.49
2.99
2.49
3.49

1.12
1.21
1.12
1.35
1.12
1.57

RJ-278

al • Es
44. #am In! 2bt. Jucl Kalle 2bi. werkmater { qt. Fuhlng ttt ' gt. Ante at

ORDER IN SHELF PACK QUANTITIES OR !iULTIPLES THEREOF ONLY.

MINIMUM ORDER: $150.00 at cost. (Can be combined with other IMPERIAL items to make minim

SHIPMENTS: F.O.B. Providence, R.I. TERMS: 2% 10 Days, Net 30

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

npera! Knlfe Company, IC. ornc.mre enoowAr. ww roar. wr. mono[acronr:mnovwcE. .u 0zaa.



i Imperial
CASUAL" TABLEWARE by IMPERIAL

With Colored Mira-Clad Handles

20-PIECE GIFT BOXED SETS
(Service for 4)

Stainless Tableware
PRICE LIST

TW-CSM-78
January l. 1978

NUMBER HANDLE COLOR
SUGG.
LIST

YOUR
COST

.
400 Artie White $24.95 $11.23

401 Spring Green 24.95 11.23

402 Alpine Blue 24.95 11.23

404 Autumn Gold 24.95 11.23

405 Wildflower Yellow 24.95 11.23

CASE PACK & WEIGHT - 6 sets of a color,10 lbs.

MINIMUM REORDERS: 6 sets of a color, 12 sets total.

TERMS: 2% 10, Net 30 Days

F.O.B. PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

FULL TWO YEAR ARRANTY ON ALL CASUAL TABLEWARE SETS

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE,

Imper'' "n[fe G0mp2b, Inc. onc. mo enoAowax. wow rox. w.r. 1ooro[Acronen0vc. .1 0zoo



' SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP.
776 BROADWAY, NEW YORN, N., 4001%

Dlvllon t tmperlal knife Assoc, Companies, inc.

Price list
SW-CSM-78
January 1, 1978

TERMS: 2% 10/Net:
F.O.B.:Ellenville.

ALL KNIVES ARE FURNI6HED WITH
GENUINE LEATHER SHEATHES - GIFT BOXED

SHELF PK.
WGT.

SUGG.
LIST

COST
EACH

No. 144UH

1 ea./ .8# I $40.00 I $18.00

4PEEIC
91+Uncle Henry No. 153UH '

1 ea./1.3# I 30.00 13.50

1 ea./.8# 16.00 7.20

-~-- 1
1 ea./. 8# I 15. 00 I 6.75

No. 1540T 7"

canessssiset 11 ea,/1.5# I 27 .00 I 12.15
No. 16507' 9k'

.. ,
1 ea./1.3# I 22.00 t 9.90

15.75

1 ea./.4# 12. 00 5.40

MINIMUM ORDER - 2 Knives of a pattern- 12 assorted.

FREE DISPLAYS AVAILABLE: CSM-5 - ''Add-on" unit to fit atop Imperial CSM-4 floor displa)
CSM-6 - "Picture Frame" easeled counter/wall display.

Both displays hold all eight items listed above. One display (either style) may be
ordered FREE with minimum order of 2 each of all 8 patterns.

TOTAL COST OF MINIMUM ORDER: $177.30



POLICY FOR HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS
DEALER SHOWS

Our Dealer Shows this year have been more productive than ever before. For the
most part we have expanded our line with the wholesalers whose Shows we attended
and by doing so the dollar volume written at the Show justified the expense.

We still have established guidelines for attending Dealer Shows and it is still
imperative that we have your cooperation.

1. The booth and equipment costs, plus the T & E expense for attending
the Dealer Show, s uld not exceed 5Z of the dollar volume written
at the Show. Before you send in the request for us to attend a
Dealer Show, you must determine whether or not you feel you could
write enough volume at the Show to justify the expense involved.

2. We are NOT interested in attending Dealer Shows if we cannot expand
our line with the distributor.

3. Unless the circumstances are extremely extenuating we will AQT attend
more than one Show per year for any wholesaler.

4. A11 contracts for Dealer Shows must be sent to the New York office
for signature and approval. You are not to sign any of these con
tracts yourself. Any Dealer Show you attend without approval from
this office will either be charged back to you, or charged against
your T &6 E expense.

5. If you recommend attending a Dealer Show, you must advise us at that
time what items and Show specials will be featured and at what dis
counts. You should also advise us at the same time what new items
or lines you will have at the Show that the wholesaler has not
carried before. This procedure has not been followed 100% and unless
it is followed, approval for attending a Dealer Show will not be
given.

6. A11 invoices for booth space and booth equipment must be sent to the
New York office for approval and payment. Booth space invoices will
be handled in a form of a check to the wholesaler, and invoices for
booth equipment will also be handled by check. None of these in
voices are to be paid by you.

7. You must advise the wholesaler that they're not to make a deduction
from their invoices for booth space. They must send us a separate
invoice covering same so that it can be handled on the above basis.
It is very important that you cover this with the wholesaler as we
have had too many cases where they have made a deduction from one
of their invoices for merchandise and this does nothing but create
a lot of confusion.

- 1 -



8. Wherever possible, use your own samples for Dealer Shows. If, for some
reason, you are unable to do so, send your written orders to Providence
and/or Ellenville with a copy of this order to J. A. Dempsey in New
York. If you follow this procedure we can expedite the order so that
merchandise is received in time for the Show. We have had too many
instances where merchandise has been ordered late necessitating an air
shipment and this is costly. Be sure to order your merchandise on time
to eliminate this unnecessary expense.

Samples will be billed to either the wholesaler, or the salesman.
Within 60 days after shipment, salesman in charge of the Show is to
report to Mr. J. R. Fazzano in Providence and/or Mr. R. Ernst in
Ellenville on the following options:

A. The samples were sold to the wholesaler at a maximum 10Z
discount from the billing price.

B. The salesman sold them elsewhere and requested they be
billed accordingly at the maximum 10% discount from the
b11ling price.

If the above instructions are not followed, then Mr. Fazzano and/or Mr. Ernst will
ask the salesman for payment of these goods.

9. A separate expense account must be submitted for each Dealer Show attend
ed and should be submitted as soon as the Show is over. Some salesmen
have not been following the procedure or they have been putting two
Shows on one expense account. If this procedure is not followed proper
ly, then your entire expense account will be sent back to you for
correction, which means that your check for these expenses will be
held up.

10. Enclosed is our Dealer Show Report form and a supply of these forms
have been sent to you. It is important that you use this form, and
it is also important that this report is forwarded to Joe Dempsey in
New York for every Dealer Show you attend, and as soon as possible
after the Show is over. Here again we have had too many instances
where we have had to write asking for a Show Report 60 or 90 days
after the Show is over and this should not be necessary.

In conclusion, we have to be more assertive with the wholesaler with our Show
Programs. We are spending money and donating manpower to build up the wholesaler's
volume and we are entitled to show as much of our merchandise as possible to make
the Show profitable for the wholesaler and us.

If we receive your full cooperation on all of the above, we will be in a much
better position to help you make the Show as productive as possible.

-2-



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS DEALER SHOW REPORT

WHOLESALER

FRONTIER

CITY & STATE SHOW DATES

JOBBER QUANTITY JOBBER QUANTITY
ITEM II COST SOLD EXTENSION ITEM# COST SOLD EXTENSION

Fl'lA Mod-1

Fl'lB Mod-3

FT1C

FrlD BPl

FrlE BPVS-1

FTIF Ws-1

FT1G RJ48

FrlH

Fl'X FF22O

FT2 Assortment (List Combination S.ld) • FF222

.. FF541

BP442F

FI4 Floor Case (List Combination Sold) BP442R

Misc. Pocket Knife Assortments

FT5 Floor Case (List Combination Sold)

•
HT1L-6
Frontier Open Stock
Dollar Vo ume Onlv

TOTAL COLUMN 2
TOTAL FRONTIER TOTAL Pd 1



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS DEALER SHOW REPORT

WHOLESALER , CITY & STATE SHOW DATES

MT~HTY (OAK
ITEM ti JOBBER I QUANTITY ITEM# JOBBER ' QUANTITY

COST SOLD EXTENSION COST SOLD EXTENSION

FTC I
i (List all open stock items
I sold with above unit)

M58

M58NBS -
MO1

M14

M24

M27

M33

M39

M91

I

TOTAL COLUMN 2TOTAL TOTAL PAGE 1

I

FRONTIER COUNTER MERCHANDISE



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS DEALER SHOW REPORT

WHOLESALER

i ITEM ' I JOBBER
_\QUANTITY I JOBBER QUANTITY

COST SOLD EXTENSION ITEM II COST SOLD EXTENSION

CUTLERY ASSORTMENTS & SETS C-59

VS60PB C-96

8012 I" ,.

"
A081 C-24G

A088 C-19G

A089 C-29G

VS-1 C-39G

VS-2 J C-84G
!

VS-4 i C-116G
!vs-s !
! C-24
!

VI-18 I C-19

SP-18 l
C-29

AB-25
C-39

I
, C-84

4006 C-116

4007 1 C-4!
!

4008 ! c-G
i

4009 0-5

4011 C-5G

'
Ki 40o4012

5009 401.,
5011 402

~
5012 404
'.110TAL
CUTLERY ASSORTMENTS &
SETS 405
1

TOTAL CX>L. 1: TOTAL COLUMN 2

I TOTAL PAGE 2:

CITY & STATE SHOW DATE



. --- ••• ·+«u++u w ?I VI4LIa UUUo LLHLLl liUw KH'UK]

WHOLESALER CITY & STATE SHOW DATEJOBBER QUANTITY !JOBBER QUANTITYITEM 0 COST SOLD EXTENSION ITEM If COST SOLD EXTENSION
FClS SCHRADE - OPEN STOCK - LIST ALL ITEMS SOLD
FC16

FC74

FC77

570TA

780T

811.

79 nu

59UH

OCI

LB7

TOTAL ASSORTMENTS: TOTAL OPEN STOCK:
BOOTH COST: [TOTAL SCHRADE:

BOOTH EQUIPMENT COST: TOTAL IMPERIAL:
TOTAL: GRAND TOTAL:



HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS WHOLESALERS
DEALER SHOW SPECIALS

The Show Special list attached covers only the items that can be featured at
special discounts. You should sell the wholesaler on matching our discount with
a similar discount so that these items can be used as traffic-builders in your
booth.

Dealers come to a Show basically for four reasons:

1. They want to see new items.

2. They want to buy promotions at special prices.

3. They want to look at other items in our line that would be
interesting to them.

4. Product and merchandising knowledge.

Dealers will walk right by your booth unless it looks like an action booth and the
merchandise is attractively displayed. The only way you can create activity in
your booth is to advertise what you have to offer with signs and special packages.
All new items should be marked as new items with the signs that are available from
every wholesaler. This would also apply to all new items that the wholesaler is
carrying, and not just the new items in the line.

Use signs on all merchandise showing discounts available for the Dealers, and what
he is aving percentage-wise by buying at the Show.

Our top priority at Dealer Shows in 1978 will be our Frontier Floor Case Program
and the FTC counter case which is unique and will create sales that otherwise
may be missed. With the expansion of our Frontier line, which is outlined in the
new item section, this should be a must at every Dealer Show you attend.

In adJition to Frontier you have many other new items and other items in our line
that should be featured and they are as follows:

ITEM NO.

R.J-48
C--59
C-96
C-4
C-4G
C-5

C-5G

M-58
AB-25

DESCRIPTION

48--Pc. Jackmaster Carded Assortment
59-Pc. Collectables Asst. w/Display
96-Pc. Collectables Asst. w/Display
4-Pc. Collectables Set - Black - boxed
4-Pc. Collectables Set - Brown - Boxed
5-Pc. Collectables Set w/Acrylic Knife
Holder - Black
5-Pc. Collectables Set w/Acrylic Knife
Holder - Brown.
Mighty Oak 58-Pc. Cutlery Asst. w/Display
Bread Knife Asst. in Counter Display

You should also feature any tent cards that the wholesaler is carrying.

We will honor two orders from the jobber at the Show special prices. One order
prior to the Show, one order after the Show. Please be sure that these orders are
marked or identified as being Show Special orders so that the Show discounts can
be honored.



HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS
DEALER SHOW & ROAD SHOW SPECIALS

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE SHOW SPECIAL
JOBBER COST DISCOUNT

Mod-3

Fl'LB-6

WS-1

FF-S41

8012

VS60PB

A081

A089

A088

vs-1

VS-2

VS-4

vs-s

4009

4011

4012

5009

5011

5012

SP-18

VI-18

60-Pc. Jackmaster Asst. $150.60

44-Pc. Diamond Edge Asst. 155.20

Frontier Lock-Back Asst. 85.70

Pro Hunter 15.00

11" Fillet Knife-Carded 7. 95

36-Pc. Granny Asst. 66.12

60-Pc. Vert-Sharp Cutlery Asst. 103.80

4-Ea. VS-1 and VS-2 Veri-Sharp 99.60
Steak Sets w/Adapt-O'-Rack

4-Ea. VS-4 and VS-5 Veri-Sharp 111.60
Cutlery Sets w/Adapt-0'-Rack

4-Ea. VS-2 Steak Sets and VS-4 111.60
Cutlery Sets w/Adapt-0'-Rack

Veri-Sharp Steak Set in Box 9.95

Veri-Sharp Steak Set in Holder 14.95

4-Pc. Veri-Sharp Cutlery Set 12.95

5-Pc. Veri-Sharp Cutlery Set 14.95

La Duette 2-Pc. Serving Set 3.95

Les Tr1o 3-Pc. Serving Set 5.95

Les Utensiles 3-Pc. Cook & Serve Set 9.95

Village Inn 2-Pc. Serving Set 3.95

Village Inn 3-Pc. Serving Set 5.95

Village Inn 3-Pc. Cook & Serve Set 9.95

18-Pc. Spice Pattern Asst. 119.10
w/Adapt-O'-Rack (6-ea. 4009-4011-4012)

18-Pc. Village Inn Asst. 119.10
w/Adapt-O'-Rack (6-ea. 5009-5011-5012)

$ 64.50 5%

62.84 5%

33.66 57

6.08 5%

3.22 5%

29.76 5%

46.71 5%

44.82 5%

50.22 5:

50.22 5%

4.48 5%

6.73 5%

5.83 5z

6.73 5z

1.78 5%

2.68 5%

4.47

1.78

2.68

4.47

53.60

3%

5%

5%

3z

5%

53.60 57.



CIRCULAR AND/OR FLYER PROMOTIONS

Last year, for the first time, we outlined a number of items to be used in circular
and/or flyer promotions for those jobbers who:

1. Do not belong to a buying group and who put out their own circulars
or flyers.

2. Who do belong to a buying group, and in addition to using the buying
group's circulars or flyers, also put out their own.

You can pick up a lot of plus volume in your territory if this list is used properly
as we're definitely missing the boat by not participating in these circular or
flyer promotions.

Attached is a list of items that can be used for this purpose with suggestions as
to how and when they should be used.

This program can be very effective if you use the procedure outlined below:

1. You should be fully aware of what jobbers in your territory put out
their own circulars or flyers.

2. Submit to your jobber a list of items that would be appropriate for
the circular or flyer they are working on (Spring, Summer, Fall,
Winter).

3. After your jobber has decided what items he will use, then you should
advise the New York office.

4. You should also advise the New York office as to the ordering period
for your jobber circular or flyer promotion.

5. Your jobber should be instructed to mark all orders for this program
as a circular promotion so that the proper discount is given and
approved.

When we have all of this information from you, we can then advise Providence to be
on the lookout for these circular or flyer orders and give them a ptiority shipment.

Don't let this program get buried.
distribution with your wholesalers.
for your wholesaler.

Use it as a door-opener for expanding our
This is plus business for you and plus business

Some of these items can be used as "SHOW STOPPERS" at your Dealer Shows.

Some wholesalers can also use some of these items on their Dealer "Buy of the Month"program.

If you know what makes your wholesaler tick and if you use your imagination you
could be pleasantly surpised with the results.

If you have any questions at all concerning this program, please contact the New
York sales office at once.



CIRCULAR AND/OR FLYER PROMJTIONS

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION LIST SUGGESTED JOBBER CIRCULAR PROPOSED
PRICE LIST PRICE COST DISCOUNT FLYER

FF541

WS-1
BPl

*4512

*4513

*4514

AR176

ARH70

**RB4

**63SS

**812

**278S

Vs-2

VS-5

VS-1

VS-4

***4009

***4011

***4012

***5009

***5011

***5012

***4006

***4007

##4008

11" Fish Fillet Knife

Pro Hunter Knife
Backpacker
Frontier Lock-Back Ivory

$ 7.95

15.00
10.00
14.95

Frontier Lock-Back Yellow 13.95

Frontier Lock-Back Black 13.95

Mark Twain Barlow 4,50

Kit Carson Trail Knife 10.50

Two-Blade Slimline RB Jack 2.49

Two-Blade Slimline RB Jack 2.49

Sheath Knife

Barlow

2.49

2.49

Veri-Sharp Steak Set 16.95
in Block
Veri-Sharp 5-Pc. Cutlery 16.95
Set
Veri-Sharp Steak Set in Box 1.95

Veri-Sharp 4-Pc.
Cutlery Set
2-Pc. La Duette Set

3-Pc. Les Trio Set

3-Pc. Les Utensiles Set

2-Pc. Village Inn Set

3-Pc. Vi11age Inn Set

14.95

3.95

5.95

9.95

3.95

5.95

3-Pc. Village Inn 9.95
Cook & Serve
La Coutellerie Cutlery Set 24.95

La Coutellerie Steak Set 22.95

Les Utensiles Set 14.95

$ 5.95

11.95
7.95

11.95

11.95

11.95

3.49

8.49

1.99

1.99

1.99

1.99

14.49

14,49

9.49

13.49

3.39

8.49

3.39

4.99

8.49

18.95

16.95

11.49

$ 3.22

6.08
4.05
6.53

6.09

6.09

1.82

1.06

7.63

7.63

4.93

6.73

1.78

2.68

4.47

1.78

2.68

4.47

11.23

10.33

6.73

5%

5%
5z
57

5%

5%

5%

57

5%

5%

57

5z

5%

5%

5

5%

5

5%

57.

5z

5%

5%

15z

15%

15%

k Run as a "Your Ch f:ce" Program
** Run as a ''Your Choice" Program

*** Feature as Mother Day Gifts, Shower Gifts, Christmas Gifts

Spring/
Summer
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/
Summer
Spring/
Summer
Spring/
Summer
Spring/
Summer
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/
Sumner
Spring/
Fall
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/Fall
Christmas
Spring/
Christmas
Spring/
Christmas
Spring/
Christmas



CIRCULAR AND/OR FLYER PROMOTIONS

LIST SUGGESTED JOBBER CIRCULAR PROPOSEDITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE LIST PRICE COST DISCOUNT FLYER
K-102 Two Grapefruit Spoons $1.09 $.77 $ .49 5z Spring/

SummerK-150 Pruit & Vegetable Slicer .98 .77 .44 5z Spring/
SummerK-154 Slotted Serving Spoon .98 .77 .44 57 Spring/
SummerK-155 Serving Spoon . 98 .77 .44 5z Spring/
SwmnerK-953 Curved Fruit Knife .98 .77 .44 5% Spring/
SummerOFFER AS "YOUR CHOICE" PROMOTION AT $. 77 EACH

K-101 Pickle Fork . 89 . 77 .40 5% Spring/
SummerK-104 Relish Server .98 .85 .44 5% Spring/
SummerK-107 Burger Mate 1.59 1.29 .715 5z Spring/
SummerSK-148/2 Two Steak Knives 1.39 1.19 .625 5z Spring/
SunnnerK-156/2 Two Iced Drink Spoons 1.29 .99 .58 5% Spring/
SummerK-158 Super Server 1.29 .99 .58 5% Spring/
SummerK-160 Super Slotted Server 1.29 .99 .58 5% Spring/
SummerK-161 Cold Cut Server 1.29 .99 .58 5% Spring/
SummerK-162 Salad Serving Fork 1.29 .99 .58 5% Spring/
Summer

OFFER AT ABOVE SUGGESTED LIST PRICE OR USE AT LOWER LIST PRICES
AS COUPON ITEM - "FOR OUTDOOR PLEASURE".

K-197 Grand Opener 1.29 . 99 .58 5z Spring/
SumnerUSE FOR CANNING SEASON

324 Paring Knife .89 .69 .40 5% Spring/
SummerK-952 Wide Heel Parer .69 .55 .31 57 Spring/
SumnerFEATURE AS OOUPON ITEM

K-103 Knife Sharpener 2.29 1.89 1.03 5: Spring/
Summer



Gentlemen:

During 1977 in the Providence factories we have been able to continue with
the basic program which was laid out in the last half of 1976, This program
involved the phasing out of the Imperial Plating operation and the integra
tion of the Kitchen Cutlery operation in the King Street factory. The
Plating factory was completely closed in early 1977 and all of the equipment
liquidated.

The completed plan for the layout of the Housewares Division in the King
Street factory was finalized so that we would have an operation that could
efficiently produce wood handle kitchen cutlery in all quality ranges,
plastic handle kitchen cutlery and gadgets, tableware gadgets, and stainless
hollow kitchen knives, steak knives, and salad sets. At present we are well
along in this moving program, and it appears that around the end of 1977 it
will be completed. We ill have the capacity to produce much larger quantities
of all types of kitchen cutlery and look forward to receiving the necessary
orders from the field to operate this facility at full capacity.

With the movement of the Kitchen Cutlery equipment from the Imperial Place
factory we are now in a position to rearrange this factory to give us a more
efficient layout for the production of Pocket Knives and Special Products.
Our plans involve revising our layout so that we can more efficiently produce
Jackmaster type pocket knives for the quantities in which we are receiving
orders. We are hopeful that the trend which we have seen in the sales of
Jackmasters can be reversed, and that we will be required to produce more
pieces of this type of product.

Since the trend has continued for the sale of more and more higher priced
pocket knives in both regular bolster and lock back styles, we plan a third
major expansion at Imperial Place to improve the production of these items.
The sales of the Frontier Line and the bolster knives which we make for
several special customers have expanded at a very encouraging rate. We
anticipate that with the new knives being added that we will see a continuation
of the increase in volume in Frontier and the other products of this type,
In addition to the improvement of manufacturing facilities, it has been most
rewarding to see the development of the Management and the production
employees who are now making these higher quality knives at Imperial Place.
In an age when we find so many workers who seem to take no interest in heir
work, it is a real pleasure to see the spirit which this group has developed.



The Special Products Division continues to produce substantial quantities
of electric knife blades and bayonets. We are now on a program of adding
to the line of plastic handle scissors which we make under special brand,
and according to present projections will see a noticeable increase in the
volume of this business during 1978.

1977 saw the introduction bg many American appliance manufacturers of Food
Processors similar to the French Cuisinart. From our experience with
electric knife blades we quickly got involved, and are now supplying pro
cessor blades to three manufacturers and have quotations being considered by
several others. As has been our policy in the past, when we were asked to
quote on blades we started by quoting on the same specifications everyone
was using. Our Special Products Management and our Engineering staff,
however, went to work on developing a less expensive blade that would per
form the same function. In a matter of a few weeks they had some answers,
and after extensive testing one appliance manufacturer adopted the new blade,
It is our prediction that within a year or so more manufacturers will copy
the Imperial development.

At this time it appears that by the end of 1977 we will have shipped sub
stantially larger dollar volume in pocket knives and in kitchen cutlery than
we shipped 1n 1976. It also appears, however, that unit volume will be lower.
While this trend has some advantages, there is nothing that makes factory
people more unhappy than to see this reduction. As we have mentioned many
times previously but must repeat, "Costs are continuing to rise at an
alarming rate". Some of the increase can be offset by improving production
efficiency with new techniques and new equipment. The single greatest
thing, however, that can help us combat rising costs of material and labor
is to produce more and more of the items which are already in production
for which we already own the tools and equipment. We must rely upon you to
sell this increased unit volume for us. The only alternative to the
increase in unit volume is an acceleration in the rate of price increases,
As you can well realize, none of us are happy with this prospect,

Our very best wishes for the Holiday Season.

Raper



IMPERIAL ACROSS THE SEAS

A year ago, I headed my remarks A View From Abroad. Today, I would like to
tell you about Imperial_Across The Seas.

In 1977, ve sold more American made products of our Associated Companies to
the four corners of the world than ever before. Not special goods, but the
same goods you, and we all, are selling day in and day out.

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Venezuela have done a good job for
Imperial. In Europe, we have sold more American cutlery, i.e. pocket knives,
hunting knives and household cutlery, than I ventured to guess possible only
a few years ago. e distribute these goods to Scandinavia i the north,
throughout Europe, and right to the borders of the Western World (Austria).

In England, as well as on the Continent, Imperial and Schrade merchandise is
on display in the largest sporting goods stores in the country, and if anyone
were to ask me where he could buy an Imperial or Schrade pocket knife in London,
I could send him to more than one store in the prominent shopping areas of
that City. That is "news" in 1977. Our hunting knives, in Germany, sell for
well over a $100.00 retail per knife, and we find knife collecting a new
hobby, and Limited Editions are becoming popular there, as well as in Japan.

Fred Lueckel, and the salesmen who work for him, have, indeed, done an excellent
job 1n 1977. For 1978, they have a very ambitious program to even improve
on what has been accomplished this year by Imperial International GnbH, our
Cologne-based operation.

In Canada, we have sold a great deal more American goods in 1977. Here too,
Mel Ehrlich and his men have done a splendid job selling the same goods you
sell every day. As you walk around i1 Canada, you will see more and more
cards - be they for the Collectables, or the new Mighty Oak Line, fish fillet
knives, knife sharpeners, etc. - printed with multilanguage text. All of
this makes me wonder if we are not on the threshold to accomplish what Mr.
Baer told me a few years ago, (I thought in jest, but he must have been serious),
that the time will come when we will sell more American merchandise outside
the United States than within. We are not there yet, but with the devoted
people that we have. this may happen in the not too distant future. -

Yet, it is good to be home, and I can only repeat what I said to Marty Zorn
a few days ago on one of the New York Parkways, seeine the trees in their
majestic Fall colors of orange, yellow, red and green, there is only one
United States, and there is no place in the world like the United States. We
have a lot to offer to the world, not only in philosophy and thought, but also
in merchandise and merchandising. Inflation is probably the least pronounced
in this country. You would be amazed to see how much you have to spend today
to boy the mere essentials of life in South America, as well as in Europe.



Mr, Baer will, I am sure, have told you by the time you come to these remarks,
about our new factory acquisitions in Europe and what it will mean to the
Company and to you, One of the products, which I will occupy myself with in
the days ahead, is to develop a line of Scissors and Shears made in our
English factory, and next year I will have something concrete to say on this• Ao.5.

K, Peter Lekisch



PREMIDM & SPECIAL MARKETS POLICY AND PROCEDURES

The Premium & Special Markets Division of the Imperial Knife Associated
Companies has the authority and responsibility for all phases of the premium
business. Specifically they are:

l. Direct Sales Contsts and Incentive Programs.
2. Sales Contests and Incentive Programs.
3. Dealer Loader Programs.
4. Consumer Contests and Giveaways.
5. Company G1ft Programs.
6. Coupon Redemption Companies.
7. Trading Stamp Redemption Companies.
8. Direct Selling Companies.
9, House-to-House Installment Companies.

10. Self-Liquidating Programs.
11. On Packs
12. Door Openers
13. Advance Premiums
l4. Bounce Backs.
15. Continuity Programs.
16. Traffic Builders.
17. Premium Jobbers.

Consistency of company policy is imperative to our growth in these class
ifications. Therefore, all policy matters relating to items, terms, etc,,
are the sole authority of the Premium & Special Markets Division.



NATIONAL TRADE SHOWS IN WHICH IMPERIAL WILL EXHIBIT DURING 1978

l. A.R.M.I. Convent1on
January 8th thru 13th

2. National Housewares Exposition
January 16th thru 19th

3. Special Advertising Association
February l4th thru 17th

4. National Sporting Goods Show
January 26th thru 29th

Palmer House
Chicago, Ill.

McCormick Place
Chicago, Ill.
(Booth Nos. 3468-72)

Convention Center
Dallas, Texas

Astrodome
Houston, Texas
(Booth Nos. 1232-33)

5. General Merchandise Distributors Council Fairmont Hotel
April 2nd thru 6th San Francisco, Calif.

6. New York Premium Show
May 1st thru 4th

7. A.R.M.I. Mid Year Meeting

8. National Housewares Exposition
July 10th thru 14th

9. Specialty Advertising Association
August 9th thru llth

10. Chicago Premium Show

Coliseum
Ne York, N.Y.
(Booth Nos. 2618-20)

(To Be Announced)

McCormick Place
Chicago, Ill.
(Booth Nos. 3468-72)

Conrad Hilton
Chicago, Ill.

McCormick Place
Chicago, Ill.
(Booth Nos. 1317-1318)

Those of you attending any of these T1:ade Shows should make firm dates with your
important buyers before you leave home for the Show. You will miss many of them
if you wait for them to find you there.

And please be sure to let us know in New York ahead of time how we can help you
with your important buyers at these Shows.

After all, we're investing a substantial amount of time, money and effort to make
these Shows as attractive as possible and we on the scene at the Show want to do
everything we can to help you with your buyers, so please let us know what we
can do for you.



//

Mintzer,Tostler
«sRothschild.tue

ADVERTISING & PUBLIC RELATIONS 47 7 MADISON AVE,NEW YORK,NY 10022 (212) 832-3663

IMPERIAL KNIFE

ADVERTISING SCHEDULE

1978



MIGHTY OAK CONSUMER

Publication

New Yorker

Gourmet

Br1de's

House & Gar den

House Beautiful

CBS-TV, NBC-TV,
ABC-TV

Date Size

May 15 2 cols. 4/C

April 2 cols. 4/c

September 2/3 Page 4/C
e

October 2/ 3 Page 4/C

November 2/3 Page 4/C

9 spots



MIGHTY OAK TRADE

Publication

RFD/Retail Home
Furnishings

Housewares

Hardware Retailing

Date

January 2

February 20

June 26.,

September 18

January
A.M. Stopper

March

July
A.M. Stopper

August

April

October

Size

1 Page B/W
1 Page 4/C
Tabloid
Coated Stock

1 Page B/W
Junior

1 Page B/W
1 Page 4/C
Tabloid
Coated Stock

1 Page B/
Junior

1 Page B/W
1 Page 4/C
Tabloid

1 Page B/W
Junior

1 Page B/
1 Page 4/C
Tabloid

1 Page B/W
Junior

1 Page B/W

1 Page B/WV



COLLECTABLES CONSUMER

Publication

Women's Day

Date

February 3

June 14

Size

2/3 Page B/W

2/3 Page B/W

Family Circle* April 24 2/3 Page B/W
¥

August 7 2/3 Page B/W

**October 25 2/ 3 Page B/WV

House & Garden October 17 2/3 Page B/W
Wine & Food Guide

CBS-TV, NBC-TV,
ABC-TV

9 spots

San Francisco, Kansas City-Oklahoma City, Baltimore-Washington, D.C.,
Boston-Providence, New York, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Portland
Seattle.

k San Francisco, Boston-Providence,. New York.



COLLECTABLES TRADE

Publication

HFD/Retail Home
Furnishings

Discount
Merchandiser

Chain Store Age

Date

January 16

July 10

March

September

February

August

Size

1 Page B/W
Tabloid
Coated Stock
Back Cover

1 Page B/W
Tabloid
Coated Stock
Back Cover

1 Page B/

1 Page B/WV

1 Page B/W

1 Page B/WV



FRONTIER CONSUMER

Publication Date Size

American Rifleman March 1/2 Page B/W

May 1/2 Page B/W

June 1/2 Page B/W

September 1/2 Pag.e B/W
%

1/2 Page B/WOctober

November 1/2 Page B/W

Field & Stream May 1/2 Page B/W

September 1/2 Page B/W

October 1/2 Page B/W

Guns & Amo June 1/2 Page B/W

August 1/2 Page B/W

September 1/2 Page B/W

October 1/2 Page B/W

Gun World February 1/2 Page B/W

March 1/2 Page B/WV

September 1/2 Page B/

October 1/2 Page B]

November 1/2 Page B/



Publication Date Si1ze

Outdoor Life February 1/2 Page B/W

April 1/2 Page B/W

May 1/2 Page B/W

July 1/2 Page B/W

October 1/2 Page B/W

December 1/2 Page B/W

Southem Outdoors
....

March 1/2 Page B/W

April 1/2 Page B/

October 1/2 Page B/W

November 1/2 Page B/

Sports Afield March 1/2 Page B/

May 1/2 Page B/WV

September 1/2 Page B/

October 1/2 Page B/W

November 1/2 Page B/

December 1/2 Page B/W

American Blade Nov/Dec. Front Cover

Zwirz Fishing Annual February 1 1/2 Page B/W

Zirz Fishing Guide
I 1/2 Page B/March 15

Sports Afield August 25 1/2 Page B/
Hunting Annual



,.

FRONTIER TRADE

Publication Date Size

Southern Hardware January Page B/W

March Page B/W

May Page B/W

June Page B/

August Page B7W

September Page B/W

Hardware Age January Page B/W

August Page B/W-
Hardware Retailing July Page B/W

September Page B/W

Sporting Goods January Page B/W
Business

March \ Page B/

May Page B/

September Page B/W



"Pocketable...isn'tevery
knifepocketable?"

"Nope. Some knives
arejust more pocket- 1

able than others.
Take the Frontier
Lock-BackSportsman
for instance,'' says
the Frontiersman.

These days, there's a big
difference between what we used
to call a "pocket knife" and
one that's really pocketable. A
lot of so-called pocket knives are
so bulky that a man has to carry
them in belt-pouches.

So where's the advantage
over a fixed-bladed sheath knife?

The Frontier Lock-Back
Sportsman was designed by
men who think a folding
outdoorsman's knife
ought to be trim
enough to tote around
in a hip pocket.

But "pocket
able" isn't
enough.The
ante!go") enough

todoa
real job of

work, and
sturdy enough to

hold up when a man
has to be able to count

on his knife. That's the
Frontier Lock-Back Sportsman.

Any knife built for hard use

has to be safe, too, and that's
where the locking back
comes in. Opened, it's

? as strong and rigid as
any fixed blade. It's

fmade not to close acci
dentally, even under the
heaviest pressure.
And that sharp, clean

click as the lock snaps
into place tells you
the rest of it; that
this knife
was put

together by
people who un

derstand these
things and take

pride in their knives.
After all, making

knives like this one (there are
forty-one in all to choose from)

and offering an honest 25-year
warranty is how we got to be the
world's largest manufacturer of
pocketable pocket knives!

You can own one just by look
ing for the mark of the powder
horn.

SPECIAL OFFER
Powder horn lapel pin and tie

tac, plus 40-page booklet"AGuide
to Knives for Today's Frontiersman.''
Just send $1.00 to cover postage
and handling to'Frontier', Dept. A,
P.O. Box 877, Providence, R.I.02901

.-±
A Division of @Imperial KnHe Associated Companies ~

FRONTIER
"The blades of the trailblazers.'

PROVIDENCE R I 02903

AS ADVERTISED IN AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, FIELD STREAM,
GUNS & AMMO, GUN WORLD,OUTDOOR LIFE, SOUTHERN OUTDOORS,
SPORTS AFIELD, AMERICAN BLADE, ZWIRZ FISHING ANNUAL,
ZWIRZ FISHING GUIDE, SPORTS AFIELD HUNTING ANNUAL.



"Doescustomdesign
costafortune?"

"Does not.Not when
you buy aFrontier
DropPointSkinner.
That's a beautiful
knife,"says the
Frontiersman.

You've brought the trophy of a
lifetime down just at sunset and it's a
long, weary way back to camp.

The fun's over and the hard work
is just beginning. That's when a man
can really appreciate a

just the right amount of
r · . "belly" in the blade so
,pg.+/4 4+e hide just about

comes off like the crit
"ter had zippers! It's a
blade proportioned for

lulu precision work and a
dropped point that lets it cut where
you want to cut.

Under the polished good looks
and 01' Ivory Delrin® handle, this is a

, real working
/ knife...and it
/_ doesn't cost a fortune.

Even though a knife as
good as this one would be

worth a fortune, when
you're tired and hungry and

cold and there's knife-work to be
finished before you can go home!

Custom design .
The entire Frontier line of out

doorsmen's knives has it, all 4l mod
els, one for every kind of job and every
man's own ideas about what he
needs, each with a full 25.year
warranty. To be sure of getting custom
design at a less than custom price
look for the mark of the powder horn.

custom
designed
hunting

knife.
A knife with a

blade profile and handle
shape made to work hard and

efficiently, with no fancy frills to get
in the way, a knife like the Frontier
Drop Point Skinner.

It has plenty of keen, straight
edge for dressing a big animal, and

SPECIAL OFFER
Powder horn lapel pin and tie

tac, plus 40-page booklet "A Guide
to Knives for Today's Frontiersman."
Just send $1.00 to cover postage and
handling to 'Frontier" Dept. A, P.O.· ,Box 877 Providence. R.I. 02901

FRONTIER $
"Theblades of the trailblazers"

A pvson or @imperial Knifesoeaoea corr»nes
PROVIDENCE. R I 02903

AS ADVERTISED IN AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, FIELD & STREAM,
GUNS & AMMO, GUN WORLD, OUTDOOR LIFE, SOUTHERN OUTDOORS,
SPORTS AFIELD, AMERICAN BLADE, ZWIRZ FISHING ANNUAL,
ZWIRZ FISHING GUIDE, SPORTS AFIELD HUNTING ANNUAL.



"What's'walkand
talk'anyway?"

"Some knives have it, 74i/
some don't. Fron. Ao 'Fi!
tierfolding knives,
they have it", says
the Frontiersman.

Never heard of "walk
and talk"?

Well some folks say those
words go way back to the old
time custom knifemakers, when
they wanted to describe how a

really good pocket knife feels
and sounds.

I "walks" when
the blade opens
and pivots

smooth and
quiet as a
hand sliding
along a beaver

skin.
And it "talks"

when the blade
clicks quick and
sure into position

'like the snap of a dry
twig.

A knife like that has
the touch of the master Cut
ler, no doubt about it.

And a Frontier pocket knifeJ
,'

FRONTIER
"Theblades of the trailblazers"

A Division of
@ Imperial Knife

Associated Companies
PROVIDENCE R 1 02903

has just that touch.
These knives are

made with the
ruggedness that

Gtamed the wilderness,
finished with the

quality that \
won the west. '

They aren't "- \
called the"blades
of the trailblazers"
for nothing. \

Special alloy steel. ,1 r.
Precision-ground. Heat- • .\7
treated. Hand-honed. Each /
and every one we make is
fully finished inside and
out with solid brass
linings and tool steel
springs.

Take your pick out
of forty-one different
patternsandcolors. •
One last thing. .

How will you"YS!/ know it's
---....:; genuine Frontier, with a

full 25-year warranty?
Easy.

Just look for the
mark of the

powder
horn.

SPECIAL
OFFER

Powder horn
lapel pin and tie

tac, plus 40-page book
let"A Guide to Knives

for Today's Frontiersman.''
Just send $1.00 to cover postage

and handling to'Frontier,' Dept. A.
P.O. Box 877. Providence, R. I. 02901

AS ADVERTISED IN AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, FIELD & STREAM,
GUNS & AMMO, GUN WORLD,OUTDOOR LIFE, SOUTHERN OUTDOORS,
SPORTS AFIELD, AMERICAN BLADE, ZWIRZ FISHING ANNUAL,
ZWIRZ FISHING GUIDE, SPORTS AFIELD HUNTING ANNUAL.



"Bench qualify.-.
whats that?

"Well, you'llfind it
in aFrontierfish
fillet knife, that's
for sure,"says
the Frontiersman.

Bench quality.
It goes back to the days

when all good cutlery was hand
crafted by knifemakers at a work
bench. Ever since then, "bench
quality" has meant the kind of fit
and finish ... from blade-tip to
butt ... that you'll find in the new
Frontier series of knives.

Take the Frontier Fish Fillet
Knife, for example with a
blade as flexible as a rapier.

The steel is stainless,
so a salt-water man can
use it with as little
maintenance as a
midwestem trout
fisherman.
The blade is
fitted with an
almost
indestruct
ible

Delrin®
handle

shaped so
you can get a
grip on your

knife even when

your hands are slippery.
Like the

cutlers' masterpieces,
of frontier-days, the
Frontier line of out
doorsmen's knives
are built solid, with
full tangs and
carefully-fitted rivets,
and everything prop
erly heat-treated and
polished for a lifetime

of service.
Even the premium

cowhide, pouch-type
sheaths made for these

beauties are marks of bench
quality.

That's really what the
words mean: no compromise

with quality, no short-cuts, no de
tails overlooked.

To get it, with a full 25-year
warranty, all you have to do is look
for the mark of the powder horn.

SPECIAL OFFER
Powder horn lapel pin and tie

tac, plus 40-page booklet"A Guide
toKnives for Today's Frontiersman.''
Just send $1.00 to cover postage
and handling to'Frontier', Dept. A,
P.O.Box 877, Providence. R.I. 02901

\
\ >

Is"·"'"",,FRONTIER
"Theblades of the trailblazers"

A D»son@Imperial Knife assoc«a convene,
PROVIDENCE, R.I02903

AS ADVERTISED IN AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, FIELD & STREAM,
GUNS AMMO, GUN WORLD, OUTDOOR LIFE, SOUTHERN OUTDOORS,
SPORTS AFIELD, AMERICAN BLADE, ZWIRZ FISHIID ANNUAL,
ZWIRZ FISHING GUIDE, SPORTS AFIELD HUNTING ANNUAL.



HOWTORE-DOYOUR KITCHEN
blades, with genuine native American oak
handles, specially finished to preserve their
lustre through years of use.

Start your new kitchen, or complete
it, with mighty handsome, mighty profes
sional Mighty Oak.

Available: paring knife, boning knife,
utility/steak knife, butcher knife, French
Chef knife, roast slicer, bread slicer, sharp
ening stick. From $6 to $17, Available in
open stock or complete sets.

Backed by a full I 0-year warranty.

sluQuk»smerar
·"+"J,27».o5cos

IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY, INC., A division of Imperial Knute Associated Companies., Providence, R.I 02903

AS ADVERTISED IN NEW YORKER, GOURMET, BRIDE'S,
HOUSE & GARDEN, HOUSE BEAUTIFUL.

Start with these Mighty Oak knives,
made for today's new kitchen lifestyle.

They have the look, heft and feel of
professional cutlery.

And they're in tune with the natural
look that's so easy to care for, so easy to
live with. Perfect for those who are into
cooking and who want the right tools for
the job.

Mighty Oak, the first truly great
American knife, features high quality, high
carbon, stain-resistant, super-sharp



Why pay a fortune for gourmet-styled cutlery?
Now you can get six classically-designed, super-sharp, hand-honed

knives for the price you used to pay for one.
The Collectables are available from $3.00 to $7.95, in your choice of

black or brown dishwasher-safe handles.
Made of high-carbon, stain-resistant, steel

they're the gourmet knives every woman wants, at an
affordable price.

There's a unique acrylic knife rack, too. It's called
the Hang-Up. Fits everywhere, even under cabinets.

With knives $32.95; without knives $12.95.

Collectables-mm
IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY, INC., A division ot imperial Kmite Associated Companies.

Providence, R.I 02903

AS ADVERTISED IN
WOMEN'S DAY, FAMILY CIRCLE, HOUSE & GARDEN

Five year warranty.
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DISCONTINUED ITEMS

Effective immediately, we are discontinuing the following items from our line:

POCKET KNIVES

ITEM NO.
4311

4611

4221

841RB

846RB

H6

HSO •

821

901

HBlOO

DElOO

Mod-2

809

819

822

TM15

PFl

DSl

PSl

DESCRIPTION
Frontier Trapper Knife

Frontier 1-Blade Folding Hunter

Frontier 2-Blade Round Bolster Knife

2-Blade Razor Blade Jack

3-Blade Razor Blade Serpentine

Stag Handle Hunting Knife

Stag Handle Hunting Knife

Shea th Knife

l-Blade Sportsmaster Assortment

Hammer Brand Assortment & All Open Stock Items

Diamond Edge Deluxe Asst. & All Open Stock Items

Jackmaster Assortment

3-Blade Small Serpentine Jack

Sheath Knife

1-Blade Fish Knife

Taskmaster Assortment

Pro Fisherman

Deer Slayer

Pro Skinner

k Please note that we have discontinued the Mod-2 Assortment, but we are still re
taining and will ship all open stock items contained in the Mod-2 Assortment with
the exception of the 809, 819 and 822.

Alao plecse note that even though we have discontinued the TMl.5 Taskmaster Assort
ment, we are still retaining in our line the BPI Back Packer and the WS-1 Pro Hunter.

HOUSEWARES

ITEM NO.

LGS

LG1

DESCRIPTION

La Gadgeterie Asst. & All Open Stock Items

La Gadgeterie 5-Pc. Gift Box Set



About a year ago, we promised you good products, good deliveries, good quality
and good advertising to make your selling job easier. We told you that if you
managed your territories well, you (and we) would make 1977 a Banner Year. The
factories did their share. Most of us in the distribution end of our business
managed our assignments well and we are having our biggest year ever - and that
is only the beginning.

Henry Adams the great American educator first recognized the inevitability of
accelerating rates of change - social change, technological change and all other
changes in any business or profession. He called it The Law of Acceleration.

Your company is surely changing at an ever increasing rate. To meet these
changes and to accelerate our growth and profits and to better support your
efforts, we must change. These changes are making us a better company. They
will, in the months and years ahead affect you, your family and your customers.
Our goal is to make your job easier, more pleasant and better paying.

When we are together, we will talk in greater detail of some of these changes,
but here are just some of "What's New" at Imperial for 1978:

l. We now own three factories in England and are the largest employer
in the cutlery center of England - Sheffield. The companies and
some of the products they produce are:

A. Richards of Sheffield - manufacturers of inexpensive
pocket knives (Jack-Master type), household cutlery
and a wide range of household and kitchen scissors.

B. Rodgers - Wostenholm Group - also in Sheffield has been
manufacturing fine quality pocket knives and kitchen
knives since 1682. As a matter of fact, the Wostenholm
Division, founded in 1745, produced the original Bowie
Knife used at the Alamo by Col. Bowie.

C. Satin Steel of London. - producing a wide range of top
quality stainless steel hollowware.

These companies were purchased primarily to expand our sales in England and in
Europe. Henry Fazzano has been in England for the last few months getting things
organized until a new Managing Director arrives. As new products are developed
and deemed suitable for this market, you will surely be asked to sell them.

2.

7
,
'•

Stag Manufacturing Company, Ltd. - Listoel, Ireland - manufactures
inexpensive pocket and souvenir knives. There are no immediate
plans to add their products to your line.

With the addition of these factories, we are now in a position to be the dominant
world seller of pocket and hunting knives.

Closer to home, major changes continue to be made in Ellenville and Providence to
enable us to keep pace with orders, control costs and develop new products.

- 1 -



The Schrade Plus Division is coming along, open for business and producing goods.
The Plus stands not only for quality but also for Lock-Back knife production in
addition to our regular Schrade production.

At Providence, the Frontier division continues to expand, responsive to your
ever increasing orders. A new line, the Frontier Double Eagle, is being produced
now and shipments will begin in January.

, Dennis Abbott has been transferred from the Purchasing Department to the Pocket
• I Knife Division to help Nicky continue to ship orders without delay and to help

handle the details relating to pocket knife development and production.

The improvements at King Street continue and we expect that during 1978 all
housewares will be made, complete, at King Street. The result will be greater
control, higher quality, improved productivity - so necessary to help control
our ever increasing manufacturing costs.

You can see from the above that your company continues to support the sales team
with new and improved facilities. This places a great obligation on the sales
force to do their share.

Many changes in our selling and marketing system are taking place - all to better
take advantage of our manufacturing capabilities. You will hear a lot about them
during the coming meetings. The sales force 1s getting larger and getting younger
and that is progress.

More levels of sales management are being created, not to make your work harder
but to HELP YOU WORK SMARTER. We can no longer afford the luxury of picking and
choosing what we sell. Once the factories make it (and in one way or another
the sales force is always involved), our job is to sell it.

There is a market for Schrade in each territory, and we must find it. There is
a market for Providence pocket knives in all territories and our job is to fully
develop that market. People prepare, serve and eat in all territories. In each
territory there are more kitchen knives and gadgets in any house than there are
pocket knives. Yet we still have a few territories malingering in the housewarescategory.

We want a share of all of our business from all of our territories. We need it
and your job is to see that we get it. If you cannot do it - ask for help.
But, get the job done, we must - and will.

You know that we have experimented with Regional Sales Management in the Midwest
under the direction of the Polish Prince, Bud Salasky. The experiment has been
successfully completed, the results tallied and the conclusions reached. Under
Bud's leadership, the Midwest region showed greater growth in all areas than any
other part of the country. A few examples are:

l. Jimmy Jones, selling only in the State of Indiana, shipped more
Frontier pocket knives than anyone in the company with the ex
ception of the Frontier Fathers, Tom Moyer and George Ruckman.

- 2 -



2. Gary Iwert, sales were up 90% for ten months, still climbing and by
far the greatest percentage increase in the company. Because of Bud's
outstanding results in 1978, Minnesota, the Dakotas and Northern
Wisconsin managed by Fred Kirsch will be added to the Midwest Region.

Because of Bud's success, we have established a second sales region. This new
region includes New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland and the
District of Columbia. The new Regional Manager is Mark Gardiner. Mark is super
vising his former territory as well as those covered by Gordon Champlin and Ed
Clark. Mark is leaving the territory that he built to well over one million
dollars with substantial increases having been generated in all lines.

To replace Mark in the New York market, we have been fortunate to enlist Walter
Gardiner, Mark's younger Bother as the newest member (at least for today) of our
sales force. Some of us think we finally hired the right Cardiner - only timewill tell.

To replace Bud's own efforts in the State of Michigan, we have persuaded
Tom B. Moyer (Tom E. Moyer's son) to join the company to manage the State of
Michigan. He has been on the job a couple of months and is doing great.

Two more major position changes have been effected for 1978. These last two will
probably affect you more than any of the other organization changes we have made.

Charlie Arnold and Bob Ernst have been promoted to Product Manager Housewares and
Product Manager Pocket Knives respectively. Their job 1s to make it easier for you
to sell more merchandise. During the meetings you will hear a lot about their new
roles. In simple terms, they will identify new product opportunities (suggest new
items to make and sell) and develop new selling programs for new as well as
existing products.

Our new consumer advertising program for Frontier, Collectables and Mighty Oak is
just one of the things they are doing to help us.

We have budgeted almost one million dollars in advertising to support the products
we are giving you to sell.

\

This makes us as large or larger an advertiser of cutlery than anyone anywhere.
All of these extra funds have been budgeted for the planned extra sales increase
that we are expecting you to achieve in 1978. Without the profit from extra sales
we cannot afford to give you these "EXTRAS".

That is about it for 1978. The only thing left to do is to wish you and all your
families a very Merry Christmas and a Healthy and Happy New Year.

See you soon .

MFZ:SC

- 3 --



Apellife Associated Companies.Inc.
~ PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND

arafcturers ofCutlery
ADDRESS REPLY TO

GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

December l, 1977

Dear Imperial Customer:

Our Frontier line was introduced in 1975. Since that time we've-had only
one selective price increase.

Because of cost pressures we are forced to change only those items where
we had no other choice. Of course, your substantial margins remain the
same,

You'll be pleased to know that we are about to embark on a trade and
consumer advertising campaign to further accelerate the high rate of sales
generated by this line thanks to your efforts.

The enclosed price list for pocket knives is effective February 2, 1978.

All orders marked for shipment "At Once" and received prior to that date
will be shipped at current cost.

We value your business and hope to merit your continued support and
confidence through providing the best possible products at the best possible
price.

Sincerely,

IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES, INC.

■

JMJ:SC
Enc.

IMPERIAL KNIFE CO. INC.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 02903

SCHRADE WALDEN CUTLERY CORP,
ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK



Imperial Knife Company. inc.
OFFICE: 1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

FACTORY: PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02903
imperial

PRICE LIST
l-178R

FEB. 2, 1978

I

POCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES

CATALOG MINIMUM
PAGE ORDERS FOR WEIGHT

ASST. DESCRIPTION NO. DISPLAY ASSORT. (asst.I RETAIL

-- ----- - ·- -- - -~ - f--

17.9 }2.49to2.69MOD-1 Jack-Master Assortment - 60pc MOD-78 3ota kind or
. (150.60)

6 assorted or

MOD-3 Diamond Edge Assortment - 44pc DE-78 1 with refill order 16.9# 2.99 to 4.49
(155.20)

REFILLS FOR ABOVE DISPLAY CASE ASSORTMENTS:
MINIMUM
ORDERS 12 dozen assorted knives in Shelf Packs of 6 each

PATTERN CATALOG WEIGHT
NUMBER DESCRIPTION PAGE PER RETAILNO. DOZEN

OPEN STOCK REFILLS FOR "MOD" ASSTS.
MOD-1 Jack-Master
801 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 3 1/8" 1.3# 2.49
802 2-Blade Jack (Yellow) 3 1 /4" 1.1# 2.49
803 2-Blade Barlow (Staglonl 3 3/8 1.6# 2.49
004S 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 3 1/4" 00 1.1# 2.49.....
805P 2-Blade SS Jack (Pearl) 2 7/8" 6 .8# 2.49
806 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 2 3/4" 0 .9# 2.495
008P 2-Blade Jack (Pearl) 23/4 .8# 2.49
811 2-Blade Fish (Yellow) 4 1/4" 1.8# 2.49
812 Sheath Knife (Striped) 8 1 /4" 2.1# 2.49
818 4-Blade Kamp-King (Black Stag) 3 3/4" 2.5# 2.69

MOD-3 Diamond Edge
851 DE 2-Blade Serpentine Jack 2 7/8° .7# 2.99
852DE 2-Blade Serpentine Pen 27/8" .6# 2.99
853DE 2-Blade Barlow 3 3/8" 1.9# 2.99
854DE 2-Blade Medium Serpentine 3 1 /4" 00 1.2# 2.99.....
855DE 2-Blade Small Serpentine 2 3/4" u1 .8# 2.99
856DE 2-Blade Fish Knife 4 1 /4"

o
1.8# 2.99

857DE 4-Blade Utility 3 3/4" 2.1# 4.49
858DE 2-Blade Jumbo Jack 4" 1.8# 3.59
869DE 3-Blade Medium Serpentine 3 1 /4" 1.2# 3.79
860DE 3-Blade Premium Stock 4" 1,8# 4.49

883 Drop-Point Hunter 9'' 4.3# 4.49

Page 1



Page 2

CATALOG WEIGHT
PATTERN DESCRIPTION PAGE PER RETAILNUMBER NO. DOZEN

OPEN STOCK REFILLS FOR OTHER MODS

825P 2-Blade SS Pen (Pearl) 27/8" - .6# 2.49
826 2:Blade SS Pen (Staglon) 2 7/8" - .6# 2.49
827 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 27/8" - .8# 2.49
829 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 3 1 /4" - 1.1# 3.49
830 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 3 1/2 - 1.6# 3.49
831 2-Blade Jumbo Jack (Staglon) 4" - 1.9# 2.79--832S 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 4" - 2.0# 3.49
836 2-Blade Workmate 3 1/4" - 2.5# 2.99
839 Fish Fillet (Wood) 11" 176-3 4.0# 4.50
861 "Kit Carson" (Staglon) 9 1 /2" AR-78 5.6# 10.50
862 Mark Twain Barlow (Staglon) 3 3/8 AR-78 2.6# 4.50
864 Fish Fillet (Wood) 9" 176-3 2.0# 1.98
865 Fish Fillet (Black) 11" 176-4 2.2# 7.95

MIN.
QTY. (PER ORDER

CATALOG SHELF (SHELF WT, PER
ITEM PAGE PACK OR PACK OR SHELF PACK
NO. DESCRIPTION NO. ASSORT.) ASSORT.) OR ASSORT. RETAIL

SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES
BP.-1 1-Blade Stainless Backpacker-lndiv, Boxed HK-78 6 2 1.2# 10.00
BPWS-1 Pro Hunte#TM1div. Blister Card HK-78 6 2 3.8# 15.00
WS-1 Pro HunteiTl'i!l. lndiv, Boxed Stainless HK-78 6 2 3;4# 15.00
H-83 Drop Point Hunter HK-78 12 1 4.3# 4.49
HK3583 2pc Drop Point Hunter Kombo Set HK-78 12 1 6.8# 9.00
FISH FILLET KNIVES
BP442F 10" S.S. Fish Fillet (Ivory) - flexible - carded 176-4 6 3 3.0# 13.95
BP442R 10" S.S. Fish Fillet (Ivory) - rigid- carded 176-4 6 2 3.0# 13.95
FF541 11" S.S. Fish Fille (Black) - indiv, carded 176-4 6 2 2.4# 7.95
FF-222 11" Stainless Fish Fillet Knife-individually carded 176-3 6 2 2.1# 4.50
FF.-220 9'' Stainless Fish Fillet Knife-individually carded 176-3 12 1 2.0# 1.98

"AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS" Gift Boxed Knives
AR-176 "Mark Twain" Barlow Knife AR-78 6 6 1.3# 4.50
ARH-70 "Kit Carson" Trail Knife AR-78 12 1 7.5# 10.50
SUPER RAZOR BLADE STAINLESS POCKET KNIVES
RB-4 2-Blade Medium Jackknife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 12

Xx 1.7# 3.69
RB-5 2-Blade Slim Jackknife (Staglon) Assort, RB-73 12 f- - 2.3 # 3.99r5
695-RB 2-Blade Deluxe Jackknife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 6 g 2.8# 6.00co j u
697-RB 3-Blade Deluxe Knife (Staglon) Assort, RB-73 6 - <5 2.9# 6.99



MIN.
QTY. (PER ORDER

CATALOG SHELF (SHELF WT. PER
ASST. PAGE PACK OR PACK OR SHELF PACK

NUMBER DESCRIPTION NO. ASSORT.I ASSORT.I OR ASSORT. RETAIL

OTHER LARGE ASSORTMENT
IK-36 Carded Assortment - 36 pieces IK-36 36 3 5.7# 89.64
RJ.48 48pc, Blister Carded Asst, w/Free Rack RJ.78 48 3 13.5# 133.12
INDIVIDUALLY CARDED POCKET KNIVES (skin packed) - 12 to shelf box
RJ.278 2 Blade Barlow 3 3/8'' (Staglon) I 12 2.3# 2.49
RJ.615 4-Blade Kamp-King 3¾" (asst. Staglon/Yellow) 12 (/) 2.6# 2.69::.::CX) ORJ-685 2-Blade Jack 3¼" (asst. Staglon/Yellow) p 12 $ 1.7# 2.49-',
RJ-836 2-Blade Workmaster 3'' (Brown) a: 12 u- 5 2.9# 2.99
RJ-943 2-Blade Fish. 4¼" (asst. Pearl & Yellow) I 12 d > 2.3# 2.49

+RJ-653 3-BladePremium Stock4'' (Stagton) 12 v 3 3 - - .. ..
I war 3,r7 --

DIAMOND EDGE POCKET KNIVES
"6-Pack" Assortments

DE-1 2-Blade Slimline Jackknife 1.9# 2.99
DE-2 2-Blade Slimline Penknife 1.9# 2.99
DE-3 2-Blade Barlow Knife 3.0# 2.99
DE-4 2-Blade Medium Serpentine Jackknife o X 2.0# 2.99CX) (/) a:

g =DE-5 2-Blade Small Serpentine Jackknife p uj 1.8# 2.99us > u r >-DE-6 2-Blade Fish Knife 0 - a: < 2 2.9# 2.99z LU
o a - 0DE-7 4-Blade Utility Knife 3.0# 4.49

DE-8 2-Blade Jumbo Jackknife 3.0# 3.59
DE-9 3-Blade Medium Serpentine Knife 2.1 # 3.79
DE-10 3-Blade Premium Stock Knife 2.9# 4.49

TENT CARD ASSORTMENTS - 12 KNIVES PER CARD

785 Small Serpentine Jack-Ass'td. Staglon & Pearl 175-5 12 1.3# 2.49
18685 2-Blade Large Jackknife-assorted 175-5 12 1.7# 2.49
t63SS- 2-Blade Slim Line SS Jackknife-assorted 175-5 12 1.2# 2.49
278-S 2-Blade Bowie Barlow-clip blade 175-5 12 (/) 2.1 # 2.49o
650 2-Blade Jumbo Jackknife-all Staglon 175-5 12 a: 1.3# 2.79< X
15687 3-Blade Assorted Knives-all Staglon u -

175-6 12 , = 2.0# 3.49
653 3-Blade Jumbo Knife-all Staglon - 12 z >- 2.6# - 3.49175-6 N LU z

t <N-615 4-Blade Kamp-King Knife - Black Stag 175-6 12 I 2.5# 2.69
943 2-Blade Fish Knife - 4'' Yellow, Pearl & Staglon 175-6 12 2.1 # 2.49

tTo specify handle styles in these assortments add digit as follows to Assortment Number:

Suffix "1" for ALL STAGLON Handles. Suffix "4" for ASSORTED HANDLES-STAGLON, PEARL & YELLOW.

MISCELLANEOUS KNIVES
MC-57 Stainless Money Clip Knife - boxed - 12 6 1.8# 3.59
LO-1 1-Blade Letter Opener Knife 9'' (Pearl) bulk - 12 12 1.7# 3.19
JM-305 1-Blade Jiffy Knife (Pearl)- bulk - 12 12 1.0# 1.79

Page 3
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NEW MERCHANDISERS
by Imperial

To Create Impulse Sales ... For You!

MOD-3 MOD-1

Page 4

RJ-48

Ask Your Salesmen About Them!



PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

THEFNTERSERIES

the blades ofthe trailblazers

FT-78R
FEB.2,1978

W. per Suggestion
NO. Description 6 pcs. List
4625 5 1/4"folding hunter with Locking clip blade and Drop-point skinning blade 2.9 24.95

5 /W fidiJ HUI wU -«Mg SKiTningblade . - - -t0I3 d. a# l0.0 -

4515 4" one blade lock-back with sheath 1.7 19.95
4435 4" square bolster premium stock 1.2 14.95
4135 31/4 square bolster premium stock 0.8 12.95
415 7 7/8" Utility Knife with sheath 2.1 16.95
425 7 3/8" Small Drop-point Knife with sheath 2.2 17.95
435 77/8" Medium Drop-point Knife w/sheath 2.3 17.95
4700 Snap-Flap leather sheath for #4625, #4615 0.7 4.50

TEFNIE'SERIES
OPEN STOCK (Individually Gift-Boxed)

Wt. per Suggested Wt. per Suggested
Number Description Handle 6 pcs. List Number Description Handle 6 pcs. List
40 Series - 2-7/8" Sim Seprentine 44 Series -4" Premium Stock pattern
4021 2-blader jack Stag .5 7.25 4421 2-blader jack Stag 1.2 9.00
4031 3-blader Stag .5 8.50 44P1 2-blader Muskrat Stag 1.0 9.25
40P2 2-blader pen Ivory .4 7.95 4431 3-blader Stag 1.3 10.50
4033 3-blader Yellow .5 8.75 4432 3-blader Ivory 1.3 10.75
41 Series 3"Sq.Bols.Serpentinen. n 4433 L l alluu -12 44 -pg- he

4121 2-blader iack Stao .7 7.95 4434 3-blader Black 1.3 10.75
4131 3-blader Stag .75 9.50 45 Series -- 4" Lock-Back Sportsman
4132 3-blader Ivory .75 9.75 4512 1-blader Ivory 1.2 14.95
4133 3-blader Yellow .75 9.75 4513 1-blader Yellow 1.2 13.95
41P4 2blader pen Black .7 8.95 4514 1-blader Black 1.2 13.95
4134 3-blader Black .75 9.75 4500 Snap-Flap Leather Sheath for 45 Series .70 3.50
42 Series - 3¼" Rd. Bois, Serpentine pattern 46 Series - 5" Folding Hunter pattern
4231 3-blader Stag .7 9.00 4621 2-blader Stag 2.75 15.75
4233 3-blader Yellow .7 9.50 4622 2-blader Ivory 2.75 16.50
43 Series - 3-7/8" Dogleg pattern 4624 2-blader Black 2.75 15.95
4321 2blader jack Stag 1.2 8.75 4600 Snap-Flap Leather Sheath for 46 Series .75 4.00
4322 2-blader jack Ivory 1.2 9.50 Sheath Knife patterns
4323 2-blader jack Yellow 1.2 8.75 412 Utility Hunter Ivory 4.5 12.00
4324 2-blader jack Black 1.2 8.75 422 Caping Knife Ivory 2.6 12.50

432 Skinner Ivory 2.6 12.50

Imperial Knife Company. Inc. 442R Rigid Fish Fillet Ivory 2.6 13.95
442F Flexible Fish Fillet Ivory 2.75 13.95

OFFICE. 1776 BR0AWAY. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019
FACTORY. PROVIDENCE., R.1. 02903

-<



FRONTIER MERCHANDISING PROGRAM

Single Panel Assortments consist of one vac-formed panel with mounted
knives and back-up stock in a separate box.

Single Panel Assortments:
No.of Wt. Suggested

Assort. Description Knives List

A OI' Ivory Knives 17 3.8 $187.50
B Gunpowder Black 17 3.8 185.15
C Powderhorn Stag and Sundown Yellow 24 3.8 218.10
D Powderhorn Stag and Sundown Yellow 21 4.2 204.00
E Ol' Ivory Hunting and Fillet Knives 10 5.3 129.80
F Powderhorn Stag Knives 15 3.4 150.00
G Double Eagle Folding Knives 13 4.1 233.35
H Double Eagle Hunting Knives 1O 4.5 195.50

FT.-X 01' Ivory Hunting and Fillet Knives 10 6.7 129.80

Lock-Back Sportsman Knife Assortment - Minimum Order 3
-

No. of Suggested
Assort. Description Knives Wt. List

FTLB-6 See Cat Pa. FTLB-77 6 0.7 85.70

NO. Description Wt. Cost '-._/

FT-1 Permanent counter display - available only with any single panel assortment listed above. 10.6 NIC
FT-2 Permanent counter display - available only with two different single panel assortments

listed above. 16.0 NIC
FT.A4 Permanent floor display - available only with four different single panel assortments

listed above. 66.0 N/C
FT.5 Permanent floor display with the FT-X "Add-on" unit - available only with any four

different single panel assortments listed above and the FT-X assortment. 72.7 N/C
FT.X Special "Add-on" unit containing the same knives as panel assortment "E", Included as part

of every FT-5. May be "added-on" to any FT-4 unit at a latter date with FT-X panel
assortment listed above. 6.7 N/C- - - - -

PACKING - All counter display assortments, back-up stock, are packed with displays in single reshipper. Floor display assortments,
back-up stock, packed in separate reshipper.
Display knives are mounted on panels.
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Might Handsome, Mighty Professi
Mighty Oak is the first truly great American knife, surpassing in excel
lence the gourmet knives of Europe. Made by skilled New England
craftsmen, whose heritage traces back to the Old World, these knives
combine the best of both worlds. Native American oak handles,
solid, sturdy and specially processed to preserve their unique lustre,
are combined with blades of the finest quality American steel, to
make Mighty Oak the ultimate in American cultery.

Blades of heavy duty, high quality, high carbon, stain
resistant American steel.

Blades are tempered, double-ground and hand-honed to
provide the best possible, onger-lasting, super-sharp
edges .

.__ _. Blade shapes designed for maximum cutting convenience.

Full length tang, Nickel-silver rivets.

Specially processed, "easy-to-care for" American Oak
safety grip handles that will keep their lustre through years
of use.

Backed by the full 10 Year Imperial Cutlery Warranty.

FULL 10 YEAR CUTLERYWARRANTY
If during the first 10 years of normal household use, this product develops any defects
in material or workmanship, when used according to instructions, it will be replaced
free of charge. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have
other rights which vary from state to state. Mail the defective piece to: Imperial Knife
Company, 14 Imperial Place, Providence, R. 1 02903.



nal,ind Mighty Sharp. M-23 Paring Knife. 3 3/8" (9 cm.) blade
For peeling, trimming, dicing fruits and

vegetables and other small cutting jobs.

-
+

M-19 utility/Steak Knife. 5" (13 cm.) blade
For all-purpose slicing, trimming

of fruits, meats and vegetables.

M-33 Boning Knife.6" (16 cm.) blade
Flexible for boning meat,!fish, poultry.

The all-purpose knife that makes you a pro.

M-39 Butcher Knife. 7 7/8" (20 cm.) blade
For the cutting of short ribs, lobster,

disjointing turkey, duck, chicken and other
heavy duty cutting jobs.

M-27 French Chef Knife. 91/4" (24 cm.) blade
For chopping, dieing and carving of truits,

vegetables and meats. The handle allows
plenty of space for knuckle clearance.

M.14 Roast Slicer. 10" (26 cm.) blade
For carving ribs of beef, leg of lamb, pork loin,

baked ham and also turkey, chicken and duck.

M-91 Bread Slicer. 11" (28 cm.) blade
For super-thin slicing of breads,
sandwiches and boneless meats.

M.O1 Sharpening Stick. 10 1/2" (27cm.)
Ceramic coated steel for keepingyour

cutlery sharp.
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Mighty
Powerful
Packaging.
There's no other knife pack
aging like it anywhere. A
see-through, safe, feel
through package, specially
designed to protect the
blade and to bring each
knife to the consumer with
the absolute minimum of
handling. This factory
sealed merchandiser mod
ule contains use and care
instructions and the assur
ance that nothing has
touched the blade since the
product left the factory.

This oak display case with
its clear acrylic front, does it
all. It shows, it stocks the
complete basic 58 piece
assortment in convenient
storage bins directly behirid
each knife. It sells the full
Mightly Oak line. It's pilfer
proof, yet provides easy
access for the salesperson
to fill customers' requests
immediately from back-up
stock or permit self-service
merchandising. Display
case can also be locked.
Hang it on a wall. Put it on a
counter. Each unit comes
with a booklet dispenser on
the side and a stack of 50,
four-page booklets cross
merchandising the line.
DISPLAY DIMENSIONS
7 1/4"d x 291/4"w x 18 7/8"h.
(18 cm. x 75 cm. x 47 cm.)

BASIC ASSORTMENT
••• designed to pro-
duce six to twelve turnsper
year. For the average
housewares department,
this would mean approxi
mately 700 units, worth
88000, at retail per year.

MO 58 ASSORTMENT
Quantity
12 each
10 each
6each
4each
4each
Beach
8 each
6each

Mighty
Powerful
Merchandising.

Item
Paring Knife
Utility/Steak Knife
Boning Knife
Butcher Knife
Bread Slicer
Roast Slicer
French Chef Knife
Ceramic
Coated Steel
Sharpening Stick

Packed 3 in shelf box.
Weight per 3 pieces:
M-23 Paring Knife-11 oz (.31 kg)
M-19 Utility/Steak Knife-11.5 oz. (32 kg)
M-33 Boning Knife--15oz. (42 kg)
M.-27 French Chef Knife-29.5 oz. (.84 kg)
M-91 Bread Slicer-22 oz. (.62 kg)
M.14 Roast Slicer-22 oz. (.62 kg)
M-39 Butcher Knife-25oz (71 kg)
M.O I Sharpening Stick-44.5 oz. (1.26kg)

Total 58
ASST. SHIPPING WT. WITH DISPLAY
55 lbs (25 kg.),



Plus...Mighty Powerful Advertising.
in full color!
It's one of the largest introductory advertising campaigns in cutlery history.
Big ads in beautiful color to dramatize the handsome oak handles and glisten
ing steel blades. See these ads, all through the year, in such publications as
The New Yorker, Gourmet, House Beautiful, Bride's, House and Garden,
and on CBS-TV, NBC-TV, ABC-TV

Start wth these Mighty Oak knives.
made for today's nev. kitchen hfestyte

They have the look, heft and feel of
professional cutlery.

And they're 1n tune with the natural
look that's so easy to care for, so easy to
live with Perfect for those who are into
cooking and who want the right tools for
the job

Mighty Oak, the first truly great
American knife, features high quality, high
carbon, stam-res1stant. super-sharp

blades, with genuine natJve American oak
handles, specially finished to preserve their
lustre through years of use

Start your new kitchen. or complete
it, with mighty nandsome, mighty profes
s1onal Mighty Oak.

Available. paring knife, boning knife,
utility/steak knufe, butcher knife, French
Chef knife. roa5t slicer, bread slicer, sharp-
enung stuck -

From 6 to SJ 7 Available 1n open
stock or complete sets

jealuQaksmeror·+"QM,2%»..c5cue







FRONTIER MERCHANDISING PROGRAM

Single Panel Assortments consist of one vac-formed panel with mounted
knives and back-up stock in a separate box.

Single Panel Assortments:
No. of Wt.

Suggested
Assort. Description Knives List Cost

A OI' Ivory Knives 17 3.8 $187.50 73.62
B Gunpowder Black 17 3.8 185.15 72.75
C Powderhorn Stag and Sundown Yellow 24 3.8 218.10 85.65
D Powderhorn Stag and Sundown Yellow 21 4.2 204.00 80.18
E 01' Ivory Hunting and Fillet Knives 10 5.3 129.80 50.98
F Powderhorn Stag Knives 15 3.4 150.00 58.92
G Double Eagle Folding Knives 13 4.1 233.35 91.68
H Double Eagle Hunting Knives 10 4.5 195.50 76.80

FT.X 01' Ivory Hunting and Fillet Knives 10 6.7 129.80 50.98

Lock-Back Sportsman Knife Assortment • Minimum Order 3
No. of Suggested

Assort. Description Knives Wt. List Cost

FTLB-6 See Cat Pg. FTLB-77 6 0.7 85.70 33.66

NO. Description Wt. Cost

FT-1 Permanent counter display - available only with any single panel assortment listed above. 10.6 N/C
FT-2 Permanent counter display - available only with two different single panel assortments

listed above. 16.0 N/C
FT.4 Permanent floor display -- available only with four different single panel assortments

listed above. 66.0 N/C
FT-5 Permanent floor display with the FT-X"Add-on" unit - available only with four different

single panel assortments listed above and the FT-X assortment. 72.7 N/C
FT.-Xx Special "Add-on" unit containing the same knives as panel assortment "E". Included as part

of every FT-5. May be "added-on" to any FT-4 unit at a latter date with FT.X panel
assortment listed above. 6.7 N/C

FTC Special hinged counter display for customized assortments. One free #4625 with each unit 10.8 $20.00

PACKING - All counter display assortments, back-up stock, are packed with displays in single reshipper. Floor display assortments,
back-up stock, packed in separate reshipper.
Display knives are mounted on panels.



TERMS: 2%-10 DAYS, NET 30
All shipments F.O.B.,

Providence, R.I.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

the blades of the trailblazers

ow.blefkgle

FT-78J

-
W. per Suggestion (a.)NO. Description 6 pcs. List

4625 5 1/4" folding hunter with Locking clip blade and Drop-point skinning blade 2.9 24.95 9.80
4615 5 1/4" folding hunter with Locking skinning blade 2.3 19.95 7.84
4515 4" one blade lock-back with sheath 1.7 19.95 7.84
4435 4" square bolster premium stock 1.2 14.95 5.87
4135 31/4" square bolster premium stock 0.8 12.95 5.09
415 7 7/8" Utility Hunter with sheath 2.1 16.95 6.66
425 7 3/8" small Drop-point Hunter with sheath 2.2 17.95 7.05
435 7 7/8" Medium Drop-point Hunter w/sheath 2.3 17.95 7.05
4700 Snap-Flap leather sheath for #4625, #4615 0.7 4.50 1.77

THEFNTIE'SERIES
I OPEN STOCK (Individually Gift-Boxed) I

Wt. per Suggested
Number Description Handle 6 pcs. List Cost
40 Series - 2-7/8" Slim Seprentine
4021 2-blader jack Stag .5 7.25 2.85
4031 3-blader Stag .5 8.50 3.34
40P2 2-blader pen Ivory .4 7.95 3.12
4033 3-blader Yellow .5 8.75 I 3.44
41 Series -3" Sq. Bois. Serpentine pattern
4121 2-blader jack Staa .7 7.95 3.12
4131 3-.blader Stag .75 9.50 3.73
4132 3-blader Ivory .75 9.75 3.83
4133 3-blader Yellow .75 9.75 3.83-41P4 2-blader pen Black .7 8.95 3.52
4134 3-blader Black .75 9.75 3.83
42 Series - 3" Rd. Bois, Serpentine pattern
4231 3-blader Stag .7 9.00 3.54
4233 3-.blader Yellow .7 9.50 3.73
43 Series - 3-7/8" Dogleg pattern
4321 2-blader jack Stag 1.2 8.75 3.44
4322 2-blader jack Ivory 1.2 9.50 3.73
4323 2-blader jack Yellow 1.2 8.75 3.44
4324 2-blader jack Black 1.2 8.75 3.44

Imperial Knife Company. Inc.
OFFICE. I776 8ROA0WAY. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

FACTORY. PROVIDENCE, R.I. 02903

W. per Suggested<)Number Description Handle 6pcs. List
44 Series -4" Premium Stock pattern
4421 2-blader jack Stag 1.2 9.00 3.54
44P1 2-blader Muskrat Stag 1.0 9.25 3.63
4431 3-blader Stao 1.3 10.50 4.12
4432 3-blader Ivory 1.3 10.75 4.22
4433 ' 3-blader Yellow 1.3 10.75 4.22
4434 3-blader Black 1.3 10.75 4.22
45 Series - 4" Lock-Back Sportsman
4512 1-blader Ivory 1.2 14.95 5.87
4513 1.blader Yellow 1.2 13.95 5.48
4514 1-blader Black 1.2 13.95 5.48
4500 Snap-Flap Leather Sheath for 45 Series .70 3.50 1.38
46 Series - 5" Folding Hunter pattern
4621 2-blader Stag 2.75 15.75 6.19
4622 2-blader Ivory 2.75 16.50 6.48
4624 2-blader Black 2.75 15.95 6.27
4600 Snap-Flap Leather Sheath for 46 Series .75 4.00 1.57
Sheath Knife patterns
412 Utility Hunter Ivory 4.5 12.00 4.71
422 ) Caping Knife Ivory 2.6 12.50 4.91
a31- Skinner Ivory 2.6 12.50 4.91
442R Rigid Fish Fillet Ivory 2.6 13.95 5.48
442F Flexible Fish Fillet Ivory 2.75 13.95 5.48

MINIMUM ORDER: 6 dozen assorted knives;¼ dozen of a pattern



® f ® LOCK-BACK J 780LD-TIMER-••rs"" ..-d.... "T%.
LOCK-BACK

LB? w/Sheath

5"
$29.50

NEW!

u.at· •
_Jr9

BEAR PAW

4%"

$30.00

NEW!
LOCK-BACK

51OT w/Sheath
194OT

Big Timer

3"

$8.75

Pocket Lock Blade

127UH w/Sheath

5¼"

$21.00

Folding Hunter Lock Blade

125OT w/Sheath Folding Hunter

5"

$18.00

Mustang

Genuine Saw Cut
Staglon Handles

Individually Gift Boxed

108OT

2%"

$9.50

Junior

$12.00

Middleman

BOT

4"

$14.00

Senior

33OT

3%." /d I 5"
$8.75

Middleman CHEs) I Folding
Jack Hunter-

77OT 94OT

4" 3"
$10.75 $11.25

Small Game Gunstock
Trapper

13OT w/Sheath $35.00 14OT wusheath $35.00

61OT

4"

858OT
4%"

$20.00
w/Sheath
$24.00

NEW!

$13.25
Slim
Premium Stock

Lumberjack

15OT w/Sheath $22.00

8½" (Blade 3%") 8" (lade 3%) ] 10"

NEW!~ •.. NEW!~-,,.. • , ~. (Blade 6") ltlkP►?TTii
ss_ E

e.

Trallblazer Timberline Deerslayer

152OT $16.00

7¼"

154OT w/Sheath

7¼"

$15.00 165OT w/Sheath

9"

$27.00

(Blade3½")~(Blade3½")~I (Blade5¼") c;:c::,
Sharp
Finger Drop Point ·, • • • woodsman ~

gregr».egg
Sheath w/Handle Pat. Pend.

SCHRADE SCRIMSHAW
GREAT OUTDOOR SERIES

SERIALIZED LIMITED EDITION

GIFT BOXED
WITH SHEATH

261SC $30.00

SCRIMSHAW FOLDING HUNTER

155SC

7¼" (Blade 3")

$25.00

SCRIMSHAW SHARPFINGER

SCHRADE LOVELESS
SERIALIZED
GIFT BOXED

WITH FITTED SHEATH

RL2
8"

$75.00

NEW!
SCHRADE-LOVELESS HUNTER



Guaranteed Against
Loss For

One Full Year

®

1{at· _lo+r# Knives Folding Knife Blades -
of Rust Resistant

Each Knife Serialized
&

lndlvldually ·Gift Boxed

285UH

3%"

$12.75

885UH

4"

$17.00

897UH

$15.00

Pro-Trappers King Ranch Signature Premium Stock

227UH w/She■th Foldlng Hunter

5"

$26.00

Folding Bowle

171UH w/Sheath

10"

(Blade 5%")

Pro Hunter

$40.00 153UH w/Sheath

9¼"

(Blade 5")

Golden Spike

$30.00

•I-

SCHRADE
OPEN STOCK

136

4%." (w)

$10.75 -

ELECTRICIANS

186

PRUNER

206

$13.25

BARLOW

233 272 293 293Y 708B

$8.00

787 808 834 835Y 863

2%"
$8.75

3%"
$10.00

881 881Y 895 896K 899 $10.00

4"

498L
9"

(Blade 5)

WITH SHEATH

LEATHER BORER
$19.50 498S $18.00

9"
(Blade 5)

" RAZOR BLADE
STAINLESS-'KNIVES

175RB

3¾"

$8.75

Florlst 778RB

2%" (SS)

$10.75

Dress 825RB

$12.75

Premium Ranchers 855RB Ranchers Sunday
Dress

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. - 1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 Phone 212-757-1814
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC.

Due to the uncertain availability of raw materials etc., merchandise within this catalog is subject to prior sale, withdrawal and/or change without notice.

MADE AND PRINTED IN U.S.A.
SC78-1
A4198



Schrade Cutlery Corp.
"HANO MADE THE OLD WAY IN GOOD OLD US.A."

Wholesale Price List
PRICE LIST 178-V EFFECTIVE JAN., 1978

OLD TIMER"
and

Terms 2% 10 Days, Net 30 FOB Ellenville, N.Y. 12428
All Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

Drop Shipments Minimum 24 Pcs.

SUGG.KNIFE SHIPPING

COST RETAIL
WEIGHT
PEA DOZNO. IN LBS

KNIFE SHIPPING SUGG.WEIGHT COSTNO. PEA DOZ
RETAILIN LBS

OLD-TIMER+ Mt« _lo+rs
LOCK-BACK"LOCK BLADE

GIFT BOXED

ORIGINAL

OLD TIMER® GIFT
BOXED

LB7 14 PACK
LOCKBACK 4½1 $13.28 I $29.50 I I &_ I 8OT I 3½ I $6.30 I $14.00
w/Sheath--51OT

9 I $13.50 I I I .sh» ll 33OT I 2½ I $3.94 I $8.75LOCK BACK I $30.00
w/Sheath

125OT
$8.10 $18.00 I I 4 I 34OT I 2½ I $5.40 I $12.00LOCK BLADE 6½

w/Sheath I

127UH 10¾ $9.45 $21.00 I I A I 61OT I 3 I $5.96 I $13.25
LOCK BLADE

w/Sheath

194OT I I ~. I 77OT I 2¼ I $4.84 I $10.75
LOCK BLADE 2¼ $3.94 $8.75

I I .al I 94OT I 3½ ILB7 GUARANTEED AGAINST LOSS FOR ONE FULL YEAR $5.06 I $11.25

U cfe GUARANTEED AGAINST LOSS I 4ii I 108OT I 2l $4.28 I $9.50rt JJ ® FOR ONE FULL YEAR
enr} GIFT BOXED WITH SHEATH a.. 25OT I 7] $9.90 I $22.00

---~ w/Sheath

227UH [10%1 $11.70 $26.00
w/Sheath I M [or4·yo] $20.00

e "285UH I 4 I $5.74 $12.75
8580TS I 6¾ I $10.80 I $24.00

w/Sheath

885UH I 3 I $7.65 I $17.00 I I I 130T [ 16] $15.75 ] $35.00
w/Sheath

897UH I 3I $6.75 I $15.00 I l= I 14OT 3
w/Sheath I 16¼ I $15.75 I $35.00

153UH I rn I $13.50 I I f- I. 15OT I
w/Sheat~ $30.00 a 16] $9.90 I $22.00
--
171UH I 18 I $18.00 I $40.00 I e. 120 ] 10[ $7.20 I $16.00

w/Sheattw/Sheath -

SCHRADE SCRIMSHAW nE> 154OT I 10 I $6.75 I $15.00
w/Sheath

GREAT OUTDOOR SERIES
LIMITED EDITION ]e= ] e] 18 I $12.15 I $27.00

·GIFT BOXED WITH SHEATH

155SC I 7½ I $11.25 ,. $25.00 I HONESTEEL WITH SHEATH HANDLE
GIFT BOXED

261SC I 10½ I $13.50 I $30.00 I [I HS1 I 3 I $5.40 I $12.00
(s LE



KNIFE SHIPPING SUGG.wEIGHT COSTPE DOZ RETAILNO. IN LBS

SCHRADE
OPEN STOCK

808 1 $3.94 I $8.75

- -

* 808V 1 $4.28 I $9.50

* 832 1½ $4.50 I $10.00
Q !

± I 834 1 $4.50 I $10.00

$ 835V 1½ $5.11 $11.35
I

a ' 863 2½ $4.50 $10.00

881 I 2½ I $4.84 $10.75

881V I 2½ I $5.11 $11.35

895 I 2 I $4.50 $10.00

896K I 2 I $4.84 $10.75

899 2 $4.50 $10.00

Cuts
Cleaner RAZOR BLADE0

Lasts STAINLESSLonger

175RB I 2¾ I $3.94 $8.75

e' I 778RB I 1¼ I $4.84 $10.75
-

825RB 2¼ $5.74 $12.75

855RB 2 $5.40 $12.00

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. - 1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 Phone 212-757-1814
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC. $C78-3

MADE AND PRINTED IN US.A. A4265



THE
SCOTS GUARDS (R 90)
The outdoorsm,m's knife. • •

Featuring forged, high
carbon, stain-resistant
cutlery steel blades, ground,
polished, and hand-honed to
a fine, lasting cutting edge
and Regimental Red handles,
exclusive to this series. screl'Jdriver

precision hollow --~-•••■
ground stain
.resistant spear
blade

Phillips head
screwdriver
/

=~thpick



THE LIFE OUARDS (R 10)
A precision lockback field knife with
hollow ground stain-resistant blade .

OUARD
(R 70

THE
IRISH
OUARDS
A superb moun
taineer's knife with
stain-resistant saw
and spear, screw
driver/cap lifter
and can opener.

THE
COLDSTREAM

OUARDS
(R 30)

An explorer's
cutting instrument
with stain-resistant
spear, screwdriver/

cap lifter and
can opener.

...sfi

I '/

RENADI
UARDS

(R 20)

A backpacker's
essential knife with
stain-resistant saw
and spear.



J3a.ass
A perfect knife for every use.

-Sturdy • Durable
• Hand Edged high carbon steel blades
for lasting sharpness.
New pennanent wood counter merchandiser with
moulded panel holds knives safely and securely.

MOD-1 Assortment
contains 6 each of
10 fastest-selling
Jack-Master
patterns.
60 Knives
total weight
per asst. 17.9 lbs.
(8kg), in reshipper.

A perfect knife for every
sturdy • durable • hand edtor lasting sharpness.«ea

Display
Dimensions
12½" (32cm) high
x 12-1/8' (31cm) wide
x9' (23cm) deep.
Knives come prernounted
on panel.



clip & p
es. Staglon
ndle 3-1/8'
sed. 1.3 Ibs.
per dozen

02 2-Blade
k Knife with
h clip & pen
ize (Yellow)
5cm) closed.

per dozen.

805P 2-Blade
Jack Knife

with clip & pen
blades. Pearl hand le.
2-7/8" (6cm) closed.

8lbs. (.36kg) per dozen. ,

I
ho

e (Yell
4" (11

.8 lbs. (..8kg

3 2-Blade
Knife with

d pen blades.
andle. 3-3/8"
osed. 1.6 lbs.
g) per dozen.

808P 2-Blade
Jack Knife with

clip & pen blades.
Pearl handle. 2¾"

(7cm) closed ..9 lbs.
(.40kg) per dozen.

812 Sheath Knife
8" (21cm) overall
2.2 lbs. (1kg) per dozen.

806 2-Blade
Jack Knife with

cfip and pen blades.
Staglon handle. 2%'
(7cm) closed ..9 lbs.
(.40kg) per dozen.

+

Printed in U.S.A.
© IKCO 1978

w Imperial Knife Company. inc•ooiceooesovoe»
A Division of Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc.
In Canada: Imperial International, Bramalea, Ontario
In Europe: Imperial International, 5014 Kerpen/Rheinland, West Germany

MOD-78



PRICE LIST FOR "GIFTMASTER"' KNIFE FOLDER AL-178 Effective Date- Mar. 1, 1978
~

[snl FRONTIER SERIESPOCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES each individually gift boxed

* + ¥
nae With HOTSTAMPED copy on handle With ETCHED BLADE copy Without%
ii one side - one color one blade - one side ADV. COPY

p p Q R p Q R p p
100- 250- 500- 1000- 100- 250- 500- .36- 72-Number 249 499 999 over 249 499 over 71 over

40P2AL 6.94 6.84 6.13 5.53 7.04 6.31 5.70 6.94 6.24
4033AL 7.58 7.48 6.71 6.07 7.68 6.89 6.23 7.64 6.88
41P4AL 7.74 7.64 6.86 6.20 7.84 7.04 6.37 7.82 7.04
4233AL 8.16 8.06 7.24 6.55 8.26 7.42 6.72 8.30 7.46
4133AL 8.36 8.26 7.42 6.72 8.42 7.60 6.88 8.52 7.66 ***4132AL 8.36 8.26 7.42 6.72 8.46 7.60 6.88 8.52 7.66 With copy BRANDED4433AL 9.14 9.04 8.13 7.37 9.24 8.31 7.53 9.38 8.44
4434AL , 9.14 9.04 8.13 7.37 9.24 8.31 7.53 9.38 8.44 on sheath
4432AL 9.14 9.04 8.13 7.37 9.24 8.31 7.53 9.38 8.44 one color - one side
4622AL 13.66 13.56 12.24 11.13 13.76 12.42 11.30 14.40 13.96 100- 500-4514AL 11.66 11.56 10.42 9.47 11.76 10.60 9.63 12.18 10.96
4512AL 12.44 12.34 11.13 10.12 12.54 11.31 10.23 13.06 11.74 499 P over Q
4500AL Sheath for Nos. 4512AL or4514AL 3.06 2.76 3.76 3.15

No die charge for 10-pt. upper or lower ++No charge for etching
Same die charges applycase block type. dd $60-120.00 NET die if typewriter type facefor special type or logo die. acceptable. as for HOT STAMPED

HANDLES shown at left.
vailabte colors: red, black, blue, green, Add approx. $25.00 NET vailable inwhite or yellow. die charge for special type natural 'burned'' color
For second side or second color on same or logo. only.
side, add following additional charges:

p p Q R HOW MUCH SPACE FOR HOT STAMPING YOUR FRONTIER SERIES HANDLES?
100- 250- 500- 1000 10-Point Type 6-Point Type249 499 999 over-- -- Spaces Max. No. Spaces Max. No.. 70 .60 .45 .33 Pattern Number per Line Lines per Line Lines

NOTE: 10-Point type available in upper 40P2AL & 4033AL 18 1 25 1
and lower case. 45124L & 45144L 18 1 25 141P4AL, 4132AL, 4133AL & 4233AL 22 1 25 26-Point type available in upper 44324L, 44334L & 4434AL 25 2 34 2case only. 4622AL 25 2 40 3

PAGE 2

MONEY

] With With With
ENGRAVED Handles **STAMPED Handles ***SILK SCREENED

CLIP KNIVES: (no color) No Number With Handles with color
Color Color

100- 250- 500- 1000- Colors 1000- 250- 1000-Description 249 P 499 Q 999 R over R Copy over R 999 Q over R
AL-24 1 2.88 3.24 2.88w/o imprint 3.84 3.49 3.20 2.80 2 2.95 3.45 3.083.06 (P) 3 2.98 3.64 3.25(Min. 72 pcs.

AL-27 1 3.03 3.40 3.03w/o imprint 4.02 3.65 3.35 2.95 2 3.10 3.62 3.233.24 (P) 3 3.13 3.71 3.40Min. 72 pcs.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON MONEYCLIP KNIVES
*ENGRAVED Handles -Absolute minimum 50 pieces. Add $5.00 Net for all orders less than
minimums shown above. Maximum 2 lines, 13 letters per line in block type (upper and/or lower
case). Add die charge of approximately $65 .00 Net for logo or special type only.

**STAMPED Handles - Absolute minimum 1000 pieces. Any number of lines and/or logo within
space available. Add following die charges: AL-24 $135-150 Net, AL-27 $185-200 Net.

*** SILK SCREENED Handles -Absolute minimum 250 pieces. Any number of lines and/or logo
within space available. Add silk screen charge of $20.00 Net for each color. If camera-ready art
is NOT furnished, add approximately $10-25 for preparation.

GIFT BOXESAdd 25¢ (P) for plastic hinged box with foam pad. Standard package is poly bag.

OTH
IMPRINTED Knives (one color one side) UNIMPRINTED GiftER KNIVES: Knives Box

100- 300- 500- 1000- 3000- Min. Price Each
Number 299 P 499 P 999 Q 2999 R over S Quant. Each P p

AL-8 1.90 1.80 1.58 1.38 1.26 144 1.54 .25
AL-14 2.48 2.38 2.11 1.87 1.71 144 2.12 .25
AL-17 3.08 2.98 2.65 2.37 2.17 72 2.72 .50AL-52RB 3.52 3.42 3.05 2.73 2.51 72 3.16 .25
AL-71 2.58 2.48 2.20 1.95 1.78 144 2.22 .25AL-74 2.48 2.38 2.11 1.87 1.71 144 2.12 .25
AL-100 2.00 1.90 1.67 1.47 1.34 144 1.64 .25



[ace ]

UNIMPRINTED AL-58 is priced with copy ETCHED on master
IMPRINTED Knives (one color - one side) Knives Gift blade. Handle can be SILK SCREENED in

Box absolute min. quantity of 250 pcs. as follows: I

100- 300- 500- 1000- 3000- Min. Price Each
Number 299 P 499 P 999 Q 2999 R over S Quant. Each P p 1 color 2 colors 3 colors

AL-18 2.48 2.38 2.11 1.87 1.71 144 2.12 .40 250-999 2.73 3.00 3.18 3Q
AL-22 2.78 2.68 2.38 2.12 1.94 144 2.42 .40 over 1000 2.47 2.67 2.83 3R
AL-46 2.48 2.38 2.11 1.87 1.71 144 2.12 .25
AL-58 2.92 2.82 2.51 2.23 2.05 72 2.56 .40 Add same silk screen charges as for moneyclipAL-72 2.58 2.48 2.20 1.95 1.78 144 2.22 .25
AL-1 06 2.78 2.68 2.38 2.12 1.94 72 2.42 .25 knives on Page 1.

[ace] IMPRINTED - one color UN IMPRINTED
100- 250- 500- 1000- 3000- Min. Price

Number 249 P 499 P 999 Q 2999 R over R Quant. Each P

104AL 2.43 2.32 2.06 1.98 1.80 72 2.06
197AL 1.42 1.34 1.18 1.07 1.05 72 1.16

SPORTSMEN'S
KNIVES * With ETCHED BLADE copy Without ** With copy BRANDED

one blade - one side ADV. COPY on sheath
EXCLUSIVE

p Q R p p Any copy an
100- 250- 500- 36- 72- 100- 500- duced' in an

Number 249 499 71 over 499 P over Q handle(s) anover a shield of
3600 pieces.

4515AL 16.48 14.89 13.57 17.42 15.68 16.68 14.89 Write for s
4625AL 20.40 18.45 16.83 21.78 19.60 quantity, n
WS-1AL 12.80 11.51 10.43 13.50 12.16 13.16 11.69 information.
864AL 2.19 1.86 1.66 1.86 1.69 "PERMA-PR

on the follow
AL-8

PERMA-PRINT" PROCESS
d/or illustration can be repto
y number of colors on the
permanently protected by

lear plastic. Minimum order

pecific quotation including
mber of colors and other

NT" is available ONLY
ng knives.

Add approx. $25.00 Net for etching die,
unless typewriter typeface is acceptable.

**No die charge for 10-pt. upper or lower
case block type. Add $60-120.00 NET
for special type or 1ogo die.

AL-14
AL-17

Note:
104-AL &
197-AL
available in
poly envelope
only (standard
packaging).

AL-18
AL-22
AL-52RB

AL-71
AL-72
AL.74

- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION -

ABSOLUTE MINIMUM - 50 pieces for all items, with or without ad copy, except where noted otherwise.
$5.00 Net charge ($10.00 Net for all Frontier Series knives) will be added for all orders for quantities below
minimum quantities shown on price schedule.

HANDLE IMPRINTING DIES - for logo or special type only, one-color die approximately $20.00 Net,
two-color die approximately $35.00 Net. (See Page 1 Frontier Series die costs.)

SPLIT SHIPMENT CHARGE -$3.00 Net for each shipment after first.

CHANGE OF COPY CHARGE- $10.00 Net for Frontier Series items, $5.00 Net all other items.

For SECOND COLOR IMPRINT
(or 2-side imprint
in same color)

100-499- add 20¢ ea. P
500-2999 add 14¢ ea. Q

3000-over add 9¢ea. R

HOW MUCH SPACE FOR YOUR MESSAGE?
(Frontier Series numbers shown on other side)

These are the standard type faces readily available.
From this chart you can determine how many lines
can be printed on any knife shown in this circular.
You can also determine approximately the number
of words which can be printed in any one line. Please
specify the type face to be used on your order. If
you do not do this, the factory reserves the right
to use its best judgment.

AL-58
(etched)
L-52RB
L-71

AL-8
AL-14
AL-46
AL-72
AL-74
AL-100
AL-103
197-AL

AL-17
AL-18
AL-22
AL-58
(screened)] L-24
104-L AL-27

No. of No. of No. of o. of
Lines Lines Lines Lines

uLL Loa r-wt3t - t lwr» p led .•. Z 4 5 0 ISMALL B8LOCK TYPE -- 16 letters per mncn ,.. 2 4 5 0
MEDIUM BLOCK TYPE - 13 letters per inch ... 1 3 4 3

LARGE BLOCK TYPE- 11 letters per inch . . . o 2 3 2
MEDIUM ITALIC TYPE- I2 LETTERS PER INCH... 0 3 3 0

NOTE: On your order, be sure to type or print copy to be imprinted on knives.



CowartiLife

"Roosevelt is not an American, you know. He is America."

Designing a knife that would live up to the reputation and be a credit to a man like Teddy Roosevelt was
a stimulating challenge.
We first found one of America's oldest cutlery factories which began producing knives just 18 years

after Roosevelt was born. The pattern was chosen after researching his life and the era he lived in. The
"Stockman's" knife was probably carried by Roosevelt when he led the Rough Riders to victory at San
Juan in 1898. The knife had to be true and tough just as Roosevelt had been .
We chose the finest materials: solid nickel silver, solid brass, high carbon steel and tough saw cut

Staglon"for handles.
From these materials, 23 separate parts were made and then assembled with over 100 painstaking

hand operations. Special alloy high carbon steel blades were hand-sharpened. The fine hand glazed
finish will ensure its brightness through the years.
Two shields have been added to the rugged saw cut handles to symbolize Teddy Roosevelt's dual roles

... as an American political leader and a well known author and explorer.
The completed knife represents the finest in both beauty and quality. Only 12,000 of these knives have

been made. Each is serial numbered and registered.





Jackmastr"
Hand Edged high carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness.

JM-1 Assortment

Sheath Knife
8" (21cm) overall
2.2 lbs. (1 kg) per
dozen.

New permanent Counter Merchandiser
with moulded panel holds knives safely
and securely.
JM-1 Assortment contains 6 each of the
10 fastest-selling Jackmaster patterns.
60 knives total weight per assortment
17 LBS (7.7kg).
Display Dimensions- 20" (49cm) High X
11¾ (29cm) Wide X 5" (12cm) Deep.
Knives come premounted on panel.

E 2Ft,Ee..--
!@~..... @;·~a. ,
%sa.....
' IgetG
<::
<
@) •

eon

01 2-Blade Jack Knife with clip & pen blades.
itaglon handle 31/a" (8cm) closed. 1.3 lbs.
(.6kg) per dozen.

873 3 Blade Premium Stockmens Knife with
Clip, Spey and Sheepsfoot Blades. Staglon
Handle 4 (9.8cm) closed. 1.2 LBS (.5kg) per
Dozen.

8045 2 Blade Jack Knife with Turkish clip &
pen blades. Staglon handle. 3" (8.5cm)
closed. 1.2 lbs. (.5kg) per dozen.

0 0

808P 2 Blade Jack Knife with clip & pen
blades. Pearl handle.2" (7cm) closed .. 9 lbs.
(.40kg) per dozen.

871 1 Blade "Daddy Barlow" with Large Clip
Blade. Staglon Handle 4¾" (11.6cm) closed.
1.6 LBS (.75kg) per Dozen.

805P 2 Blade Jack Knife with clip & pen
blades. Pearl handle. 2 " (6cm) closed. 8 lbs.
(36kg) per dozen.

803 2 Blade Barlow Knife with clip and pen
blades. Staglon handle. 3%" (8.5cm) closed.
1.6 lbs. (.75kg) per dozen.

Printed in U.S.A.

811 2 Blade Fish Knife with clip blade &
scaler/hook disgorger. Maize (Yellow)
handle. 4" (11cm) closed. 1.8 Ibs. (8kg) per
dozen.

8184 Blade Kamp King with Spear blade, can
opener, screwdriver/bottle opener & leather
punch. Staglon handle. 3¾" (9.5 cm) closed.
1.8 Ibs. (8kg) per dozen.

e 1KCO 78-7



new full color
individually "blister"
carded pocket
knives.
Blister packed
for "Pilfer proof"
factory fresh
impulse selling.



T SELLING PATTERNS
To choose from all. with high carbon
steel blades for extra sharpness.

RJ-615
(U.P.C. #00615)
Kamp King
4-Blade Utility
Knife. Black
stagged handles.
3%" (9.5cm) closed
1 doz. per shelf box.
Wt. per doz. 2.5 lbs. ( 1.1 kg)

RJ-278
(U.P.C. #00278)
Barlow Knife with
clip & pen blades.
Stag I on handles
3-3/8" (9.0cm)
closed 1 doz. to a
shelf box. Wt. per
doz. 2.3 lbs. ( 1.1 kg).

- mmerat d
Jadkmastr PREMIUM STOG

rmt9ea
gee lata' Lao lga-gkier«iino,

RJ-943
(UP.C. #00943):I wad
Fish Knife 2-blade
carbon steel fishing
knife. Assorted
handles-half pearl,
half maize. 4¼ (11cm)
closed. 1 doz. to a shelf
box. Wt. per doz. 2.3
lbs. (1.1 kg).

RJ-685
(U.P.C. #00685)
Serpentine Jack with
Turkish clip & pen
blades. Assorted handles
-half Staglon, half maize
3%" (9.5cm) closed.
1 doz. to a shelf
box. Wt. per doz.
1. 7 Ibs. (.75kg).

RJ-653
(U.P.C. #00653)
Premium stock ,
knife with clip, spey
& sheepfoot blades.
Staglon handles 4'
(10cm) closed.
Packed 1 doz. to a
shelf box. Wt. per
doz. 2.3 lbs. (1.1kg).

RJ-836
(U.P.C. #00836)
Workmate. Durable monomal
handles with shackle. Spear
blade and combination screw
driver/wire stripper with
saf-t-10k. 3%" (9.5cm) ,
closed. 1 doz. to a shelf
box. Wt, per doz. 2.9 lbs.
(1.3kg).

w imperial Knife Company.Inc•ooea.«roes.soc»
A Division of Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc.
Hn Canatta: Imperial international, Bramalea, Ontario --
In Europe: imperial International, 5014 Kerpen/Rheinland, West Germany RJ-78



AL-8
MYSTERY KNIFE
Press blade in with
blade tip UP, it
opens - tip DOWN,
it locks closed.
8.0 lbs. per 100 pcs.

Function and Beauty-The Perfect Combination
For A Gift that's Really Appreciatedy
AL52RB
SUPER RAZOR
BLADE STAIN
LESSTM SLIMLINE
JACKKNIFE
13.3 lbs. per 100

AL-71
JET
JACKKNIF
5.5 lbs. per
100 pcs.

AL-100
TRICKST
Black pin
handle. Bl
& closes Ii
shown at
11.0 lbs.

AL-14
SERPENTIN
ACKKNI

L-17
ETTER
PENER KNIFE

13.3 Ibs. per 100 pcs.

-TURNED
ss
LIP K
100 p

AL-27
SATIN FINISH
STAINLESS
MONEYCLIP
KNIFE
9 lbs. per
100 pcs.





the knife makers
knife sharpener '

Safety-guard handle

Restore
factory sharp edge
in seconds on any blade
Blade automatically positions itself
to correct grinding angle.

Exclusive "grind-trap" keeps
particles off countertop.

AL 104-A (avocado)
AL 104-G (gold)

20 Ibs. per 100 pcs.

*made by one of America's largest cutlery manufacturers

GO Or-Ir
OPENS EVERY SIZE BOTTLE OR JAR EFFORTLESSLY!

From peanut butter and ketchup tQ nail polish or soda pop -
just a twist or a flip does the job
without strain, broken nails
or frayed tempers.

197AL

NOTE: Grand Opener can be
imprinted ONLY in area at left or
right sides of large center hole. Specify desired imprint
position on all orders.

- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
INK COLORS -- Knives can be imprinted in a wide variety of
inks. Black will be used unless another color is specified.
TRADEMARKS - These can be duplicated. Quotations cover
ing special dies will be given upon submission of art work.
LESS THAN MINIMUM - A net charge of $5.00 will be made
on any orders calling for less than minimum quantities shown for
each knife. Absolute minimum 50 pcs. except where noted
otherwise.
PROOFS - Paper proofs can be furnished upon request at no

~~ charge. Allow about one week more for delivery when proof is
{ii!~1 requested, provided proof is okayed and returned promptly.

-~;AS1 6237 All Items Made in U.S.A.

CHANGE OF COPY - A net charge of $5.00 will be made. for
each change of copy on any order.
DELIVERY Allow two to four weeks from the date your
order is placed.
PACKING - Unless orders specify packing in individual gift
boxes at extra cost, all knives are packed in individual protective
envelopes except where noted otherwise.
OVERRUNS AND UNDERRUNS - We will make every effort
to fill orders for the exact quantity specified, but must reserve
the right to ship and bill underruns or overruns not exceeding
5% of the quantity ordered.
Printed in U.S.A. @IKCO 1978 CATALOG AL-178 (Effective 3/1/78)



TERMS: 2%--10 DAYS, NET 30
All shipments F.O.B.,

Providence, R.I.

CES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

Imperial Knife Company. Inc.
OFFICE: 1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

FACTORY: PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02903
@ lmporal"

PRICE LIST
l-178J

FEB. 2, 1978

POCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES

IMPORTANT - ORDERS FOR ITEMS IN OTHER THAN STANDARD MINIMUM ORDER
QUANTITIES WILL BE INCREASED OR DECREASED TO THE NEAREST MINIMUM ORDER
QUANTITY. ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $100.00 CANNOT BE ACCEPTED AND WILL BE
RETURNED TO YOU.

CATALOG MINIMUM
PAGE ORDERS FOR WEIGHT

ASST. DESCRIPTION NO. DISPLAY ASSORT. (asst.) RETAIL COST

MOD-1 Jack-Master Assortment - 60pc MOD-78 3 of a kind or 17.9# 150.60 64.50

6 assorted or
MOD-3 Diamond Edge Assortment - 44pc DE-78 1 with refill order 16.9 # 155.20 62.84

MINIMUM
ORDERS 12 dozen assorted knives in Shelf Packs of 6 each

REFILLS FOR ABOVE DISPLAY CASE ASSORTMENTS:

PATTERN CATALOG WEIGHT
NUMBER DESCRIPTION PAGE PER RETAIL COSTNO. DOZEN

OPEN STOCK REFILLS FOR MOD" ASSTS.
MOD-1 Jack-Master

801 2-Blade Jack (Stag Ion) 3 1/8' 1.3# 2.49 1.06
802 2-Blade Jack (Yellow) 3 1 /4" 1.1 # 2.49 1.06
803 2-Blade Barlow (Stag Ion) 3 3/8" 1.6# 2.49 1.06
804S 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 3 1/4" 00 1.1# 2.49 1.06

r--
805P 2-Blade SS Jack (Pearl) 27/8" i .8# 2.49 1.06
806 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 23/4" o .9# 2.49 1.06=
808P 2-Blade Jack (Pearl) 23/4 .8# 2.49 1.06
811 2-Blade Fish (Yellow) 41/4" 1.8# 2.49 1.06
812 Sheath Knife (Striped) 8 1/4" 2.1 # 2.49 1.06
818 4-Blade Kamp-King (Black Stag) 3 3/4" 2.5# 2.69 1.21

MOD-3 Diamond Edge

851 DE 2-Blade Serpentine Jack 2 7/8' .74 2.99 1.21
852DE 2-Blade Serpentine Pen 2 7/8" .6# 2.99 1.21
853DE 2-Blade Barlow 3 3/8" 1.9# 2.99 1.21
854DE 2-Blade Medium Serpentine 3 1/4" 00 1.2# 2.99 1.21

r--
855DE 2-Blade Small Serpentine 2 3/4" u1 .8# 2.99 1.21

2-Blade Fish Knife 4 1 /4"
□

1.8#856DE 2.99 1.21
857DE 4-Blade Utility 3 3/4" 2.1# 4.49 1.82
858DE 2-Blade Jumbo Jack 4' 1.8# 3.59 1.45
859DE 3-Blade Medium Serpentine 3 1/4: 1.2# 3.79 1.54
860DE 3-Blade Premium Stock 4" 1.8# 4.49 1.82
883 Drop-Point Hunter 9' 4.3# 4.49 1.82

Page 1



CATALOG WEIGHTPATTERN DESCRIPTION PAGE PER RETAIL COSTNUMBER NO. DOZEN

OPEN STOCK REFILLS FOR OTHER MODS

825P 2-Blade SS Pen (Pearl) 2 7/8" - .6# 2.49 1.06
826 2-Blade SS Pen (Staglon) 2 7 /8" - .6# 2.49 1.06
827 2-Blade Jack (Staglon) 2 7/8" - .8# 2.49 1.06
829 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 3 1/4" - 1.1 # 3.49 1.49
830 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 3 1/2" - 1.6# 3.49 1.49
831 2-Blade Jumbo Jack (Staglon) 4" - 1.9# 2.79 1.19
832$ 3-Blade Premium Stock (Staglon) 4" - 2.0# 3.49 1.49
836 2-Blade Workmate 3 1/4" - 2.5# 2.99 1.28
839 Fish Fillet (Wood) 11" 176-3 4.0 # 4.50 1.92
861 "Kit Carson" (Staglon) 9 1/2" AR-78 5.6# 10.50 4.25
862 Mark Twain Barlow (Staglon) 3 3/8" AR-78 2.6# 4.50 1.82
864 Fish Fillet (Wood) 9' 176-3 2.0# 1.98 .845
865 Fish Fillet (Black) 11" 176-4 2.2# 7.95 3.22

MIN.
QTY. (PER ORDER

CATALOG SHELF (SHELF WT. PER
ITEM PAGE PACK OR PACK OR SHELF PACK
NO. DESCRIPTION NO. ASSORT.) ASSORT.) OR ASSORT. RETAIL COST ,,

SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES (
BP-1 1-Blade Stainless Backpacker-lndiv. Boxed HK-78 6 2 1.2# 10.00 4.05
BPWS-1 Pro Hunte/TM1div. Blister Card HK-78 6 2 3.8# 15.00 6.41
WS-1 Pro HunterTM Indiv. Boxed Stainless HK-78 6 2 3.4# 15.00 6.08
H-83 Oro p Point Hunter HK-78 12 1 4.3# 4.49 1.82
HK3583 2pc Drop Point Hunter Kombo Set HK-78 12 1 6.8# 9.00 3.85
FISH FILLET KNIVES
BP442F 10" S,S. Fish Fillet (Ivory) - flexible - carded 176-4 6 2 3.0# 13.95 5.63
BP442R 10" S.S. Fish Fillet (Ivory) - rigid - carded 176-4 6 2 3.0# 13.95 5,63
FF541 11" S.S. Fish Fillet (Black) - indiv. carded 176-4 6 2 2.4# 7.95 3.22
FF-222 11'' Stainless Fish Fillet Knife-individually carded 176-3 6 2 2.1 # 4.50 1.92
FF-220 9'' Stainless Fish Fillet Knife-individually carded 176-3 12 1 2.0# 1.98 .845

"AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS" Gift Boxed Knives
AR-176 "Mark Twain" Barlow Knife AR-78 6 6 1.3 4.50 1.82
ARH-70 "Kit Carson" Trail Knife AR-78 12 1 7.5 10.50 4.25
SUPER RAZOR BLADE STAINLESS POCKET KNIVES

RB-4 2-Blade Medium Jackknife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 12
- ?<

1.7 3,69 18.96
RB-5 2-Blade Slim Jackknife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 12 gs 2.3 3.99 20.52
695-RB 2-Blade Deluxe Jackknife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 6

$g5>
2.8 6.00 15.39nu2

697-RB 3-Blade Deluxe Knife (Staglon) Assort. RB-73 6 -<t
2.9 6.99 17.94

Page 2



--,
MIN.

QTY. (PER ORDER
CATALOG SHELF (SHELF WT. PERASST. PAGE PACK OR PACK OR SHELF PACKNUMBER DESCRIPTION NO. ASSORT.) ASSORT.) OR ASSORT. RETAIL COST

OTHER LARGE ASSORTMENT
IK-36 Carded Assortment - 36 pieces IK-36 36 3 5.7# 89.64 40.34
RJ-48 48pc. Blister Carded Asst. w/Free Rack RJ-78 48 3 13.5# 133.12 57.28
INDIVIDUALLY CARDED POCKET KNIVES (skin packed) - 12 to shelf box
RJ-278 2 Blade Barlow 3 3/8" (Staglon) I 12 2.3# 2.49 1.06

4-Blade Kamp-King 3¾" (Bl. Stag) 12 (J)
2.6# 2.69 1.21RJ-615 •00 uRJ-685 2-Blade Jack 3¼" (asst. Staglon/Yellow) r> 12 <t x 1.7# 2.49 1.06, a.RJ-836 2-Blade Workmaster 3¼" (Brown) C: 12 u- 5 2.9 # 2.99 1.28

RJ-943 2-Blade Fish. 4" (asst. Pearl & Yellow)

I
12 > 2.3# 2.49 1.06rRJ-653 3-Blade Premium Stock 4" (Staglon) 12 - <{ 2.3# 3.49 1.49

DIAMOND EDGE POCKET KNIVES
'Pack' Assortments

DE-1 2-Blade Slimline Jackknife 1.9# 2.99 7.27
DE-2 2-Blade Slimline Penknife 1.9# 2.99 7.27
DE-3 2-Blade Barlow Knife 3.0# 2.99 7.27
DE-4 2-Blade Medium Serpentine Jackknife 0 Xx 2.0# 2.99 7.2700 CJ) C: gDE-5 2-Blade Small Serpentine Jackknife N LU <( 1.8# 2.99 7.27u! > u r >-DE-6 2-Blade Fish Knife 0 - C: c < z 2.9# 2.99 7.27Z LU

o O <{

'"'
DE-7 4-Blade Utility Knife 3.0# 4.49 10.92
DE-8 2-Blade Jumbo Jackknife 3.0# 3.59 8.72
DE-9 3-Blade Medium Serpentine Knife 2.1 # 3.79 9.21
DE-10 3-Blade Premium Steck Knife 2.9# 4.49 10.92

TENT CARD ASSORTMENTS- 12 KNIVES PER CARD

785 Small Serpentine Jack-Ass'td. Staglon & Pearl 175-5 12 1.3# 2.49 12.72
18685 2-Blade Large Jackknife-assorted 175-5 12 1.7# 2.49 12.72
t63SS- 2-Blade Slim Line SS Jackknife-assorted 175-5 12 1.2# 2.49 12.72
278-S 2-Blade Bowie Barlow-clip blade 175-5 12 I x 2.1 # 2.49 12.72
650 2-Blade Jumbo Jackknife-all Staglon 175-5 12

g 2
1.3# 2.79 14.31r >-

15687 3-Blade Assorted Knives-all Staglon 175-6 12 c << z 2.0# 3,49 17.88- O <{
653 3-Blade Jumbo Knife-all Staglon 175-6 12

I
2.6# 3.49 17.88

N-615 4-Blade Kamp-King Knife - Black Stag 175-6 12 2.5# 2.69 14.52
943 2-Blade Fish Knife- 4" Yellow, Pearl & Staglon 175-6 12 2.1 # 2.49 12.72

tTo specify handle styles in these assortments add digit as follows to Assortment Number:

Suffix "1" for ALL STAG LON Handles. Suffix "4" for ASSORTED HANDLES-STAG LON, PEARL & YELLOW.

MISCELLANEOUS KNIVES
MC-57 Stainless Money Clip Knife boxed - 12 6 1,8# 3.59 1.53
LO-1 1-Blade Letter Opener Knife 9'' (Pearl) bulk - 12 12 1.7# 3.19 1.36
JM-305 1-Blade Jiffy Knife (Pearl) - bulk - 12 12 1.0# 1.79 .77



NEW MERCHANDISERS
by Imperial

To Create Impulse Sales ... For You!

MOD-3 MOD-1

Page 4

RJ-48

Ask Your Salesmen About Them!


